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INTRODUCTION
The Importance of the M11slim. Dootrine of God
The doctrine of God is the oentral doctrine of Islam. and
is inherent in. the very name of that religion.

Islam, based

upon the Semitio root S-L-M, means "peace" or "s11bmission,"
and a Muslim 1s "one who s11bmits himself."

In both oases the

object to whom submission is rendered is God.

'.rhe priority of

the doctrine of God is also evidenced by the first part of the
M11slim creed which states, la ilaha 111' Allah, "There is no
god at all except God."1 This is the central point of Mu.slim
teaching and is instilled into the Muslim's consciousness from
the time he is a babe llntil he leaves this world.

'.rhe words

la ilaha 111' Allah are whispered into an infant's ears at
birth, inscribed on books and doorposts, repeated dally in
prayers, and chanted by those who are carrying the bier of
the dead. 2
Any ChristiBll who lln.dertakes to proclaim the Gospel amcmg
Muslims or to engage in dialogue with themwUl soon find himself involved in discussions, questions, and ohallenges regarding the doctrine ot God.

Ultimately, it is the dootrine of

lThe second part of the iillslim oreed is Mllhammad-ur
Rasulu-llah, "Muhammed is the Apostle ot God."
2L. Bevan Jones, '.rha People ot the -Mosque (3rd revised
edition; Calcutta; Baptist :iillsslon Press, 1959), P• 99.
1

God v,hich gives Islam, or any other religion, its distinctive
character.

A proper understanding of this doctrine in Islam

will enable the Christian to appreciate the need for his ~itness, the difficulties which lie behind a

usli.m.'s reception

of that witness, and the special areas of Muslim. life and
thought where that witness should be applied.

For ex.ample,

there are those who virtually identify the God of the Christians and the God of the ~usli.ms.

Among such there will. not

be mu.ch incentive to evangelism.

Others look upon the w slim

denial of the death of Christ on the cross as an inaccurate
f a ct which merely needs to be corrected in order to be believed.
They do not realize that this denial is related to a conception of God incompatible with the fact, namely, that God is too
powerful to give the victory to crime.

Then there are those

who tackle the problem. of Islw:i by moving against the periphery, the social customs of ~ usli.m.s, when the .mai~ effort
should be directed to the source of Islam's strength and weaknes s, its doctrine of God.

A

grasp of the ~uslim doctrine of

Cod is essential for both the evangelistic and apologetic endeavors of the Church in relation to :Mu.slims.

As modern colilmWli-

cations bring the peoples of the world closer and closer together, the day when Christians can live oblivious to the beliefs of .millions of other inhabitants of this planet 1s rapidly drawing to a close.

Ignorance of the lw.slilll doctrine of

God is not only a hindrance to the Church's outreach; it .may
well become a positive danger to those Christians who are not
11

well grounded in their own taith.

Islam once swal.lowed u.p

large areas of the globe where the chu.rch was widespread.
There is no guarantee that this cou.l.d not happen again.
Why the Ahmadiyya Mu.slim Doctrine?
In this study special emphasis is given to the Ahmadiyya
Muslim doctrine of God.

'.rhe Ahmadiyya »ove.ment 1n Islam takes

its name from the founder ot the move.m.ent, ll41rza Ghulam Ahmad,
who lived in Q,adian, Punjab, India, from 1835-1908.

Organized

in 1889, the movement has expanded under the leadership of his
successors with present headqu.arters 1n Rabwah, Pakistan.

Its

intluenoe has been out ot proportion to its membership of leas
than 300 1 000 members.

'.rhe A.bmadiyyas .maintain an extensive

outreach program which now has centers in more than forty ditferent countries ot Asia, Europe, Africa, and the Americas,3
including a number ot oenters 1n the United States.

'.rhere are

several reasons tor concentrating u.pon the Ahmadiyya sources
in a study of the Muslim doctrine ot God.

First of all, the Ahmadiyya movement is a contemporary
movement which provides insights and indicates trends in JDOdern Muslim thollgh.t.

Many modern Muslims are no longer inter-

ested 1n some ot the theological problems which occupied the
3141rza Mubarak Ahmad, Our Foreifi Missions (4th revised
edition; Rabwah, West Pakistan: lhma yya iueiLn Foreign
Missions, 196S), PP• 1-87; Abdul Ham.id, Islam and Chr1st1an1tJ
(New York: Carlton Press, Ino., 1967), pp. 214--215.
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attention ot classical orthodox Islam..

A great ettort ia

being made to make Islam. relevant to the new age.

lPor the

Christian an awareness ot the theological stance ot present day
Muslims is vital tor effective proclamation.

Ignorance ot con-

temporary thought may put the Christian witness into the position ot criticizing weaknesses or detects which the MusliJDa
themselves have already abandoned.

For example, the Ahmadiyyaa

have rejected the notion ot propagating Islam. through .military
force, and have committed themselves to peacetu.l. persuasion by
such means as conversation and literature.

~hey limit the

practice ot Jihad, holy war, to defensive action.4
A second reason tor concentrating upon the Ahmadiyya Muslim docj;rine ot God is the availability ot source material.
The Ahmadiyya Movement has produced many ot its religious materials 1n English, including translations and co.mm.entaries
of the Qur•an.

It is therefore possible tor both the tech-

nical student ot Islam, as well as tor other interested parties, to exEUD.ine this taith and evaluate it even though they
are not scholars in Arabic, Persian, and Urdu.
Thirdly, the Ahmadiyya Mu.slim doctrine ot God is a tit
object ot study because .maJ1Y Christians may have their tirst
religious eEperience with Islam. 1n the torm ot an Ahmadiyya
'-M~mmad Ali, The Relid.on ot Islam (Lahore, India:
The Ahlnadiyya Anjwnan fsha'at fsiam., l9j6J, p. SSl • .

Musli.m..

The Ahmadiyya Muslims are very aggressive in the

propagation ot Islam today,S espeoially in relation to the
Christian world where they have .missions.

A knowledge ot

this movement is therefore desirable both tor the purpose ot
helping the Musli.m. tind lite in the Gospel, and tor the purpose ot answering or1tio1sm whioh the Ahmadiyya 1iiu.sl1m. .may
bring against the Christian position.

It a.ball not be the

object ot this paper to describe the whole Ahmadiyya li11slim
movement but to limit disoussion to those aspects whioh affect
the Ahmadiyya doctrine ot God.
The Comparison with the Christian Trinity
Mu.slims trom Muhammad onward have carioatured the Christian idea ot God.

The Ahmadiyya Mllslims have been partiou-

larly active in this anti-Christian polemic and sharply verbalize some ot the opposition to Christian theology which lies
at the heart ot Islam.

M11oh ot this oarioature is directed

against biblioal and Christian terminology s11oh as "Son ot
God" and "Trinity," and it is to be teared that the poleJD.io
against Christian terminology- has prevented the Mu.slims trom
understanding and appreciati.Dg the oonoepts whioh lie behind
the terminology.

It is the oo.nviotio.n ot the au.thor ot this

study that the Christian doctrine ot the Trinity expresses
the tulness ot the Godhead more adequately than the wiitarian
~mmad Zatr11lla Khan, Islam: :Its Mea.rt1n5 tor Modern
!!,!! (New York: Harper & Row, 1962) 1 p. 14.
V

formulations ot Islam, and that the latter should therefore be
studied 1n the light of the former, and not vice versa. Although the word ~'rinity was not applied to the Christian doctrine of God u.ntil about the year 200 A.D. by Tertullian,
the concepts which gave rise to this terminology are rooted
in the Old and New Testaments and vitally affect everyday life.
By alienating themselves from the fulness of the Godhead as
revealed by Christ and imparted through the Holy Spirit the
!hus lims are robbing themselves of real life and salvation.

It

shall be the aim of this study to clarity this issue for both
.uslims and Christians

"1•1 1 th

the hope that Christians ,'llll come

t o a deeper appreciation and understanding of their own doctrine of God and be helped to lead their ~uslim friends into
a f a ith relationship with God the Creator, the Savior, and
t he Sanctifier.
Translation of the Qur'an
A word .may be said about the quotations from the Qur'an
in this study.

The translation of the Q,ur'an into other lan-

guages by Muslims is of rather recent development, and even
now only undertaken by Muslims who have been affected by reform movements.

Therefore early translations of the Qur'an

were done by non-Mu.slims, especially by Christians.

Perhaps

t he best English translation is that by Arberry called~
Koran Xnterpreted.

The title is well chosen because Muslims

believe that the Qur•an in its original Arabic dress cannot
Ti

really be truslated; it is the speech of God Himself, and
therefore ou only be interpreted.

Arberry tried to repro-

duce some ot the original poetry which is in the Arabio ot
Muhammad, ud thus at least captures so.me ot the spirit of the
Q,ur 1 an

along with its message.

The Ahmadiyyas have produced three translations ot the
Q,ur•an, one by Muhammad Ali, one by Marmaduke Piokthall!, and
another by Sher Ali.

'l'he latter work was not available tor

most of this study except tor the first volWIL8 which is essentially contained in the translation sponsored by Bashir-udDin Mahmud Ahmad.
In addition to Arberry•s translation and the Ahmadiyya
translations, the two-volume translation of Yusuf Ali was
used.
No single translation has been followed in this study
because in a sense they are all interpretations, and reflect
in the translations some of the subJetrta which are treated.

In presenting Ahmadiyya ideas the .Ahmadiyya translations are
usually quoted.

In passages where no partioular issue is at

stake Arberry' s translation is used.

Sign1f1oant var 1ations

in the other translations on the subJect under oons1deration
will be pointed out, and the identification of all translations will be .made 1n the tootJlotes.

Sometimes there is a

difference in the numbering of the verses.

vii

OBAPTBR I
THE AHVADIYYA IIJSLD4 DOO'ml:NE 0"8 GOD
Sou.roes o'f the Doctrine
The Qur'an
The primary- sou.roe 'for the Ahmadiyya :Mu.slim. doctrine of
God is the Q.ur•an.

'l'ogether with other 141lslima the Abmadiy-

y-as regard the Q,llr'an as the verbatim. Word ot God delivered
pieoemaal to Muhammad and arranged 1n book tor.m. by divine direction.

Sparred on by- Western textual oritioiam. of the Q.llr-

'an, the Ahmadinahs have gone to great legtha to prove that
the present Qur'an 1s the exact replica of the words which l4U.hammed received by- direct revelation 1n his ll'fetime.

Al-

though M11hammetl could .not read or write, they- say- tl:lat hla
.message was 1.ntallibl.J' recorded 1.n the .memories ot his 'followers or 1.JDmediately- reduced to writing.

They hold that Jilll-

hammed by- divi.ne 1nap1rat1o.n ilso gave inatru.otions 'for the
proper order of the various verses be'fore he died, and that
the Caliphs Abu Bakr (632-631+) and Ut.bma.n (644,-656) arranged
tor Muhammad's secretary, Zaid ibn '?habit, to gather the variou.s verses into book 'form and to establish the exaot reading

ot the text.

Aooording to the Ahaladiy-y-as the authoritative

canon o'f the Qur'an was established within twenty- years o'f
Muhammad's death, and has been transJD.1.tted 1.n pu.re form to the

2

presellt day. 1

While Western scholars telld to regard the ar-

rangement ot the Q.ur•an as haphazard,2 the Ahmadinas find
abWldant rationale tor its presellt form.
The

God.

Q,ur• an is theretore regarded as the dtrect Word of

As such it is the chief solll'oe of authority to which the

Ahmadiyyas appeal in their doctrine of God.

Mirza Ghlll.am Ah-

mad, the founder of the Ahmadiyya Movement, designated the
Qur•an as the source of his teachings when he addressed a Great
Religions Conference in Lahore, :India (now Pakistan), in 1896:
Betore I advert to the subject of this address, I
beg leave to state that all 11JY assertions and arguments shall be based upon and drawn trom the Holy
Q,uran • • • • Therefore, as it is 11JY object to
show the beauties of the Q,uran and to establish
its exclusive excellence over all other books, I
shall observe the rule above stated and depend .
solely upon the ~uran for every assertion and argument, stating only that which 1s set forth 1n 1t
in plain words, or what may be reasonably ~erred
from them • • • • I shall avoid all reference to
the authorities containing the reported words of
the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of
God be on him) and not go outs1de the Word of God
as revealed in the Q,uran. 3
A modern Ahmadiyya gives a similar testimony to the importance
of the Q,ur'an 1n his present~tion of his belief:
1 see "The Collection and Arrangement ot the Holy ~•an"
in Muhammad Ali,, If
an Ccmta
t.
with Engl.ish 'frans
o.mmentaff
re,
Punjab, :tiicila: l
yya
u.man-l-fs at-1-:Ialam, 1920 •
pp. xxviii-xcii.
2Robert Payne, The Holy Sword (New York: Harper and
Brothers Publishers, 1959), PP• 91-92.

3

The question arises: '/hat is the true concept of
God? It is not right for man to describe God by
stretching his own imagination as many philosophe~s
and theologians have tried to do. The true concept
of God is that which one learns from the true ford
of God. :.41e will, therefore, endeavor to answer this
question from what we learn from the Holy Quran, the
Perfect Book of God revealed to the H9ly Prophet Muhammad, the chiefest of all Prophets.4
The Traditions
The Traditions in Islam are called hadith, and constitute
a well-defined body of literature.

These T.raditions are sup-

posed to be the conversations and actions of Muhammad as reported by his closest companions.

kru.slims often compare the T.ra-

ditions of Islam to the Gospels of the New Testament, usu.ally
in the endeavor to show that the Gospels are a lower fo~m of
revelation than the Q,u.r 'an.

At a certain stage 1n A'.l.u .slim his-

tory pious Mu.slims began to multiply reports about the life
and words of Muha.mm.ad, and Muslims themselves instigated an
intensive sifting process in order to establish an authentic
body of Traditions.5

Al-Bukhari (died 878) studied some

600,000 Traditions, and finally incorporated less than 7500
in a famous collection whioh the Ahmadiyyas also regard as
valuable. 6

The Qur•an is mostly in the form of direct speeoh

4Abdul Hamid, Islam and Christianity (New York: Carlton
Press, Ina., 1967,, P• 31.
; Alfred Guillaume, The Traditions of Islam. (Beirut:
IChayats, 1966), PP• 77-9 •
6Muhammad Ali, 'Jhe Religion of Islam (Lahore, India:

The Ahmadiyya Anjwnan Isha'at Islam., 1936), P• 75.

and contains very little historical .material desoribing the
occasion at which the verses were spoken.
mation is found in the Traditions.

Most ot this infor-

Certain Traditions also

serve as a commentary or amplification ot parts ot the Q,ur'BJ1.
In the Ahmadiyya literature material tro.m. the Traditions
is often introduced with the phrase, "The Holy Prophet
says •• • • " When quoting from the Q,u.r•an they usually
write, "The Holy Q,ur' an says • • • • " or "God says • • • • "

.

In general, the Ahmadiyyas do not depend upon the 'h'aditions
so much as other Muslims.

Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, tor instance,

in the statement appealing to the Q.ur 1 1U1 quoted above, was
careful to say, "I shall avoid all referenoe to the authorities containing the reported words ot the Holy Prophet Muhammad."

Here he was referring to the Traditions.

Bis fol-

lowers, however, were not so exclusive, and .made appeals to
the Traditions, especially in their commentaries of the Q.ur•en. 7

The important matter to note is that the Ahm.adiyyas de-

velop their particular doctrine of God partly by their manner
of selection of Traditions.

For example, the Traditions have

many references to predestination.8

But by ignoring such 'l?ra-

ditions, the Ahmadiyyas come up with a less deterministic conception of God than the orthodox Muslims.

BoH

7see Bashir-ud-Din 1,l!ehmud Ahmad, The
ffilUl with
'En!lish Translation and Commentary (Q,adlan,d: Sadr
An uman Ahmadlyya, 1947), !, 566.
•
Ssee \Y. Goldsack, Selections tro.m. Ma:aberoroedwl 'l'radi tions,
(Madras: The Christian Literature Society, i92j).

s

Reason

The Ahmadiyyas make many appeals to hwnan reasOll both 1n
their opposition to orthodox Islam and to the Christian faith.
The doctrines which they reject are often rejected with an
appeal to reason.

Mirza GhulamAhmad asserts directly, "It
'

should be borne in .mind that the Q.uran does not inoul.cate any
doctrines which are contrary to reason and which, therefore,
a person can follow only against hie better judgement."9 A
modern Ahmadiyya almost gives priority to reason over the Q,ur•an
when he says, "Hwnan reason demands, and the Q.uran. has conceded the reasonableness of this demand, that there should be
one Creator and Controller of the universe.nlO

MuhernMd Ali

clearly defines the position of reason as over against the
Qlll"'an in the matter of authority, but nevertheless ends up
with a strong statement on reason:
The Qur•an does recognize revelation as a source of
knowledge higher th.all reason, but at the sa.me time
admits that the truth of the principles established
by revelation 11JB.Y be judged by reason, and hence it
is that it repeatedly appeals to reason and denounces
those who do not use their reasoning faoulty.11

In orthodox Islam the application of reason to the formulation of doctrine was recognized as a legitimate and necessary function.

In oases where the QLlr'a.u and the Traditions

9ohulam Ahmad, p. 34.
lOAbdul Hamid, p. 38.
llMuhammad Ali, Religion of Islam, p. 97.

6

did not give guidance, the Muslim.a accepted the principle ot
i;lma, or the agreement of the learned.

If the theological

teachers of Islam agreed on a certain doctrine or practice,
this ag;.eement became authoritative for the rest of the Muslim
oo.aununity.

This agreement was arrived at by the process of

ijtihad, reasoning or the exercise of 3udgment.

In some re-

spects i;lma corresponds to the "unanimous consent" of the
Apostolic Fathers. 12 In Islam the principle of ij.ma became
ossified to that agreement reached by four important teachers
of Islam called the Four Imams:

Abu Hanifa (699-776), Ibn

Malik (711-793), Ash-Shafi'i (born 776), and Ibn Hanbal (born
780).

In effect, later Muslims were not free to e1ercise their

own judgment beyond that point reached by the Four I.mama, with
the result that Islamic theology for many centuries was a mere
parroting of the past.

One student of Islam called it the

sclerosis of philosophical theology.13
The Ahmadiyya Movement is partly a protest against this
static condition.

In a way that is reminiscent of Lllther•s

claim for private interpretation of the Bible, the Ahmadiyyas
contend for the right of present day Muslims to interpret the
Qur•an and their faith on the basis of their own reason and
judgment.

They say that the door of ijtihad is still open,

12L. Bevan Jones, The People of the Mosque (3rd revised
edition; Calcutta: The Baptist Mission Preas, 19S9), p. ss.
1 3w. Montgomery Watt, Islamic Philosoph.y and Theolop
(Edinburgh: University Press, 1962), P• 149.

7

as long as it does not contradict any principle laid down in
the Qur'an.
The right to differ with the highest of men below
the Prophet is a Muslim's birthright, and to take
av1ay that birthright is to stifle the very existence of Islam. Under present circumstances, when
conditions have quite changed and the world has been
moving on for a thousand years, while the Muslims
have more or less stagnated, it is the duty of k uslim- states and Muslim peoples to apply their own
judgment to the changed conditions.i4
The new freedom claimed by the Ahmadiyyas is evident 1n their
writings and commentaries.

They make fresh interpretations ot

the Qur' an and try to apply their doctrines in terms of .modern
s cience a nd sociology.

They also picture God in terms ,,.hich

a ppea l to people who are interested in progress and peace.
Continuous revelation
The .Ahmadiyya Muslims not only recognize their own judgment as a valid source of defining a doctrine of God; they go
a step farther and claim direct revelation from God.

Most MllS-

lims believe that Muh8Jllmad was the last and "seal." ot the prophets.

They regard his revelation as perfect and as contain-

ing all that is valuable and needful trom previollS revelations
such as the Taurat (Torah) and the Injil (Gospel).
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, hov1ever, did not accept the idea that
revelation is limited to the past.
To say that God spoke to generations of' men 1n the
past and made Himself' known to them by His own clear
14Muhammad Ali, Religion of' Islam, p. J.l.S
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voice, yet Be does not speak now wollld be to assert
something wholly untenable. The unchangeable God
who spoke to Bis chosen servants in the past speaks
to them even now and blesses with His Holy Word suoh
as [sigl His servant@ as seek Him with all their heart
and all their soul.15
Ghulam Ahmad himself claimed to be the reoipient of direot
revelation; a similar claim was made by his son Bashir-ud-Din
Mahmud Ahmad (hereafter referred to as B. Mabrnnd Ahmad):
By the grace ot God the writer of this paper has had
personal experience of revelation and oan confidently
state on the basis of his own experienoe that revelation is cPl}vey.ed in words and is not a mere idea of
the mind.lb
B. Mahmud Ahmad goes on to sa.y that tho11sands of Ahm.adiyyaa
have become reo1p1ents ot divine revelation. 1 7 He defines
this revelation as the reception of a message trom God conveyed 1n the form ot words or writing.

~tis ditticult to

distinguish this type ot revelation tram that ascribed to MLlhammad except that the angel Gabriel is not m~tioned as the
conveyer of the message,, as in Muhammad's case.

Ghlllam Ahmad

raters to his own revelations 1n tar.ms ot ilham,18 which Muhammad Ali defines as "when voices are heard or uttered 1n a
state ot trance, the recipient bei.ug neither quite asleep, nor
tully awake."19

This is 11s11ally regarded as a lower form ot

lSohulam Ah.mad, p. 8~.
1 6:aashir-ud-Din :V,ehmud. Ahmad, Abrnatliua t or the True J:alam
(Washington, D.C.: The American Fazi Mosque, 1951), P• 71.

17J:bid., p. 69.
18 Gh11lam. Ahmad, P• 180.
1 9Muharnmsd Ali, Religion ot J:slam., p. 20s.
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revelation than that experienced by :Muhammad, whioh is designated by the term wah1 1 "revelation that is recited in words.n20
But in the legal inquiries which tollov1ed the A.bmadiyya-celltered disturbances in Pakistan in 1953 the revelations were
called a type ot wah1.21
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad's claims to revel.ation were also accompanied with identification ot himself as a syn~etistio esohatological figure of Hinduism., Islam, and Christianity.

"God

has told me, not on one occasion, but repeatedly, that I am
Krishna tor the Hindus and the promised Messiah tor the Mnhammedans and the Christians.n22 In certaiJl sections ot Islam.
there 1s an expectation ot another world figure called the
U.tahdi.

Ghulam Ahmad ala o claimed to be the Mahdi ot these ex-

pectations.

Today Ahmadiyyas usually refer to their founder

as the Promised Messiah.23

Both orthodox Islam. and Christiana

await the second coming ot Christ; Jesus is designated as the
Messiah in the ~ur•an.24

The founder of the Ahmadiyya Move-

ment gathered these titles to h1msel1 by saying that he had
been sent in the power and spirit ot Jesus just as John the
Baptist was identified with the spirit and power of lllijah.25
21s. E. Brush, "Ahmadiyyat in Pakistan; " Muslim World,
XLV (April 1955), 145-171.
,
22Jones, p. 216.
2)Abdul Ham.id, p. 155.
24surah 3:44, in )lnbernrnet\ Ali, The Hol7 Q.ur•an, P• 154,.
25Abdul. Hamid, P• 155.
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looked upon himself as the f~flller of the law of MIJbemmed
just as Jesus was the fulfiller of •tha J.aw of Moses. 26

He

Under the .malltle of claims to re~elation and claim.a to
eschatalogical f~fillment the Ahmadiyya ilove.m.ent baa synoretistic elements which do not hesitate to include biblical .materials as it they were Islamic.

For instance I B. Mebro11d Ah-

mad, the son of Ghulam Ahmad and one ot the previous heads of
the Ahmadiyya Movement, includes the parable of the Prodigal
Son in one ot his expositions of divine forgiveness without any
reference to its source. 27

Such tendencies blur the distinc-

tion between the Muslim and the Christian doctrine of God.
Furthermore, personal claims to revelation have also introduced mystical elements into the Ahm.adiyya doctrine of God.
Mysticism is not new to Islam; there are traces of .mystioal
elements in the Qur•an itself, and a strong grassroots .mystical movement, known as Sufism, even reached a stage of legitimacy in the theology of Al-Ghazal! (lOSS-1111).

But the asswnp-

tions of .mysticism generally go against the grain of classical
and orthodox Islam which defines God 1n exalted terms tar re.moved from man. 28 'l!he .mystic tendencies ot Gh~a.m.Ahmad oan be
easily detected 1n his poetry where he speaks of God as his
26B. Mahmud Ahmad, Ahmadiyyat, p. 17.
2 7Ibid., p. 39.
28see chapter on SutiSDL 1n H. A. R. Gibb, Mohemrna'1.an1a.m.
(2nd edition; New York: Oxford University Press, 1962] 1
pp. 127-146.
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Beloved and even raters to Him as his Sweetheart.29

I.n other

Ahmadiyya writings there are trequent reterenoes to union with
God, espeoially in seotions dealing with ethios.
In the end, so.me ot Ghula.m. Ahmad's olai.ms and those ot
his followers led to a split in the Ahmadiyya Movement itselt.
After the Mirza's death in 1908 he was suooeeded as head ot the
Ahmadiyya oom.m.unity by Haki.m. Nur-ud-din, who served until his
death in 1914.

A disagreement arose as to the next suooessor,

one group claiming that the founder was a prophet and should
be succeeded by a head in the tor.m. ot a oaliph like the successors of Muhammad, and another group saying t.bat the f'oLlD.der was
only a reformer and that the movement should be governed by a
.more seoular comm.1ttee.30

The former group appointed B. aahmu.d

Ahmad, the son ot the Mirza, as the new oaliph, and oantinued
to operate trom Q.adian, the birthplaoe of the Mirza, as headquarters.

After the partition of India and Pakistan 1n 1947

they set up a new headquarters in Rabwah, West Pakistan.

The

group whioh opposed the idea of prophet and caliphate, headed
by Muhammad Ali and Xhwaja Kamal-ud-Din, sat up headquarters
in Lahore.

At present this group seems to be overshadowed by

the Q.adian/Rabwah group, whose present head is Nasir Abma~,
29Ghulam. Ahmad, Precious Pearls (Rabwah, West Pakistan:
Ah.madiyya Muslim :Foreign Missions, 196.5), pp. 3-21.
30Humphrey ~. Fisher, AhmadifYah (London: Oxford University Press, 1963), p. ,50.
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the grandson or Ghulam. Ahmad.

Nasir Ahmad took over the

leadership \Vhen B. Mahmu.d Ahmad died in 1965 .Jl
Xn spite of this split and certain esoteric elem.ants 1n
the utterances of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad and his followers, the
Ahmadiyya Movement has not lacked men or literary talent, such
as :Muhammad Ali, a la·wyer, and Muberoroad. Zafrulla Khan, presently one of the officers of the World Court at the Hague,
who could present their teachings in an appealing ,,ay to ..iestern intellectual .man. 32 Though there are crudities and confusion at the source of the Ahmadiyya Movement, the v1hole
thrust of the 11: ovement has been refined by its followers of
both divisions.

The doctrine of God which emerges from the

rovement is a modified form of Islam, including some Christian
con ceptions and rejecting others, especially those which seem.
con trary to nature and reason.

There is much 1n common with

the Ahmadiyya lifuslim doctrine of God and nineteenth-century
Christian liberalism.

The following pages will illustrate

this point.
The Existence of God
Before formulating a doctrine of God the Ahmadiyya Muslims first set out to prove the existence of God.

They base

these proofs upon argwnents in the Qur'an.
3lAbdul Hamid, P• 184,.
3 2cf. Muhammad Ali, ~e Relifton of Islam, and Jiluha.mmad
Zafrulla Khan, Islam. and :Cts Meanng for Modern Man (N8\'l York:
Harper & Row, 1962).
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Ill all religious books the existence of God is taken
almost as an axiomatic truth. The Holy Q.ur'an, however, advances numerous arguments to prove the existence of a Supreme Being WhQ is the Creator and Controller of this universe.JJ
Muha.mm.ad Ali divides these into three .main types of proof:
(l) Arguments drawn fro.01 creation; (2) The evidence of human
nature; and (3) Arguments based on divine revelation.34
Ar guments drawn from creation
Under this head the Ahmadiyyas point to the design and
order of the universe to prove the existence of God.
Had all these heavenly systems no designer they would
soon have been disorganized and destroyed. The vast
masses of .matter rolling 1n space without interference with each other demonstrate by the regularity of
their motions contrivance and design, hence the designer. Is it not surprising that these innumerable
spheres thus rolling on from time i.mmemorial do neither collide, nor alter their courses in the slightest degree, nor are subject to waste and decay from
their constant motion? How could such a grand organization work on without 8JlY disorder or confusion for
numberless years unless it were in accordance with
the design and contrivance of a Supreme Contriver?35
The argument of the first cause is also adduced:
But as the series of cause and effect, taking its
rise in this finite world of ours, cannot be indefinite, it must terminate at some point. The finog
cause is, therefore, the Author of the Universe.J
33Muhammad Ali, Religion of Islam, p. 134.
34Ibid.
35ohulam Ahmad, Philosoph.y of the Teachings of .I slam,
pp. 88-89.
36Ibid., p. 88.
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One Ahmadiyya author finds proof for the existence ot God from
the way in which the universe demonstrates the oircle ot need
and its satisfaction:
Some of the needs ot the meanest worm that orawls on
earth are being provided by a planet which is travelling billions ot miles away trom. the earth. Let the
contemplation ot this circle ot the want and its satisfaction teach us that this Universe has a Creator,
Who has not omitted to foresee our smallest want and
has provided the mea.oa of satisfaction ot every yearning and true desire.Ji
The evidence of hWDall natu.re
This argument revolves around the phenomenon ot conscience
and man• s innate consciousness ot God.

According to Ahmadiyya

thought this "inner light" not only tells man that there is a
Higher Being, but also creates in him a yearning tor God and
and instinct to turn to Him tor help.

Muhammad Al.i speak.a ot

an implanted love tor God whioh cannot find contentment without Him.38

But it is also recognized that this awareness ot

God varies in intensity with different people and can be
clouded by ease, comfort, and evil .
Arguments based on a1v1ne revelation
Although the Ahmadiyyas cite the above arguments ot creation and oonsoienoe for the existence of God, they admit that
37B. Mahmud Ahmad, Ahmadiuat, P• 34..
38Muhammad Ali, Religion ot ~slam, p. 14,0.

l!S
they are not oonolusive.

The argwnent of creation can o.lll.y

posit the conviction that there must ll. or should lU!, a Divine
Being.
The existence of the earth and the heavens o.lll.y
proves that there "SHOULD BE" a Fashioner ot this
great universe, but this does not prove that the
Fashioner "IS" in tact in existence; the ditte~ence between "SHOULD BE" and "IS" is obvious.~"'
The argument from conscience is regarded as superior to the
argument from creation, but nevertheless inadequate beoauae
of variations in man's "inner light."

The crowning proot tor

the existence of God in Ahmadiyya thought is revelation, past
and present.

God speaks, and therefore!!,.

lduberorned Ali says,

"It is only revelation that discloses God in the full splendor

ot His light. • • • 11 40

Ghulam Ahmad, the founder ot the Ahmad-

iyya Movement, identities this revelation very clearly with
the Q,ur•an when he says, "It is, therefore, only the Holy Q,u.ran which furnishes proof ot the E:xistenoe of God IN FACT,"41
but seems to have present revelation in mind also when he writes:
It God is still a Living God as He was before; it Ha
speaks and hears as before, there is no reason why He
should today assume a silence as it He was non-existent; it He does not speak today, surely He does not
hear either, i.e., He does not exist today.42
The appeal to personal revelation as a proof tor the e:xistence
of God is made clear in a later statement:
39GhulamAhmad, Fowitain ot Christianit~ (Rabwah, #est
Pakistan: Ahmadiyya Muslim Foreign Mlsslonsttice, 1961), p. 17.
40Muhammad Ali, Religion of J:slam, p. 134.
41Ghulam Ahmad, Fountain of Christianitf, P• 17.
4 2:tbid.
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Religions, other than Islam, lay stress upon .man's
own labo~ to find out God, as if' disoovery of God
by .m.an was doing a f'avo~ to God. Aocording to :Islam,
however, God Himself' gives proof ot His existenoe
in every age by the Divine Call ":I do Ja:ISf", as
He gave such proof' through me in this age.~3
It is seen then that the Ahmadiyyas regard Q.ur'anio revelation
and personal revelation as the principle proof's tor the existence of God.

The identification of these revelations with the

tact of God's speaking and so expressing His life and existence
is important in both oases.
The Name of' God
In the Q.u r' an the word God is rendered by the Arabio word

/ Allah.

Western students of' :Islam sometimes trace the origin ot

this word to ilah, "god," and claim that it is a contraotion
of' al-ilah, "the god," and rel.ated to the Hebrew

I!

and Elohim.44

The pre-Islamio usage of' the term is evidenced 1n the name ot
Muhammad's father, Abdullah (Servant of' God) and 1n the name of'
an ancient shrine 1n Mecoa cal.led Baitu'llah (House of God).
1 The Arabs at the time of' Muhamma~ knew about a Supreme Deity

called Allah, but they gave most of' their worship to l.esser
deities. / The pre-Islamio Allah may be oompared to the Unknown
God of' Athens whom Paul filled with content.

The mission of'

43:tbid., pp. 20-21.
44ct. article on "All.ah" in Shorter E.no1clofedia of
Islam, H. A. R. Gibb and J. H. Kramers, e4ltorsLel4en:
E. J. Br111, 1953), p. 33; Jones, p. 100.
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Muhammad consisted 1n proclai.ming Allah as the only reality
among the different gods and objects worshipped by men, and
in giving content to His being and actions.
The Ahmadiyya Muslims hold that the word Allah is the
proper name of God, and as such, does not carry any signifi./_
canoe. They deny any connection of the word with ilah:
in fact there is no etymological relationship between
"ilah," god or a god, and ".Allah," which is the substantive for God • • • • God is "ilah" and there ie
no other "ilah" beside Him, and His name is Allah.4)

t

The Ahmadiyyas also deny that it is derived from any other
word.4 6
Although the Qur'an has many other terms which it refers
to God, Allah is knov~n as the greatest name of God ( ~ a'zam).
✓ It is the name associated with His essence(~ dhat), and all

other names or terms are regarded as names denoting attributes
I
{as.ma' al-sifat). The word Allah occurs some 2800 times in
the Qur'an. 47 In Ahmadiyya English literature the authors
usually use the word God rather than Allah, but some writers
retain Allah in passage quoted from the Q,u.r'an even in translation.48
45zafrulla Khan, p. 91.
46iiauha.mmad Ali, Religion of Islam, pp. 156-157.
47Ibid., P• 159.
48c1" .• usage in Zafrulla Khan, passim, and B. idsbrond
Ahmad, Ahm.adiyyat, passim.
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The Unity of God
.1In common wi th other Ku.slims the Ahmadiyyas lay great
stress upon the unity of God.

The doctrine of the unity of

God in Islam is kno,,n as tau.hid.

/

It is the .meat important

affirmation about God in Islam.

✓The central pivot around v•hich the whole doctrine

and teaching of Islam revolves is the Unity of the
Godhead. From this concept proceeds the fUQ.damental
unity of the universe, of man, and of life.49
For the Ahmadiyya Muslims the unity of God has the fol-

lowing implications:
/God is one in His person
The Ahmadiyyas do not give much positive conte.nt to the
nature of this oneness.

In the Q,ur'an there are two related
./

words v~hich describe the oneness of God, ahad and wahid.

The

former word is found in the 112th chapter of the Qur'an which
is called the Chapter of the Unity.

It is a short chapter ot

only four verses, but has been designated in the past as equal
to one-third of the Qur•an.SO I~ reads:
/4
.
Say: He, Allah, is one.
Allah is He upon whom all depend
He begets not, nor is he begotten:
And none is like Him.Sl

49zafrulla Khan, p. 91.
;oJones, p. 1 00.
SlMu.hamm.ad Ali, The Holf Q.ur'an, P• 1235.
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In oo.mmenting upon this verse, B. Mahmud Ah.mad says:
ABAD (the One) is an epithet applied to God alone
and signifies the One, the Sole; He Who has been
and ever will be One and Alone; who has no seoond
to share in His Lordship, nor in Bia esaenoe.,z
He goes on to oomment:
ALLAH-0-AHAD would mean that Allah is that Being Who
is One and Alone in the sense that when we think ot
Him, the very idea that there is any other being or
thing is absent from our minds. He is neither the
starting link of any ohain, nor its last 11nk. Hothing is like Him nor is He like anything else.SJ

J Aooording

to this definition the oneness of God in His peraan

is closely connected to His uniqueness.
/ Ahmadiyyas furthermore emphasize that the oneness or
unity of God in His person excludes the plurality ot persons
in the Godhead.54

Following the lead of the Q,ur'an, the Ahmad-

iyyas exclude the possibility of divine sonship on the basis
of God's unity.

I

"To attribute a son, in any but the purely

metaphorioal sense, to God, would amount to a denial of His
Godhead. 11 55

By the metaphorical. sense of sonship the Ahmad-

iyyas mean the sense in which all. mankind are "ohildren of
God" by creation or in which the peace.makers are oalled the
"children of God" in the Bible./ By denying the plural.ity of
persons in the Godhead the Ahm.adiyya Muslims strike at what
they oonoeive as the Christian dootrine of the ':rrinity.
S2~uoted in Abdul. Ha.mid, PP• 35-36.
S3:Ibid., p. 36 •
S4i4uha.mmad Ali, The Relision of :Islam, p. 144,.

55 ZafruJ.J.a Khan, P• 93.
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There is only one God and He alone is wort.by ot worship
J

This is the second 1.m.plication of the Wlity of God for

Muslim.a and one which the Ahmadiyyas elaborate in some detail .
It flows out of such Qur'anic passages as S1.1rah 2:163:

"And

your God is one God! the~e is no god but Re,n56 and is expressed
in the Muslim creed:

"There is no god at all but God."

The

impact of this message upon a Muslim. may be felt trom the following paragraph in Zafrulla Khan's treatment of the concept
of God:
The primar1 object of all revelation✓is to emphasize
this concept of God, that is to say, that He is One,
has no equal or partner, and that all adoration, glorification, worship, and obedience are due to Him
alone. He is the object of the heart's deepest love
and devotion • • • • He is the So1.1rce of all beneficence, everything proceeds from Him, and is dependent upon Him. He is independent and stands 1n no need
of help or assistance from any other source, inasmuch
as all sources and needs proceed trom Him, and none
exists or subs11ts outside Him or outside His control
and authority. 5·1
" The antithesis of the unity of God in Islam is called shirk,
the association of partners with God.

✓

Shirk is the greatest

sin ot Is1am and is even termed unforgiveable.

I.n S1.1rah 4,:48

the Qur • an says :
Surely Allah does not forgive that any thing should
be associated with Him; and forgives what is besides
that to whomsoever He pleases. And whoever aasociatas
anything with illah, he devises indeed a great sin.,

S6iiruhammad Ali, The Holy Qur'an, P• 73.
57Zatrulla Khan, pp. 91-92.
58iauheroroed A1i:, The Holy Qur'an, p. 216.
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U.nder the category of shirk the Ahmadiyya Musli.ma 1.nclude all
forms of polytheism, tri theism, dualism, a.nd ti.Der forms or
idolatry. ✓Several authors distinguish four types or shirk.59
I

Polytheism or the plurality of gods.--U.nder this head is

1.ncluded the direct worship ot anything else than God, such as
stones, idols, trees, animals, tombs, heave.nly bodies, forces
of .nature, or "human beings who are supposed to be demigods or
gods or 1.ncarnations of God or sons or daughters ot God.n60
~

Idol worship and the worship of the heavenly bodies were rampant 1n Arabia at the time of Mu.harnrnad.

Some of the Arabs

also worshipped three goddesses, Manat, A1lat a.nd A1-Uzza, who
were regarded as the daughters of Allah.

I

Understanding the Christia.n doctrine of the Trinity as

tritheism, the Ahm.adiyyas denou.nce it as a for.m. of shirk.

~e

ascribing of divine so.nship to Jesus is placed 1.n the same category as the worship of the daughters of Allah. 61 Perhaps
Christians are also partly 1n mi.nd when M11berornetl. Ali speaks
of advanced idolators who use images as helps or sy.m.bols to
co.nce.ntrate atte.ntio.n upon the Divine Being.

He oritici~es

s11ch usage and says that "it is wro.ng to s11ppose that a material symbol is .necessary tor oo.ncentrat1on, for attention
S9B. Mahmud Ahmad, Ahmadig!at, PP• 40-U; and Muharoroei\
Ali, Religion of Islam, pp. 14-1$1.
60Muhammad Ali, Religio.n of Islam, PP• 146-147.

61Ibid., p. lSO.
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oan be every whit as easily oonoentrated on a spiritual
objeot."6 2

j
Ascribing the unique attributes of God to any other
thing or being.--The zoroastrian doctrine ot a separate creator of evil, as well as the Hindu teaching of the co-eternity
of matter and soul, are condemned as shirk under this category.

In some Ahmadiyya circles there seems to be a confu-

sion of these dualisms with deism.63 .
/ The Ahmadiyyas also believe t.bat Christians are guilty ot
the second type of shirk when they confess the co-eternity,
omniscience, and omnipotence of the Son and the Holy Ghost
along with God the Father.

The identification ot the Word ot

God with God Himself, as in John 1:1, is also condemned under
this head.

The leading principle is "that an attribute can-

not become the substitute of the being and that the two are
entir~ly distinct. 11 64GhulamAhmad accused the Muslims themselves ot this kind
of shirk when they teach that God took Jesus alive tram the
oross into heaven, and that he has been living there in his
physical body tor nineteen hundred years without food or
drink. 6 .5 In the Qur•an there are reterencea to Jesus• raising
62Ibid., p. 14,8.
6.3 Ibid., p. 14,9.
64-B. Mahmud Ahmad, The Holy Quran, P• comvii.
6 .5Baahir-ud.:D1n Mahmud Ahmad, Ahmadr Movement ( 2nd
English edition; Rabwah, West Pakistan: 7'.Afuiiadlyya Muslim.
Foreign Missions Office, 1962), P• .51.
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of the dead and the apocryphal story ot Jesus .making a bird
out of clay. 66

Ghulam Ahmad condemned the literal understand-

ing of both of these ~ur•anic miracles in the interest ot the
unity ot God.
/ The Promised Messiah Ghulam Ahmad • • • explained
that to bring the dead back to lite or to create a
thing was within the exclusive power ot God, and that
God never delegated His powers and attributes to any
ot His creatures, lest His unity be stultified.67
Instead of the literal interpretation he held that the account
of the creation of a bird signified spiritual rebirth or transformation, and that the raising ot the dead referred o.niy to
spiritual regeneration or the healing of a persOJ1 sick unto
death by means of prayer.

b8

" Veneration of people.--This is the third type ot shirk
delineated by the Ahmadiyyas and includes ancestor worship,
saint worship, the worship of parents, and blind obedience
given to religious leaders.

In the Qur•an there is a refer-

ence that some Christians ha:ve taken "their doctors of law
end their monks tor Lords besides Allah" (Surah 9:31).

One ot

the early Muslims who was acquainted with the Christian faith
objected to Muhammad that the Jews and Christians did not worship the doctors at law and the monks.

Muhammad replied that

their blind obedience to teachers and monks constituted shirk.69
66surah 3:48, ill Muhammad Ali, The Holy Qur•an, p. 1S6.
67B. Mahmud Ahmad, Ahmadiua Movement.
68:Ibid., P• 52.
69Muhamm.ad Ali, Religion of Islam, P• 147.
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✓ •

Variolls forms o:r fine idolatrJ.--The Ahmadiyyas define
this as "hidden" shirk and appr011mate L11ther•s explanation
of the First Co.mma.ndment.

B. Mal:lm.lld Ahmad explains:

It must not, however, be .understood t;?at idol-worship
consists 1n worshipping images only. Every man who
loves any one other than God as he 011ght to love Him,
or f'ears anyone as he ought to tear Him, or trusts
in anyone as he ought to trust 1n Him, is really
guilty of' idol wgrship and must Sllff'er the consequences thereot.70
In another place the same allthor applies this thollgh.t not on1y
to persons, bllt also to things. 71 J Mu.ha.mm.ad Ali carries the

idea flll'ther and incllldes blindly following one's own "low
desires. 1172
The unity of' God and morality are closely related
With many Muslims the oonfessio.n o:r the unity o:r God is
a perfunctory duty meohanioally performed.
of' the onen.e as of God are profuse.
statement 1n James 2:19:
well.

•heir attir.mations

One is reminded of the

"Yoll believe that God is one; you do

Even the demons believe--and shudder."
.

The Ahm.adiyyas

recognize that the doctrine of 11.nity has moral implications
and criticize their own oo-re1igionists for mere lip profession ot the existence of o.ne God.
The Promised Messiah drew attention to the tact
that God did not raise prophets tor the obJeot
?OB. Mahmud Ahmad, The Bolf Quran, P• 215.

71Ibid., p. 528.
72»uhammad Ali, Religion of Islam, p. 147.
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merely to propagate the doctrine that there is no
God beside Him., tor the aooeptanoe ot this doctrine
alone oan make no deep impression upon a man's
lite • • • • All sins and weaknesses in the .world
proceed tro.m. two oallSes, either because a maJ1 loves
an object with suoh intense love that he regards
his existence as useless without it, or because he
regards an object as so injurious and hateful that
he imagines his salvation depends upon its destruction, and this unreasonable excess ot love and
hate leads hi.i;.to do things that are incompatible
with purity". "But a person whose :t'aith 1n the Unity
or God is perfect praters not the love o:r any other
object or person to his love tor God, and hates
nothing so intensely as being led away from God.
JTo suoh a person sin becomes an impossibility, and
this is the true doctrine of the Unity ot God,
which is the real obJeot ot religion to teach, and
not the mere lip profession ot the existence ot
One God, which oan neither please God nor have any
practical etteot on a man's lite. 7J
J The Ahmadiyyas evidence a great interest in advancement

and progress, not only in the physical sphere, but also in the
moral sphere. v'':cn their treatment ot the lite after death they
uniformly stress that moral growth and improvement continue on
an ascending soale 1n the lite beyond.

✓

The keystone tor this

earthly and heavenly progress is the unity ot God.

Mllhammad

Ali stresses that the message ot the divine unity trees

lD8Jl

:trom

all slaveries which would hold him. in subjection and defeat.
/

He defines such slaveries as bondage to animate and inanimate
objects, forces ot nature, and above all, slavery to

JDBJ1.

Thus all the bonds which fettered the mind ot JDBl1
were struck oft, and he was set on the road to progress. A slave JD.ind, as the Holy Q,ur'an plainly says,
is incapable of doing anything good and great, and
hence Jhe first condition tor the advancement of man
7.3B. Mahmud Ahmad, Ah.madiyya :Movement, PP• ·1+9-51.
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was that his mind should be set tree f'ro.m the tram..mels of all kinds ot slavery, wh1oh ~aa aooo.mplished
1n the message of' the Divine U.nity. 74
.J A further moral im.plioatio.n of' the dootrine of the unity

of' God is the unity of the bnroen raoe.

It there is only one

God, who is a1so the one oreator and origin ot all things,
then all men prooeed from one so1.1roe and are related to o.ne
another through Him. who gave them being.

The Ahroadiyyas ao-

tively promote this message both theoretioally and praotically in their mission endeavors, partioularly 1n oantrast to
various forms of raoism, nationalism, and oolonialism found
in the West.
The Attributes of God
,./ Ill the Q,ur • an there are .many epithets, both nouns and adjectives, used to desoribe God.

For example, He is oall.ed

Lord, the Mighty, the Wise, Ruler, the i4erc1f'ul, ,ll cetera.
Ill addition, there are many verbs used to describe His aotivi ties suoh as speaking, knowing, helping,

u,

oetera.

✓

The

Muslims have gathered these various epithets and verbs together and use them 1n their devotional lite and f'or.mal. theology.

They are oalled the Beautiful Nam.es (al-as.ma al-hu.sna)

ot God, and are traditionally numbered as .ninety-nine. / Many
Muslims use a rosary with ninety-nine beads 1n their prayers,
and meditate upon God as they f'iilger the beads and remember
H1JD.

with His Ninety-nine Beau tif'ul Names.
74M:11baromad Al.i, Religion of' :Cal.am, P• 152.
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Under the 1.ntluenoe of' Greek philosophy the Muslim. theologians later described God aooording to Bis easenoe ud Bia
atb'ibutes.

Aside from His name (Allah) ud His llllity the

theologians did not actually say mu.ch about the essence of'
Their main interest was in the attributes ot God and ill

God.

the relationship between His essence and His attributes.

The

attributes were especially identified with the Names of' God
mentioned above~. and illoluded both a description ot Himself'
and His works. ✓In Mu.slim theology, therefore, there is usually no division between God and His works; they are both
treated together llllder the head of His attribu.tea •
.J

The Ahmadiyya Mu.slims follow this praotioe of' desoribillg

God and His works aooording to His attributes.

However, there

are significant differences 1n the selection of' important attributes and in the exposition of the meaning of the attributes.

In classical Isl.am Muslims divided the attributes of

God into His "terrible" and His "gl.oriou.s" attributes.

The

terrible attributes are those which produce awe in .man and ULphasize God's su.periority ud "otherness" f'rom the world of'
creation.

The glorious attributes are those which relate to

His kindly dealings with men, such as His mercy, forgiveness,
and patience. v' Ill Ahmadiyya writings these different a ttribu tes are divided into those which create tear and those which
create love, or into those which are llllique to God, and those
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which find some resemblance in Hts oreat11ras.75

Other divf-

sions, which are noted below, are also suggested.

✓The four chief attributes
In addition to the divisions mentioned above, the older
theologians designated 1seven attributes as the essential eternal attributes ot God; man caJ1J10t conceive of God without them.
/These attributes are life, knowledge, power, will, hearing,
seeing, and speech.

Th.a Ahmadiyyas, however, stress the im-

portance of four chief attributes.

In stressing these attri-

butes they minimize the traditional importance of the Ninetynine Beautiful Names of God and also find fault with those Mus-

,

lims who use a rosary in prayer.~.The Ahmadiyyas taxe their cue
for the fou.r chief attributes from the first part of the first
chapter of the Q,u.r•an called the Opening (Al-Fatih.a), which
reads:
In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful.
(All) praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds.
The Beneficent, the Merciful,
Master of the day of requital. 76
The first lille of the quotation is an illvocation called the
Bismillah (In the name of Allah) which occurs at the head of
all the 114 chapters of the Q,11r•an except the ninth.

The text

of the first chapter proper begins with the second line.

The

7.5B. Mahmud Ahmad, Ahmadiuat, P• 29, and B. Ma)J.m.ud
Ahmad, The Holf Q.uran, P• 908.
76surah 1:1-3, in }du.hemmed Ali, The Bolf Q.ur•an, PP• .5-6.
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J

tour chief attributes, according to the Ahmadiyyas, are indi-

-

cated by the words Lord, the Beneficent, the Merciful aml Ma.a-

!E.• Muhammad A1i states "that the Holy

Q.ur'an looks upon

these four nam.es as the chief attribut1Ye names ot the DiTine
Being, and all His other attributes are but the offshoots ot
these tour essential attributes.n77
~ Lord.--The Arabic word tor this epithet is Rabb and occurs

some 960 times in the Q,ur•an. "'xt ranks next to Allah itself
as the name tor God and is called the greatest ot the attributive names ot God. 78 Xn the Q,ur'an it is associated with the
.fl'

idea of' lordship over the world.

'rhis lordship for the Ahmad-

iyyas includes creating and sustaining th~ universe, and leading it toward perfection stage by stage.

'rhis stage by stage

progress tov1ard perfection is identified with the principle of
evolution and described as a purposeful developm8!1t which
"makes creation all the more .marvellous and God all the more
deserving of praise.n79

./

But it is not to be identified with

the theory ot evolution.SO

✓

Rather it is presented 1n contrast

to the "erroneous" doctrine ot the tall of .man "which holds
that an original state ot perfection has given place to degenerat1on.n81
77Muhernrned Ali, 'rhe Religion of Xslam., p. 161.
78 xb1d., PP· 1ss-1s9.
79B. uhm.ud Ahmad, The Holy QJll'an, p. 10.
SOXbid.
83.yuha.mmad Ali, 'rhe Holy Q.ur'an, p. 4 ■
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In addition to bringing the u.uiverse into bei.ag and nour-

.,,,

ishing it in providence the attribute Lord suggests u.uiversality for God as revealed in the Q.ur'an.
✓

It is obyious that this attribute means that God is
not the Creator and Sustainer of any particular class
or nation, but that He is the Creator and Sustainer
of the whole Universe, and that, so tar as the attribute of creation is cOllcerned, all men are equal and
no nation can claim any particular relationship with
God. He provides for the people of Asia in the same
manner as He provides for the people of Europe, and
He looks after the people of Africa, just as He looks
after the people of America; and as He provides for
our physical needs, so does He provide for our spiritual needs.82

./ According to Q,ur' anic and Ahmadiyya thought the Lord provided for the spiritual needs of men by sending a prophet or
warner to every nation.
has gone among them. n83

"There is not a people but a warner
./

The Ab.madiyyas recognize Krishna,

Buddha, Zoroaster, Confucius, Moses, and Jesus as suoh prophets.

✓..

Although the ministries of these .men were valid, the

Ahmadiyyas regard the God proclaimed by Muhammed as superior
to any of these because He is a God for all, and beoauae the
book which reveals Him (the Qur'an) is a .more reliable record
,/

of His revelation than any of the previous holy books.

The

God of the Old and New Testaments is designated as a "national"
God. ~ he God of Islam is the Lord of the worlds; He is above
all tribal deities and national gods; His Lordship extends with
equal love and equal providence over al.l mankind.
8

213.

This thought,

Mahmud Ahmad, Ahmaclluat, P• 31.

8 3surah 35:24, 1n Muhammad Ali, The Holy Qp.r'an, P• 8SO.
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say the Ahmadiyyas, .makes the .name Lord s11perior to the

1UUD8

Father 11sed by the Ohristia.ns.
The pater.nal oare and affeot10Jl oo.ntai.ned 1.n the word
Father dwindles into ins1gn1:f'1oanoe before the allembraoing b~nefioenoe and love of the Rabb o:f' all
existenoe.84

I Instead

of the fatherhood of God a.nd the brotherhood of

.mall

the Ahmadiyyas speak of the lordship ot God and the brotherhood of man.85
J The Beneficent (Ar-Rahman).--Ditterent translators render
the word ar-Rahman 1.n vario11s ways.

B. Mahmud Ahmad' a trans-

lation uses "gracious" instead . of "benetioe.nt" and Arberry
translates "meroitu1.n86 · Mllhernrned Ali claims that it is dU'ticult to find an exaot equivalent :f'or this word 1.n English
a.Dd defines it as representing a.n all-oom.prehensive love and
goodness.87

✓

It 1noludes some ot the ideas oo.nneoted with

grace, and is an attribute which is u.nique to God and His
nature.
✓

According to the attribute ot beneficence God created

everythiDg .needed by man a.nd provides everythi.ng .necessary tor
his development and progress.

Tllis provisio.n includes both

84Ibid., pp. 3-4•
S5Ibid., p. 4.
86B. Mahmud Ahmad, The Ho1f o.uran, p. 5, and Arthur if.
Arberry, The Koran InterpretedNew York: The li&aomillan Oompa.ny,

1955), l, 29 • .

87:Muha.mmad Ali, The Holy Qur•an, P• 5.
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/

the means of subsistence, such as food and drink, as well as
the faculties required by man for xife 1n this universe, such
/

as will and intelligence.

✓

In His beneficence God also sup-

plies divine revelation for ma.n's spiritual growth.

"He who

requires His weak creatures to shov, mercy to others cannot be
so merciless as to leave mankind unprovided with the means ot
spiritual guidance and advancement • • •

_.,as

A unique feature of this beneficence is that it operates
independently of the existence and works of man. LThe provisions for man's life were .made before he was born; their continuous supply is not conditioned by man's work or effort.
L
God's beneficence applies to believers and unbelievers alike.
✓'!'he idea is si.milar to the biblical, "lie .makes His sun rise on

the evil and on the good, and sends raill on the just and on
the u.nj us t. 1189 j Zafrulla Khan defines God' s beneficence as
"that aspect of God's grace which precedes, and is independent
of, human action • .,9o 1Afuhe.mmad Ali ,,r i tea that it "signifies
that love is so predominant in the Divine nature that He bestows His favours and shows His mercy even though man has done
nothing to deserve them."9l Under the attribute of beneficence
88B. Mah.mlld Ahmad, Ahmadi;yya Mov8Jllent, P• 25.
8 91-5a tt. 5 :4,5.

90zafrulla Khan, P• 94.
9lMuhammad Ali, Religion of Islam, P• 159.

.3.3
the Ahmadiyyas therefore include God's goodness, l ove, grace
and .mercy.
The Merciful (Ar-Rahim.) .--The .Arabic word for ".merciful"
co.mes from. the ea.me root as the word for "beneficent."

The

root idea of both words is that of "tenderness requiring the
exercise of beneficence."9~ In describing God as .merciful
the .hmadiyya liusli.m.s think especially of His mercy toward
believers.

:Vhereas God's beneficence extends to all creation
,/

and is independent of any hum.an action, His attribute of mercy
opera tes to reward the bel.ievers for their righteous actions.
These rewards of mercy include blessings in this world as wel~
as i n the life to come.

The re\vards inspire believers with a

des ire for further good actions, and thus set up a chain reaction of "unending avenues of progress and devel.opment.n9.3

As

the Beneficent, God supplies al.l the .materia1s for .man's constructive actions in this worl.d; as the Merciful., He rewards
those who put these resources to good use.

./__

The first quality

is unique to God; the second .may be manifested among

.mell.

✓The l aster ( of the Day of Judgment) .--The epithet of !.ias-

ter is the fourth of the chief attributes of God described by
✓-

the Ahmadiyyas.

The Arabic word is Mal.ik.

'£he attribute of

Master indicates that God will have the l.ast word on everything
9 2Ibid.
9.3B. Mahmud Ahmad, The Hol.y Q.uran, p. ll.

34in the wiiverse.

J

"Everything owes its origin to Him and the

8lld ot everything is also in His hands. n94- ~ s Master ot the
Day of J-11dgment He will reward good and p11niah evil.

Sinoe

the rewarding of good is treated more 11nder God's attrib11te

ot Meroy, the Ahmadiyyas say that the epithet ot IAaster has
more to do with the p11nishment of evil.
As s11bm.ission to the law res11lts in the advancement
ot man which brings reward, disobedience to the law
m.t1st reslllt in retarding his progress or bringing
down pwiishm.ent 11pon him.. In tact, the p11nishment
of wrong is as necessary in the Divine schema as is
the reward of good • • • Therefore, j11st as Rahim.
is needed to bring his reward to one who does good
or s11bm.its to the law, there m.11st be anoth1r attrib11te to bring about the req11ital ot evil.9,

J

According to Ahmadiyya tho11ght this pwiishm.ent of evil is always remedial tor "ultimate good is still the object.n96 Ven./

geance has no role in this inflicting of p11nishm.ent; rather 1 t
is regarded as the "treatment ot a disease which man has
brought upon h1.mselt.n97 vGod's motivation in p11n1shing is
love, and His aim. is to set the gll.ilty party back on the road
to spiritual progress.
. Ghulam. Ahmad 8Jllphasized that God Himself judges the whole
world and has not entrusted the business of ·judgment to any
other being.98

In this life men are often j11dged by tallow

94-Ibid.• p. oclvi.
9SMl1hammad Ali, Religion of Islam., P• 160.
9 6Ibid.
97Ibid., p. 167.
98Ghulam Ahmad, Philosoph.y of the Teachings of Islam, P• 92 •
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human beings, such as kings and other rulers,
their judgment.

\Vho

may err 1.n

./

But in God's judgment there are no errors.

He Himself is the sole Master.
J

The Ahmadiyyas stress that God is :i8aster rather than

Judge on the day of judgment.
The final judgement • • • rests in His hands and
these judgements are arrived at by Him. in His capacity of Master of the universe and not merely as a
judge who adjudicates upon the rights of the parties
before him. A judge is bound to make an iJD.partial
adjudication upon the .matter in dispw;e between the
parties having regard to the rights and obligations
of each. God is not so bound, for though when He
pronounces His judgement no .man is wronged or cheated
of his due, He is tree to remit as much as He may
choose out of what may be due to Himself. He does
not insist upon the proverbial pound of flesh • • • •
He is both claim.ant and judge. As a claimant He is
entitled to remit the whole or as much as He chooses
of His claim. Such a remission relates to God's
own claim and does not operate to deprive any person of his right. This is in perfect accord with
reason.99
./It is seen then tha t the Ahmadiyyas emphasize the title of
ms ter beca use it enables them to temper God's justice with
Hi s mercy.

A judge is "bound to do justice and must punish
./

the evil doer for every evil, while • • • the master can exercise his discretion, and may either punish the evil doer or
for give him and pass over even the greatest of his iniquities. 11100 If God punishes, He punishes 1n accordance v,i th
the offense committed, but He is not bound to punish if He
99B. Mahmud Ahmad, The Holy Q.uran, PP• cclvi-cclvii.
lOOMuhamm.ad Ali, Religion of Islam, pp. 160-161.
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knows that the reformation of the g111lty party will be accomplished by forgiveness.
It is tr11e that the operation ot all Divine attrib11tes is 1n acoord with the req11irements o:f' justice,
but the concept of j11stice leaves ample scope tor the
operation of other attrib11tes suoh as, for example,
Mercy, Bountifulness, Appreciation • • • • l11stice
demands that all shall have their just d11e, that is
to say, that no penalty shall be severer than that
which is appropriate to the default or offense, and
that no reward, remuneration, or compensation shall
fall short ot that which is deserved or has been
earned. The reduction ot a penal.ty, or its total
remission, is not inconsistent with justice, nor is
the multiplication of reward 1n cOllf'liot with its
spirit. God's Mercy and His Grace Blld Bowity are
without limit • • • • His Law is that He chastises
where chastisement is needed for retorf8£ion, b11t
that His Mercy encompasses all things.
✓This exposition of God as Master is directed against both

Hi.nd11ism and the Christian fa1th.

According to the tenets of

Hinduism the laws ot reward and punishment are s11oh that the
reward cannot exceed the merit; the law must work itsel1' 011t
over an almost endless cycle of' rei.ncarna tiona.

Accordi.ug to

His role as Master God can bestow more reward than is merited.
/ The attribute of Master, accordi.ng to the Ahmadiyyas, also obviates the need tor an atonement as held by Christ1Blls.

✓

"Fail'

ure to appreciate this attribute of God has led to the adoption by Christians of so untenable a doctrine as that of
ltonement.nl0 2
../

It is here that the makers of the Christian creed
have made their greatest error. They think that the
Son of God is needed to atone or .make compensation
lOlZa.frulla Kb.an, PP• 94-95.
l02B. Mabrnud Ahmad, The Holy Q.uran, P• cclvi •
•
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for the evil deeds of hwnaJ1ity, since God, being
a judge, cannot forgive sins un1ess somebody can be
found to provide a compensation. In the Holy ~ur•an
we are told that God is a hlaster and He can, therefore, forgive. ~ fact, the Lord's Prayer belies
the Christian's creed, because there we are told to
pray that God -may forgive us our sins as we forgive
our debtors. Ho,, do we forgive a debtor?/ Not by
pocketing
the m.oney, but by relinguishing the debt.
1 And if man can forgive, why not God ?l.0.3
✓ Summing up, the Ahmadiyyas see a twofold purpose f n the

use of the attribute li.daster.

/

I

For those who have sinned 1n a

moment of weakness, the word hiaster is to serve as encouragement against despair.

God, being Master, has the power to

for give. ¥For those who are flaunting God's mercy by continuing to live in sin, the term Master is to constitute a warning.
11

God, the 'iaster, inspires man \Vith both hope and fear, and

this is essential for man's spiritual progress and developm.ent."104
The other a.ttributes of God
In their discussions of the four chief attributes the
Ahmadiyyas include ideas that arise from a number of the other
attributes mentioned in the Qur'an or inferred therefrom.
/ Therefore they do not describe the other attributes of God in
such detail as the four chief attributes.

The classification

below follows the classification of Muhammad Ali; special
l0.3Muhammad Ali, Religion of Islam, PP• 160-161.
104-J3. l.iahm.ud Ahmad, The Holy Q.uran, p • 13 •
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thoughts will follow the bare list wider each groupiJlg.

The

Arabic article "al-" will be omitted •

.I

Attributes relating to the Person of God.--The Unique

(Ahad or Wahid), the True (Hagg), the Holy (Q.u.ddus),

th.a

Per-

teet (Subbah), the Independent (Samad), the Self-sufficient
(Ghani, the First (Awwal), the Last (Akb1r), the Ever-living

(Hayy), the Self-subsisting (Qapum.), the Possessor of staidness and gravity (Dhu'l Wagar), the Subtle, the O.Ue who endures forever (Bagi), the Patient (Sabur), the Equitable
(Mugsit), the Majestic (Jalil), the Just(~), the One Who
Speaks (Mutakallim), the Incomprehensible (Latif) •
.,.The Unique (Ahad or Wahid):

These words were .mentioned

under the treatment of the unity of God.

However, in addition

to unity they also have the connotation of 11niqu.eness.
not only one; He is unique.

✓

God is

✓

Though there may be a resemblance

between the attributes of God and the attributes of so.me thing
or person, this resemblance is only apparent and au.perficia1.
✓

There is no comparison, for instance, between the existence of
God and the existence of His creatures.
When we way that God exists we .mean that He is SelfExisting and perfect in Himself and is not dependent
for His existence upon any other being or thing.
But when we say that a man exists • • • all we mean
is that so long as those causes and conditions continue the interaction of 'Which resulted 1n the creation of the man or of the animal or of the thing,
they will continue to exist; but that if those
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causes and conditions are removed or are .materially
affected, the .man and the ani.mal and the thing wow.d
also cease to exist or be materially affeoted.105

✓God

is above the limitations of time also.

The Ahm.adiyyas

note furthermore, that many objects of God's creation only
function in couples or pairs such as male and female, positive and negative,.!!, cetera. -"_God does not need anything or
anyone else to find His fulfilment or to express Himself.
The whole of the universe is dependent for its continuance and tor the performance of its fWlotions
upon something else, but the Being Who is the Centre of the whole universe is not dependent upon
any other being or thing either for His existonoe
cm· for the manifestation of His attributes .106
In this connection the author of the above words brings 1n
the Q,ur•anic idea that God "begets not, nor is He begotten, 11107
and says that "only those beings that are dependent or are
liable to extinction • • • stand 1n need of ohildren."108

1since He is unique in His self-existence, He has no father
either. ✓This is stated 1n opposition to the supposed teachings of Christianity.

✓ The Holy (Q.uddus):

The Ahmadiyyas define this at~ibute

as God's comprising "in Himself all aspects of purity and holiness."109

:It is also associated with the idea of majesty

lOS:tbid., p. 00111.
106:tbid., p. 001111.
107surah 112:3, in Muhammed Ali, The Bolf ,e.r•an, P• 1235.
lOSB. Mahmud Ahmad, The Holf Quran, P• 00111!1.
l09B. Mehauid Ahmed, AhmediJJ&t, P• 29.
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and freedom from all detects.110

Ill desoribing his tatller as

a aianitestation ot God's attribute ot holiness, the son ot
Ghulam Ahmad mentions his purity, righteousness, blameless
oharaoter, good morals and oonduct, virtues and merits, goodness, sense ot justice and truth, honesty, love ot humanity,
and integrity.

The same author says that God's attribute ot

holiness is really the essence ot all other attributes.111
J

The Independent

(Semadl: According to this attribute

God is the one on whom all depend while He does not depend on
any.

)

He "stands 1n no need, •Of help or assistance trom any

source, inasmuch as all souroes and means proceed trom B1m..nll2
All have need ot Him and He has need ot no.ne. He
needed the help of no being or .material to create
the universe. So when all things and beings are
dependent on Him and to Him. we have recourse tor
~~nn:::!e8!: ~:~u!!:!:!!~Ya~: !:1~!t!iso~:;f13
" Ill expounding God• s lack of need tor anything or anyone the
Ahmadiyyas again bring in the argument against sonship.

God

does not need a son to assist Him in His duties, nor to perpetuate His name, nor to provide tor unforeseen oontingenoiea. 114
/ The First and the Last (Akhir, Awwal):

God is the first

llOB. Mahmud Ahmad, The Holy Quran, P• 74.
lllB. Mabm11d Ahmad, Ahmadiyyat, PP• 92-96, passim.
112Zatrulla Khan, p. 94.
ll3Abdul Hamid, P• 36.
11¼. Mahmud Ahmad, The Holy Q.uran, PP• ooliv-oclv.

cause of all things; He will al.so p11t an end to whatever Be
wishes.

I

Both creation and destruction are His alone.

J

The Ever-living (Ha7y):

God is al.ive Himself and gives

lite to others; He does not req11ire sleep or sllfter from. fatigue.

He ls eternal.

1 The Subtle:

God cannot be seen with human eyes, b11t can

be known from the manifesta~ion ot His attributes through the
eyes of reason. 115
/ The Just (Ag!); the Equitable (Mugsit):

The introduction

to the translation and commentary ot the Qur'an sponsored by
B. Mahmud Ahmad inol11des the attrib11te ot j11stice in its 11st
ot 103 attributes.

But the oomm.entary. itselt denies that it

is an attribute of God, ola1JD1ng that it is an "ill-devised"
attribute whibh Christians ascribe to God.l.16 ./The Ahmadiyyas
seem to sense the necessity tor the aton8Jllent if the attrib11te
of j11stioe is given its full worth:
., The description @ig) ot this attrib11te to God would
imply that His justice sho11ld d8Jlland that He m.11st always punish sinners. But He is not bound to do so,
beoa11se He is Forgiving and Mercif11l and He oan pardon any sinner. In tact, God is not like a j11dge
bound by the Law to deal by men aooording to their
deeds. But He is ·Malik or Master of His creatures and
Master of His law as well.. He can forgive the sins
of His servants as~and when He pl.eases. By calling
ll.SB. MahmUd Ahmad, Ahmadiffat, PP• 33-)4.
l.16B. Mahmud Ahmad, The Bol.7 Q.ur•an, P• 852.

4,2

I

God "just", t.he Christian C.huro.h had to Emlist t.ha
aid ot a so-oalled redeemer w.ho, by .his supposed
deat.h on the Cross, should atone tor the s1na ot
men to satisfy God's attribute ot justice. i1

Ghulam Ahmad def 1.nes God •s j11Stioe as "being firmly established upon t.he true path of Divine Unity without deviating
a hair • s bread th trom it. ttll8

He assooia tes it \Vith t.ha

Golden Mean.
Zatrulla Khan, as was seen 1n the section on God as .master, holds that the demands of justice mean that "no penalty
shall be severer than that which is appropriate to the default
or ottense, and that no reward • • • shall tall short of that
which is deserved or has been earned. 11119

The reduotion ot a

penalty or the multiplication ot a reward is not deemed, therefore, as injustice.

B. Mahmud Ahmad agrees with this defini-

tion when he says:

✓Surely, injustice means to reward a man

1n a measure
less than he has earned, or to punish a man in a measure larger than that .he deserves, or to give to one
man that which is du§ to another, and God never does
any of these things.~20

./

Attributes relating to the act ot creation.--The Creator

(Xalig), the saker (Bari), the Fashioner (Musawwir), the
Originator (Badi'), the Beginner (Mubdi'), the Life-giver
(Muhyi), the Giver of light (Hur), t.ha Reproducer (Mu'id).
ll7Ibid., pp. 852-85).

118Ghulam Ahmad, Phil.osophY ot the Teachings of I s l.am,
p.

97.
119Zatrulla Khan, p. 94,.
120B'! Mahmud Ahmad, Ahmadiyyat, P• )9.

)

The Creator (Kha.liq):

God is the ereator ot all things,

including matter and soul. / The inclusion ot matter and soul
is directed against the Hindus who hold the eternity ot matter
and soul.

/

Flll'thermore, God's creation is a planned creation;

it is not accidental or copied trom so.mewhere else.

God has

/

arranged all things in order and controls the universe by a
system.

Many forms of creation, such as seeds, have inherent

faculties ot development which come into play at the proper
time according to the laws of nature set up by God.

The crea-

tion of God also includes such aesthetic realities as "the
beauty of a scene, the charm of a voice, the fragrance of a
flower, the softness of a bed, and the daintiness of a dish.nl21
/ The Maker and Repeater or Reproducer (Bari, Mu 1 id):

God

starts out various forms of lite which go on repeating and
multiplyillg their species in obedience to His appointed laws.
✓

The Fashioner (Muaawwir):

God gives shape and form to

the objects of His creation.
✓

Attributes relating to God's love and mercy.--The Affec-

tionate or Compassionate (Ra•ut), the Loving (Wadud), the
Benignant (Latif), the Ott-returnillg to mercy (Tawwab), the
Forbearing (Halim), the Pardoner (Afuww), the Most Appreciating or the Multipier of rewards (Shakkur), the Au,t hor ot
Peace (Salam), the Granter of Seclll'ity (Mu'.min), the Benign
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(Barr), the Exalter of ranks (Rafi al-darajat), the Great sustainer (Razzaq), the Great Giver (Wahhab), the Bountiful (Wasi),
the Great Forgiver (Ghattar), the Most Forgivi.Dg (Ghatt11'), the
Bestower ot favors (Mun'im.), the Healer (Shati), the Honorer
(Mu•izz), the Aooepter and Answerer ot prayers (Mu.Jib), the
Enricher (Mughni), the Bestower (Mu'ti), the Guide (Hadi), the
Directer to the Right Way (~ashid), the One Who brings forward
(Mugadd1m.), the Benefactor (Nati').

IThe

Loving (Wadud):

The Ahmadiyyas otten rater to .man's

love for God, but muoh leas frequently to God's love.

/

Ghulam

Ahmad speaks ot God's love for man, but it is a love whioh
oomes into action when man's love reaches out tirat.
When man reaches the highest point of his love, when
he burns his saltish sentiments 1n the tire of love,
then, all of a sudden like a flame ot fire, the love
of God, i.e., the love with which God loves man,
settles upon his heart and resci!! him from the
evils of a worldly life • • • •
/

This pattern ot God's love responding to man's love finds
root in the Qur•an which says, "Allah loves the doers ot
good.nl23

Many of the activities of God's love, however, are

covered under other attributes, such as His beneficence and
meroy.

/The

Author ot Peaoe (Salam):

Sinoe God is free from

every defeat, adversity, and hardship, He is able to provide
122Ghulam Ahmad, Fountaill of Christianity. p. 4,9.
123St11'ah 2:19S, in iliuhemma~ Ali, The Holy 9,qr'an, P• 90.

l+S

security and peace for others.

If He were hindered by any

sort of weakness or opposition in carrying out His own designs, no one could look to Him ill the time ot trouble with
the hope of deliverance.121+
/ The Granter ot Security (Mu'min):

The believer in the

true God may consider himself safe on every occasion •
.J

The Great Forgiver and the Most Forgiving (Ghaftar,

Ghatur):

Muhammad Ali states that the word Ghafur 1n its noun

and verb forms occurs some 230 times in the Qur•an.

This makes

it next to God's lordship, His beneficence, and mercy in point
of frequency of usage in that book. 12 5 ✓The main condition for
obtaining forgiveness is repentance.

God forgives

a repentant creature who, having realized the error
of his ways, gives up his evil course of life and
presents himself before the Throne of Divine Mercy
supplicating tor forgiveness with a beating heart,
trembling lips, streaming eyes, a head bowed with
shame, a mind bursting with twnultous thoughts,
and a determinatlgn to lead a pure and unsullied
life in future.12
Immediately following this description the author introduces
the outline of' the story of the Prodigal Son.

Then he con-

tinues with the words:
What the fire of' hell can effect in the course of' a
hundred thousand years, true remorse may effect in
the course of' a few minutes. When a man appears before God truly repentant and with a determination
124Ghulam Ahmad, Philosophf of' the Teachings of Islam.,
p. 97.

1 2 .5iituhammad Ali, Religion of' Islam, P• 161.
126B. Mahmud Ahmad, A.bmadin:at, P• 39.

to lead a pu.re lif~ in future, the Mercitul God mu.st
take pity on him. "Shall the MeroifLll and Forgiving
Lord turn away from, and reject a servant of His
who throws himself down at the door of His mercy
all remorse fgr the past and hope for the future?
Surely, No! 1 z~
_
A similar thought is expressed with an illustration trom one
of the Muslim. traditions which has some biblical overtones:
Whenever a servant of His co.mmits a sin or does an
evil act and then sincerely repents and asks His forgiveness, he always finds Him. most Forgiving and
Merciful. Ah, what a loving God! Truly has the Holy
Prophet said that the joy of God at the repentance of
a sinful servant of His is greater than the joy of a
lonely wayfarer who, while travelling in the desert,
loses his camel laden with provisions and despairs
of life but then suddenly finds it.128

i

Attributes relating to God's Greatness and Glory.--The

Grand (Azim), the Mighty (Aziz), the Exalted or the High
(AliYY or Muta'al) 1 the Strong (Q,awiyy), the Supreme (Qahhar),
the Subduer (Jabbar), the Possessor of Greatness (mutakabbir),
the Great (Kabir) 1 the Noble (Karim), the Praiseworthy (Ham.id) 1
the Glorious (Majid), the Powerful (Matin), the Ascendant over
all (Zahir), the Lord of Glory and Honor (Dhu'l-Jala1i-wa'l.
.
ikram), the Most High (Muta'ali), Lord of the Throne (Dhu'l
.
.
Arsh), the Master of the Kingdom (Malik-al-mulk), the Sufficient (Kati).
~The Supreme (Q.ahhar):

All. things are subject to God's

power.

127:a, i d., P• 40 •
l.28B. Mahmud Ahmad, The Holy Quran, , p. 560.

,
✓

The Subduer (Jabbar):

Aooording to this attribute God

sets things right with His supreme power; He remedies all ills
and disorders.

One of the Ahmadiyya writers ob~eots to the

fact that a Christian writer has rendered Jabbar with 11Haughty.nl29
/

The Lord of the Throne (Dhu'l Arsh):

In the early years

of Islam. this expression and siJnilar anthropomorphisms in the
~ur•an which speak of the hands and the eyes of God oaused oonsiderable hermeneutioal oontroversies.

The Ahmadiyyas by-pass

some of these oontroversies and in this instance, for example,
/ interpret God's throne as His power.
/ Attributes relating to God's Knowledge.--The Knowing
(Alim), the Wise (Hakim}, the Hearing (Sa.mi'), the Seeing
(Basir), the Aware (Khabir), the Witness (Shahid), the Watcher
(Ragib), the Knower of Hidden Things (Batin), the Guardian or
Protector over all (Muhai.min), and Reoorder or Nu.mberer (Muhsi).
V

The Knowing (Sa.mi• ) :

B. liriehro11d Ahmad ,,r i tea that God

hears everything:

the slightest whisper, the s011nd of a orawling ant, and the oou.rsing of bl.cod through a man's ve1ns. 1 30
/ The Protector (lllluhaimin):

God guards and protects .men

from evils and sufferings which they may not even know about.
129Muheromed Ali, Religion of Islam., p. 163.
130B. Mahmud Ahmad, Ahmadiyyat, p. 28.
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The creation of antibodies to fight disease a.nd gerJllS is part
of His activity under this attribute •
.I

Attributes ~elating to God's power and control ~--The

Powerful (Qp.dir, ¥ugtadlr), the One Having All Things in His
Charge (Wakil), the Guardian (WaliYY), the Keeper (Hafiz),
the King (Malik), the Opener or Greatest Judge (Fattah), the
One Who Takes Account (Hasib), the Avenger (Muntagim), Controller or Preserver (Mugit), the Straitner (Q.ab1dz), the Amplifier (Basit), the Exalter (Rafi'), the Abaser of the Haughty
(Mudhill), the Raiser of the Dead (Ba'ith), the Causer or Controller of Death (Mum.it), the Gatherer (Jami'), the Withholder
(Mani'), the Inheritor of Everything (Warith), the One Who
Governs ( Nali), the Abaser (Khafidz), the Discoverer (Wajid),
the Delayer (Mu'akhkhir), the Inflicter of Pwlishm.ents (Dzarr).
J The Pov1erful (Qadir, Mug tadir) :

As noted above, God' s

power and knowledge are the key attributes to His control of
the universe.

Many of the Ahmadiyya thoughts about God's

power occur under their treatment of Him as Master and Lord,
eapecially in the act of creating and sustaining the universe.
God's power extends over everything &Jld ls limitless.
the endless resources of heaven and earth to work with.

He has
God's

power is a comtor t to believers:

"How could man center all
his hopes in Him if He Himself were weak?"1 31 I.n words whioh
131Ghulam Ahmad, PhilosophY of the Teachings of Xslam,
p. 96.
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resemble the biblical "If God be for us, who can be against
us?" one writer says, "If suoh a being willed the triumph of
a party, who was the, to thwart His way? The pro.mised victory must oome. 1113 2 The fact of God's power is also associated with His longsuf'fering:

"The powerful are never 1n a

hurry to punish, for they know that they can punish whenever
they w111.nl33

.JThe

Ahmadiyyas follow orthodox Islam 1n .making a olose

identification between God's power and His will.

"God has

power to do all that He wills. ,,134 B. kahmud Ahmad's oommelltary amplifies this thought and writes, "(l) God is the fin.al
authority in the universe • • • • (2) Bis will is the law
,J

• • • • (3) His will manifests itself in a just and benevolent
manner for He is the possessor of perfect attributes • • • • nl)5
B. Mahmud Ahmad circumscribes the power of God with other attributes:

God "can accomplish all that is not incompatible

with His Holiness and Perf'ection.nl36

Such incompatible ac-

tivities are described as God's speaking a lie, willing Bis
own death, and making someone ·else equal to Himselt. 1 37 :tn
13 2Abdul Ham.id, p. 35.
133B. Mahmud Ahmad, The Holy Q.uran, P• 699.
l34Ibid., p. cclv.
135Ibid., P• 353.
1 36i3. Msbroud Ahmad, Ahmadiyya Movement, P• 26.
137B. Mahmud Ahmad, The Holy Q.uran, p. 53 •
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ciroumsoribillg God's power with His other attributes the Ah.m.adiyyas are movillg away from orthodox Islam.
1 Another way 1n which they move away from orthodox Islam

is ill their balancing of God's sovereignty and .man's responsibility.

Orthodox Islam has emphasized the power of God to

such an extent that a spirit of fatalism illustrated by one of
O.m.ar Khayyam's verses has developed:
'Tis all a checkerboard of nights and days
Where Destiny with men for pieces plays,
Hither and thither moves and mates and sl~ys,
And one by one back in the closet lays,iJs

In the Q,ur•an there are many verses which appeal to .man's responsibility, inviting him to believe and do good works.

But

there are also a great number of verses which emphasize God's
overruling power and sovereignty.

✓

.

Early 1n the history of Is-

lam there arose a party which taught determinism and absolute
predestination. ✓ This group, called the Jabriyya (compare
God's name Jabber, the Subduer), held that God was the Creator
of both man's good deeds and his evil deeds, and believed that
man had no choice, power, or will "to swerve a hair's breadth
.,

from what God had decreed.nl39

In reaction to this party, and
perhaps stimulated by cont~ct with Christians, 1 40 another
138Q,uoted ill Samuel M. Zwemer, Islam A Challenge to
Faith (2nd revised edition; New York: Stu!ent volunteer
Movement for Foreign Missions, 1909), P• 96.
139Muha.mmad Ali, Religion of Islam, p. 320.
140see Morriss. Seale, Muslim Theolop (London: Luzao
and Company Limited, 1964), PP• JO-JS

I
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group, known as the Mu'tazila, ohal.lenged the position ot the
Jabriyya and defended .man's freedom and responsibility.

The

Mu'tazila became known as the rationalists and tree-thinkers
of Islam.

As a result or the interaction ot these two streams

or thought orthodox Islam finally accepted a position tor.mu/
lated by a theologian called al-Ash'ari (873-935). According
to this formulation God creates man's aots, but man has the
power to appropriate the acts which God has created tor him..
~

This appropriation or aoquisitton is called kasb.

But this

kasb is not actually a tree acceptance on man's part, tor he
cannot say, "I don't want to act thus."

illan'a every thought

and will, his every intention and purpose, are created by God.
Several thoughts trom one ot al-Ash'ari's creeds, the lliiagalat,
will illustrate the point.
They liuslimi] confess that there is no creator at
all, save God; and that the evil actions ot creatures
are created by God; and that the (good) actions ot
creatures are created by God; and that creatures are
unable to create anything • • • •
They confess that God helps believers to obey him. and
abandons unbelievers; and that Be favors believers
and has compassion on them and makes them righteous
and guides them, but does not favor unbelievers or
make them righteous or guide them; and that, it He
were to guide them, they would be guided. But God
can make unbelievers righteous and favor them so
that they will be believers. However, Be has not
willed to make them (unbelievers) righteous, and
not to favor them so that they will be believers,
and has rather willed that they be unbelievers, as
Be foreknew, and Be abandons them and leads theJD.
astray and sets a seal on their hearts.
They confess that good and evil are by God's decision and determination; and they believe 1n God's

S2
decision aud deterJDillation;~1ts good &lld its evii,
its sweet &lld its bitter.lftJ.

In spite of the concession to .mall's power ot appropriating
the acts which God has created tor him, the above l.ines indicate a strong stream ot deter.min.ism 1n. :Islam.

Al-Aah'ari's

formulation is still. held in many parts ot the JIU.slim worl.d
today and has been com.pared to the Co11ncll ot Nicea in Christian history as tar as importauce is concerned.
{ irza Ghulam Ahmad was appalled at the decadence aud
lethargy of nineteenth oenturr Indian :Islam., especial.ly in
comparison to the vitality and progress of the Western nations.

/

:In his effort to reawaken aud revive :Islam he and his

followers struck at the deter.min.ism of :Isl.am and again stressed
some ot the freedom. and hwnan. responsibility- which was prom.ul.gated by the Mu•tazila.

Muhammad Ali, tor instance, says that

predestination (jabr) has never been the bel.1et ot the .Mu.sl.1.QL
co.mmW1ity, and that a "strict predestinarian, who bel.ievea
that m.au has no control. at all. over his actions, would d&llY
the very basic prin.oiple of religion, that is, the responsibil.ity ot .man tor his aotions.nl.42 Actual.ly, orthodox Musl.ims
usually do not speak ot God's predeatimtion in term.a ot jabr,
but in terms of 9,adar and tag,dir, which are words related to
l.4l.AJ.1 ib.n :ts.ma'il. al.-Aah'ari, The Theol.of! ot Al.-Aah'ari,
transl.ated and edited by Richard if. Mcdarthi ( eyrouth:
:tmprimerie Cathol.ique, l.9S3), PP• 239-241.
l.42Muham.mad Al.i, Rel.igion ot :Isl.am, P• 3SO.
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God's power. ✓ Muhammed Ali reinterprets these words to avoid
the idea ot predestination.

According to h1a interpretation

gadar is not God's power in the absolute sense ot toreordination but in the sense of "creating things s11bject to certain
laws."1 43 For instance, He has created the seed of a date
tree in such a way that it prod11ces a date palm and not an
apple tree.

The sperm of man is created 1n s11oh a way that it

produces a man and not some other animal.

I.n other words, His

power is exhibited in the laws of net11re.

These laws prevent

confusion in the world and provide a basis tor .man's enterprise.

If he wants to cook food, he knows that fire generates

heat and not cold; he also knows t.bat water extinguishes fire
and does not increase it.

These constant properties of nat11re

are by God's creative foreordination.144
These laws of nat11re do not only apply to the physical
universe, but also to the moral 11niverse.
conseq11ences which follow sin.

There are certain

God has foreordained these

consequences, but not the sin itself.

j

Th~ Ahmadiyyas also interpret qadar and taqdir in the
sense of limitation.

J.

Por example, a man oannot turn himself

into a solid block of 11nfeeling matter nor can he suddenly become an ethereal being like an angel.

I.n that sense he is

"predestined" to walk through doors instead of through wall.a,
l43Ibid., p. 315.
144-B. Mahaw.d Ahmad, Ahmadlffat ·,, p. 28 •

to feel pain when pricked rather th.all. to be without sensation.

J But suoh laws ot natu.re and limitations oan never r8JIL0ve
.m.an•a responsibility for his own actions.

Denying the doctrine

of predestinatio/in the sense of an absolute decree of good
and evil by God, Muhammed Ali writes of

Jll8.D. 1 s

will as follows:

He can exercise it 11D.der 11JD1tations and laws, and
there is a very large variety ot oircumstances whioh
may determine his choice 1n each case. Yet it is
not true that the choice to exercise it has been
taken from. him.; and the tact is that, notwithstanding
all the limitations, he is tree to exercise his will,
and therefore, though he m.ay not be responsible to
the same extent tor anything done in all oases, and
a variety of circumstances must determine the extent
of his responsibility, which m.ay be very am.all, almost negligible, in some oases and very great 1n
others, ~yet he 1_is a tree agent and responsible tor
what he does .J."f-5
/ B. :Mahmud Ahmad w.tites of two parallel laws tor the governance of the world, the law or determination (tagdir) and the
law of freedom (tadbir).

Each law has its own orbit, and there

is no need to contuse them..

Suoh confusion takes place when

people use the law of determination as an excuse tor their
own sins.
When people try to project on to God and His eternally
ordained laws their own evil deeds, their laziness,
their omissions and commissions, it is then that we
raise our voices of protest. What we are free to do
is our concern and our affair. Whatever God has left
to us is our reaponsibi~ity. To fail to disoharge
this responsibility and to attribute the consequence
of our failure to Tagdir is wrong and unjust. So we
think it is wrong tor Muslims to sit idle, to do
nothing for their amelioration, and yet trust God
and His Tagdir to look attar their affairs. Muslims
ll+5J.4uhammad Ali, Religion of ~slam., pp. 321-322.

ss
have suffered far too .mu.oh for this wrong conception of Tagdir. They have relied on it too long.
The result ls they first lost their faith, and
they now stand threatened with the loss of all the
fort11nes of this world. Had Musli.ms reme.mbered
that Tagdir and Tadbir are two separate universes,
one the concern ot God, the other their own concern, they would ~gt have suttered to the extent
which they have. 1 4

./

The King (Malik):

Under this attribute Ghula.m. Ahmad says

that God is never put into the awkward position ot earthly
rulers who sometimes have to decide between the lesser of two
evils.

"But it is not consistent with Divinity that God

should be driven to an extremity in which the adoption of one
or

t\•10

defective courses should become inevitable."

He goes

on to say, "The IJ11.ghty vessel of Bis power floats upon the
ocean of justice and equity.nl47
Mercy the overruling attribute
It has been seen from the foregoing that the Ahmadiyyas
describe God in considerable d~ta11.

At the end of their
✓

presentations of their doctrine of God they usually emphasize
God •s

mercy as His overrul!ing attribute.

They base this

phasis upon such Qur•anic passages as Surah. 7:156,

rlliy'

8Jll-

mercy

encompasses all things"; Surah /+0:7, "Our Lord, Thou embracest all things in mercy and knowledge"; and Surah 7:151,
146i). Mahmud Ahmad, What is Ahmaditiat? (Rabwah, West
Pakistan: The Ahmadiyya Muslim Forelgnsslons Office, 1962),
pp • .30-31.
l4?Ghulam Ahmad, Philosoph.y of the Teachings of Islam,
p. 9.3.
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"Thou art the most meroitul ot the .m.ercitul onea.nl4,8 Mubam-

.

mad Ali also calls attention to certaiD. Traditions ot Bnkberi
which picture God's mercy.

According to one Tradition God set

down the following policy at the time ot creation itseit:
mercy shall take preoedenoe ot His displeasure."

"His

According to

another Tradition Muhammad saw a woman pressing a child to her
bosom and then said to his canpan.ions, "Do you. think that she
oan throw this child into the tire?" Upon their negative re!Jl.Y
he added, "God is .mu.oh more merciful. to Bia creatures than
this woman to her ohild. 11149
/

Althou.gh the Q,u.r•an speaks very .mu.oh about the pu.n1shm.8llt

.I

of sinners and tortures of hell, the Ahmadiyyas stress that
God' a mercy exceeds His pu.nishlllent.

J:n

words rem.1niac8Jlt of

Luther's conolus1on to the Ten Co.mmandments, Mubernroad Al.1
writes:
It is true that the pu.nishm.ent of evil. is a subject
on which the Holy Q,ur'an is m.ost emphatic, but its
purpose 1n this case is simply to impress .man that
evil is a m.ost hateful. thing which ought to be
shunned; and, by way ot set-oft, not onl.y does it
lay great stress on the reward of good deeds, but
goes further and deal.ares over and over again that
evil is either forgiven or pu.nished onl.y with the
like of it,"'but that good is rewarded ten-to1d,
and hu.ndred-told, or even withou.t measure.l.SO
Another Ahmadiyya writer, however, indicates that this mercy
is not entirely gratuitou.s.
148J«u.ha.mmad Al.i, The BoLY 9,llr'an, PP• 361., 907, 359.
l.491111haroroad Al.i, The Rel.igion ot Isl.am, p. 336.
150Ibid., p. l.66.
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Therefore, whenever God warns people of His punishment in the Q.uran, Be .makes it a point to re.mind them
of His attributes of Forgiveness and Meroy also, thus
showing that these attributes predominate over His
other attributes and on1 await a esture ot oodneas
on the part of .man to show
talics o~§)
The accent on God's mercy in Ahmadiyya thought seems to
be partly a reaction to Christian criticism of the Islamic
doctrine of God.

Judging the Muslim idea of God not on1y on

the basis of the Q.ur•an, but al.so on the basis of the Traditions and formal theology of Islam, Christian students of Islam have come to the conclusion that there is an over-emphasis
on God's power in Islam.

One writer has called Islam a "pan-

theism of force" and referred to its God as a "tremendous
Autocrat," an "uncontrolled and unsympathetic Power.nl52
Another wtiter compares Him to a Bedouin sheikh:
Man judges the Wlknown by the .known and gives it the
name derived from this. The great authority to the
Bedouin in earth1y affairs has always been the Sheikh,
a ruler possessing absolute power, and entirely without responsibility in its exercise. He conceived God
as the Great Sheikh. It is the infinite power of God
and the inscrutability of his methods that impress
him most in the solitude of the desert. Before the
awful power ot God, man is no more than the merest
insect. God does with him what He will. To resist
God is impossible, to question Him, absurd. And to
love Him is an idea that would never occur to the
Bedouin. To transpose the words of the Apostle,
perfect fear casts out love, renders it impossible
and inconceivable.153
lSlB. Mahmud Ahmad, The Holy Quran, P• 6;4.
1;2N. s. Palgrave quoted 1n Samuel M. Zwemer, The Moslem
Doctrine ot God (New York: Amerioa.o. Tract Society, 1905),
pp. 6;-69.
1S3Frank Hugh Foster, "The Fear of God in the Koran,"
The Moslem World, llI (July 1931), 86-87.
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Muhammad Ali refers to auoh opinions as "obsessions on the
part of Christian writers that the Godot Islam. 1a an embodiment of cruelty, tyranny and frightfulness."

He f11rthermore

chides them for believing "that a Loving and Merciful God is
peculiar to the Christian religion. 11 lSI+

J

Not only do Ahmadiyyas emphasize God• s .mer 01 as a oorreo-

tiveto an overemphasis on His power; they a1so have an interest to exalt His mercy above His justice.

Christians often

explain the necessity for the atonemellt on the basis ot balancing God's justice and His meroy.

By stating, "Mercy is not

opposed to Justice but is above it,nlSS the Ahmadinas are
able to dispense with the atonement.

✓

"So great is His love

that He requires no compensation tor its exercise, as the
Christian doctrine ot the atonement teaches.nlS6
The manifestation ot God's attributes
/ The Ahmadiyya Muslims speak of a twofold manifestation
of God's attributes. 1 First, there is the .manifestation of God
by Him.self.

This is referred t o / "descent."

tor man and makes Him.self known.

God provides

Secondly, there is the mani-

festation ot God's attributes by the believers, referred to as
the "ascent."

In the former God com.es down to man, and 1n the

154.Muha.mmad Ali, Religion ot Islam, P• lb).
lSSB. Mahmud Ah.mad, Ahmadiyyat, p. 39.
156.Muhammad Ali, The Holy 9Jlr'an, p. 2.
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latter man ascends to God. 1 57 It is primarily the manifestation of God's attributes by man which co.mes under consideration at this point.
According to Qur'anic thought man was created as God's
vice-regent on the earth. / The Ahmadiyyas build upon that
thought and also bring 1n a Tradition attributed to :il&11barornad,
"Equip yourselves with the attributes of God. 11158 ✓ This theme
becomes the principal theme of Ah.madiyya practical lite.

Man

shall become a manifestation of the attributes of God.
The purpose of man's creation is that he should
receive the impress of God's attributes and should
become a .manifestation of them within~the 11m1.ts
of his capacities.159
In line with this injunction Muhammad Ali states that the
numerous attributes ot the Divine Being are meant tor the perfection of human character and "serve as an ideal to which man
/
must strive to atta1n.nl60 Man should eJthibit lordship by
serving hwnanity; he should .manifest beneficence by doing good
to all men, even to those from whom he has not received anything; he should show mercy by returning good tor any benefit
which he has received from another; he should reflect God's
mastery by being forgiving rather than vengeful 1n dealings
with others. 161
157B. Mahmud Ahmad, Tbe Holy Q.uran, p. 13.
lS8Zafrulla Khan, p. 97.
lS9Ibid.
160Muhammad Ali, Religion of Islam, p. 167.
161 Ibid., pp. 167-168.
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This manifestation of God's attributes through man se8Jl18
rather out of harmony with the earlier descriptions of the
uniqueness of God mentioned 1n this study.

Comparp 1 for ex-

ample, this statement in B. Mahmud Ahmad's 1ntrodu.ot1on to
the translation of the Qur•an:
God is unique in all His powers and attributes. On
oooaaion one may discover a resemblance between the
attributes of a thing or persOJl and some of the attributes of God bgt the resemblance ls only apparent
and s11perfioia1.1 2
The emphasis on the uniqueneo/9 of the attrib11tes is more in
harmony with orthodox Islam; the manifestation of God's attributes throllgh men is a depart11re from orthodoxy.
A greater departure from orthodox Islam is indicated by
.I
another tho11ght involving an unusual admission, namely, that
revelation in the usual Islamic sense of book revelation is
not s11fficient to provide certainty of faith; an incarnation .
J

is required.

Although the word "incarnation" is not used,

the implication is the same.

After disting11ish1ng divine re-

velation from ment_,l derangement, subjective fantasy, and diabolic s11ggestion 1 B. Mahmud Ahmad, the third head of the Ahmadiyya Movement, in his book Ahmadiyyat or the True Islam,
writes as follows:
J Still, as there is yet left some room for doubt and

oonf11sion here, revelation is not as perfect and as
sure a means of Divine realization as is required

162B. Mahmud Ahmad, The Holy Q.uran, p. 00111.

6J.
for absol.ute oertainty of faith whioh shoitd exol.ude
every possibil.ity of doubt or .misgivings. J
The author then goes on:
For instanoe we are tol.d that God is AJ.J.-knowing.
Can we have a oertain proof ot His kn.owl.edge?
Until. we oan see with 011r own eyes the workings
of this attribute, how oan we, with oontidenoe,
nay, how oan we with honesty, say that He is AJ.lknowing? We are told He quiokens the dead to
life, but if we have no evidenoe of it how oan
we honestly say that He brings the dead to lite?
We are told that He is the Creator, but we observe
that the whole oreation is governed by oertain
laws of nature. How oan we, then, believe that
God has had a hand 1n the creation ot this universe, and how can we honestly assert that He
is the Creator? Again we are told that all
things are 1n His hands, and all things acknowledge His might, but, when we find that thousands of men deny His very existenoe, how oan
we, in the absenoe of some clear sign of His
might, say with certainty, nay, how oan we say
with honesty, that He controls the ·u niverse?
The same is the case with al.l His attributes.
~Unless we are convinced that the attributes of
God manifest themselves in a manner which exoludes
all possibility of chance or ooincidence, how can
we believe that those attributes exist at all.?
We cannot peroeive God by our physical. senses, but
can know Him onl.y through His attributes. J:f we
possess no oertain proof of the manifestation of
those attributes, how can we honestl.y say that
God does exist and that our universe is not based
on the operetion ot some oompl.ex but perfect Law
of Nature?l.04
J At this point orthodox Musl.ims would repl.y that they know be-

cause the Qur'an says so.

But the author has al.ready excl.uded

the Qur•an as the sure proof.

He goes on to answer his own

questions:
l6.3s. Mahmud Ahmad, Ahmadi;yyat, p. 72.
164Ibid., p. 7.3.
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/ This doubt is resolved ill Islam. alone, for it constantly produces men who are manifestations of the
attributes of God-;-'?irat receiving a reflection of
these attributes in their own beings and then leading others to the pertect knowledge and realization
of God by dem.onstrating in their own persona the
working of those attribu tea .lt>~ ,X talics ou.rjl
The sum and substance of this thought is that God reveals Him.self through the lives of a&•
important here.

The plural form is

~ obarnrnad. is one of the men; iJ'eaus, with some

reservations which will be noted later, is another.J But 1n
Ahmadiyya Islam the foremost manifestation of God's attributes, at least according to the Q,adian/Rabwah group, is Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad.

In the present age

God sent the Promised lliessiah
• • • so that men might be enabled to attain to a
perfect knowledge and realization of Him and be
freed from doubt and despair • • • • He manifested
in himself the attributes of God 1n such a certaill
and perfect manner that all who saw it marvellfig
and all who hear of it are filled with wonder.

The son of the Mirza makes the strong claim that his father
.manifested every attribute of God by signs and miracles. 167
As proof of this claim the son describes the Mirza•s mastery
of the Arabic language without formal education as a manifestation or God's o.mniscience.

He recounts how a prayer ot his

father produced a child for a childless family as a manifestation of God's creative power; the protection of his house
16.5Ibid • .
166
Ibid., pp. 73-74.
167B. Ma.bm.Ud Ahmad, .Ahmadiyya .Movement, pp. 137-138.
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from the plague shows God's .mastery.

Healing .miracles are

demonstrations of God's power.

There are even qualified claims
that the Mirza raised the dead to life. 168 It is seen from

these references to the life of Ghulam Ahmad that the Ahmadiyyas are thinking of something more than revelation through
words when they talk about manifesting God's attribute~.
They are talking about revelation through hu.man life in a
sense similar to that of Jesus when he said in John 12:45,
"He who sees me sees him ,vho sent me."

The Ahmadiyyas are

claiming the same thing about their founder and themselves.
It is not the purpose of this paper to investigate and
analyze these various claims, but the recourse which the
Ahmadiyyas take to an incarnational type of thinking is significant 1n view of their oft-stated opposition to the Christian doctrines of incarnation and sonship.

~he emphasis on

manifestations of God's attributes also has implications for
the Christian response to Ah.madiyya ~uslims.
The Problem of Evil
The problem of the origin and continued existence of evil
is one of the most difficult questions 1n any religion.

J

Ortho-

dox Muslims usually trace the origin of evil back to God Himself and describe Him as the Creator of both good and evi~.
168:s. Mahmud Ahmad, AhmadiYYat, PP• 75-108.

One of the Muslim creeds formulated by al-Nasafi (died. 11S9)
and commented upon by al-Taftazani (1322-1389) states as
follows:
Allah is the Creator of all the actions of His creatures whether of unbelief or of belief, of obedience
or of disobedience. And they are all of them by His
Will and Desire, by His judgment, by His ruling, and
by His decreeing. His creatures have actions of
choice for which they are rewarded or punished. And
the good in these is by the good pleasure of Allah
and the vile in them is not by His good pleasure.169
Another Muslim theologian, Ibn Rushd (Averroes), who was also
a philosopher and read by medieval Christian theologians,
tempered the Muslim doctrine of God's creation of evil by
distinguishing between His primary purposes, which are good,
ahd His secondary purposes, which ms.y be evil, but eventually
serve the purpose of the good.
So they (the masses) must recognize that He is the
creator of both things together (good and evil) and
since misguidance is evil and there is no Creator
beside Him, it is necessary that evil should be attributed to Him just as t.bsre is attributed the creation of good. But it is not fitting that this
should be understood absolutely but only as He is
the Creator of good tor its own sake and the creator
of evil tor the sake of the good, i.e. for the sake
of the good associated with it. It is on this account that His creation of evil is justice on His
part.170

J The Ahmadiyyas avoid the perils of directly attributing
the creation of evil to God.

Their reflection on this subjeot

l69sa•d al-Din al-Taftazani, A Commentary on the Creed
of Islam, translated and edited by Earl Edgar lllder, (New
York: doium.bia University Press, 19SO), p. 80.
l?OiJ'. Windrow SWeetman, :Islam and Christian Theoloq,
(London:Lutterworth Preas, 1967), t, Part ll, 172.
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is .more in line with the thoughts of Ibn Rushd than the olde
dogmatic for.mu.lations ot al-Ash'ari and al-Nasati.

./

They also

update the problem by bringing in .more .modern examples.
B. Mah.mud Ah.mad has the most complete treatment of the problem
of evil in his book, Ahmadiyyat or the True Islam.
He first of all takes up the difficulty of a beneficent
Creator creating things like "wild and savage animals, worms
and reptiles, pains, troubles, ail.manta, and peatilences.nl7l
/ According to his explanation these various things are not evil
in themselves; they only see.m evil to man because he does not
know enough about their true nature end God's pl11'pose.
J

It their true natl11'e is considered, they add to the
praise and glory of God and do not in any way detract
fro.m it • • • they have all been created for a useful purpose and ,. • • .man ought to praise God tor
their creation. 1 ,2

Just as arsenic, strychliine, and morpnine are deadly poisons
but still have healing properties 1n .medicine, so animals such
as snakes and scorpions have a beneficial aspeot even it man
does not know about it.

"Further research is bou.ud to dis-

close the tact that their existence is ot great val.Ile from the
scientific and .medical points of view.nl73

J

Secondly, B. Mahmlld Ahmad identities evil as a departure

tro.m the laws oti nature. i God did not create the transgressions
171B. Mahmu.d Ah.mad, Ahmadi77at, p. JS.
172:rbid.
l73Ibid.
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of the laws of natu.ra, but He created the consequences ot tailing to observe the laws. ✓ The evils which rea~t trom failure
to abide by the laws o:f' nature help .man to ~deratand the principles of those laws better and to avoid ~ansgreasiona 1n the
fllture.

Thus the evil consequences which follow transgression.

serve a beneficial purpose.

l4'an

advances.

This is a leacling

theme in Ahmadiyya thought.

"God has not, therefore, created

disease, but has created the law ot Nature which is indispensable to .man's progress, and disease is the res~t of an in1

fringement of the Law.n1 74 B. Mahmud Ahmad then goes on to say
that the disease which ·.may result from ignorance or ~1.ngement "does not in any way detract from the perfection of God's
Beneficence."175
Continuing his thought, B. Vebrn1u\ Ahrn.ad moves into the
subject of sin and defines it in the sane category as an in:f'ringement of one of the laws of nature.

/

"An infringement ot

a moral or spiritual law is termed a s1n.n176 lust as disease
is no reflection upon the per:f'eotion of God, so sin also is no
re:f'leotion upon the perfection o:f' God. ✓ Sin is a transgression
against the Golden Mean o:f' the laws of nature or ot morals, an
affront to hnrnaoity more than an affront to God.
l7¼bid., p. )6.

175::a,14.
176Ibid., P• 37.
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The names ,vhich have been 11sed in the Hol.y Q.llran
to signify sin, indicate either excess or defa11l.t,
none of them being an llD.derived no11n, which shows
that according to the Holy Quran sin has no independent existence, and signifies merel.y the absence
of righteousness. Excess and def'a11l.t are the direct
result of .man's action or omission, his fail.11re to
use of his misuse of God's bo11nti§a or his attempt
to infringe the rights of otb.ers.i17

J

The definition of sin as a lack of righteo11sness is significant
in light of the Ahmadiyya denials of the . need for an atonement.
In general, this treatment of the probl.em of evil. is more
imaginative than the older treatments which were content to
ascribe evil to the direct creation of God.
Problems of Inconsistency
J Although the Aluaadiyyas often appeal to reason, it is evi-

dent that their doctrine of God as c11lled from their l.iterature and described 1n the preceding pages sllffers from some
inconsistencies and even contradictions.
The probl.em of God's 11niq11eness and manifestation

/

First of all, there seems to be a contradiction between

their description of God as 11niq11e and the .manifestation of
j

His attrib11tes in persons.

Q.11oting the Q.ur'an, they say that

nothing is l.ike God and that He does not depend 11pon anyone
for the manifestation of His attrib11tes.

They f11rther.m.ore

hold that the resembl.ance between the attrib11tes of God and

l.??Ibid.
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those ot a person is oJlly apparent and s11perficial.

But, as

/

we have seen in the preceding section, they also olaim that
God can be known with oertainty only through the .manifestation
ot His attributes in persons. 178 Xt God is oompletely different, how can His attrib11tes be .manifested clearly 1n persona?
This apparent contradiction touches upon one of the great
problems of both Muslim and Christian theology, namely:, the
.nature ot God and His knowability by man.

Those who over-

emphasize the transcendence ot God and His uniqu.eness tend to
remove God from the knowledge ot .man.

Eve.n tho11gh the same

words ms.::, be 11sed 1n describing God and man, such as "11v1.Dg 11
'

or "loving," the similarity between God and .man is in the
words only; the actual Lite and Love is completely different
and cannot even be compared.

Christian dogmaticians define

this as speaking about God equivocally.

God and man share the

name b11t not the matter wh!l.ch is designated by the name.
thought leads to deism &lld agnosticism.

Such

On the other hand,

there are those who over-emphasize the 1mmenuce ot God and
tend to erase the ditterence between God and

JD8Jl

by speaking of

the attribute Wlivooallf, that is, as i t the attribu.te cou.ld
be applied to both God and .man 1n the same .manner and degree.
This type ot thought leads to .mysticism and pantheism.

Chris-

tian theology has tried to avoid both ot these extremes by
speaking ot God's attributes analogicallf.
178supra, pp. 19, 38, 39, 60, and 62.

According to
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analogical predication ot attributes, there is a si.mil.arity
bet,veen attributes in God and in .man, but a difference in
.manner and degree.

In God the attributes are absolute, pri-

mary, and pertect. In man they can only: be secondary., derived,
and impertect. 1 79 The analogical distinction preserves both
the uniqueness ot God and His knowability.

✓ The Q.ur •an pictures a transcendent God, but also
that He is knowable in a .meaningful way.

asawnea

Otherwise there would

be no reason fm: enumerating and ditterentiating His attributes.
This is illustrated by an anecdote.
A maulvi was asked the meaning of certain na.mas which
are found to be in the list ot the 99 beautiful names
ot God in the Q,ur•an. "What is meant by the name
Ar-Rahim (The Merciful)? Can one torm an analogy
between this name and the quality of mercy possessed
by a good .man?" "No," was the reply, "becau.se this
name applied to God is la thani, i.e., unique." "How
then should one distinsuTsh between al Kabir (The
Great) and Ar Rahim?" "They are dist'rngulshed 1n
the Book, tliiy are written differently, they are pronounced differently, but the real distinction is
known to God alone. All the names of God are la
thani (unique)." "Then why not re~88 the 99 names
ot Al1ah to the one name 1A. thani?"
This is a good example ot the equivocal definition of God's
attributes. /The mere fact t.bat Muhammad used different words
to describe God indicates that he regarded God as knowable 1n
some sense and would have re3ectad the equivocal type of
definition.
179see Francis Pieper, Christian Do~tics (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House c. 1950), ~ji-432; and The
New Catholic Enou10,edia
York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1967), f,
5- 68.

lmew

lSOir. Windrow Sweetman, J:slam and Christian Theel.op
(London: Lutterworth Press, 194?)-. ff, Part f, 47.
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The question of the nature and Jmowability of God oam.a to
a head early in Islam when the Muslims were forced to faoe the
interpretation of the anthropo.morphisms in the Q,ur•an.

Some

wanted to interpret these l iterally and in the process entertained crude physioal con~eptions of the Deity.

Others wanted

to interpret them figuratively ar .metaphorically so that God's
eyes, hands, face, and throne became His knowledge, power,
beauty, and protection.

The metaphorical interpreters

(Mu•tazila) tended to apply rational judgments to the

Q.Ur'an.

and often to read their own pre-conceptions into the text.
Some of these pre-conceptions were colored by a type of Greek
philosophy which emphasized God's transcendence at the expense
of His Jmowability and the reality ot His attrib~tes.

Ortho-

dox Islam finally rejected both the literal and the .metaphorical/rationalistic interpretation of the anthropomorphiSJDS
and accepted a doctrine of "difference" which comes close to
the equivocal method of describing God's attributes.
J

The vividness of the Q,1 1ranic desoription of Allah
developed logically into an anthropomorphic doctrine of Allah, while the emphasis on Allah's
transcendenoe resulted 1n a doctrine of kenosis
which divested God of all attrib11tes. ~Both of
these doctrines were rejected by the M11slim .majority. In their place, a doctrine of Difference was proposed early in Islam's theologioal
development and has ainoe become the doctrine
about 4.1.lah moat widely aocepted alld moat strongly
held by all but the Silt! :M11slims. JThe dogma of
Allah's Difference (al-m.ukhalatah) .means that
every term used to describe Allah has a sense of
its own, different from the meaning of the same
words when they are applied to anything other than
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A1lah. The result is that Allah 1n a11 His beiDg,
attributes BJld activities is utterly removed tro.m
BllY measure of knowledge on the part ot .man..181
The doctrine ot 4itterence was defined by the M11slim.
theologian al~Ash•ari, BJld is a1so ca.lled the doct;rine of
"amoda.lity," trom the Arabic expression bi-la kart" which means
"w1 thout how" or "without manner. n 182 According to this doctrine the anthropomorphisms 1n the Qur•an are accepted because
they are revealed in the Book, but no attempt is made to understand the rationale of these expressions.
\'ii thou t asking how and why.

They are accepted

In the creed called the I.bBJla

al-Ash'ari said,
We confess that God has two hands, without asld.ng how,
as He said, "I have created wit~ my two hands."
We confess t.bat God has two eyes, without asdng how,
as He said, "Which moved along under ou.r eyes.nl83
J Eventually the uniq11eness of God led to an extreme agnosticism in some circles, or to a barren method of describing by the :!!!_ negative 1n others.
God is one, without a peer• hearing, seeing. He is
not a body, not an object, not a mass, not for.m nor
flesh nor blood, nor person, nor substance, nor accident. He has neither color, taBte, SJllell, texture,
heat, cold, moisture nor dryness, nor length, breadth
end depth, nor concourse, nor separation, nor does
he move or rest. He is neither divided nor possesses
parts, organs or members. He has no direction either to left or right, or before or behind or up or
181Edwin c. Calverley, "The Fundamental Struct11re ot
Islam," The Moslem World, XXIX (October 1939), 382.
182w. Montgomery Watt, "Islamic Theology and the Christian Theologian,." The Hibbert Journal,· XLIX, 21+7.
183Al-Ash 1 ar1, p. 237.
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down. No place encompasses Him and time does not
pass over Him.. Contact is not possible to Him and
neither is withdrawal or inherence 1n a suppositwn.
He is not qualified with any one of the attributes
of creatures which indicate their tem.porality or
creatureliness, and it cannot be a.a.i d that He is
circum.scribed. He is neither begetting nor begotten. He is not contained 1n dimensions. Veils do
not hide Him, sense cannot perceive Hi.m.. No one oan
form. an idea of HiJn from. analogy. iie is in no way
resembling creatures. No calamity oan befall Him..
Nothing which occurs to any mind or which fancy can
frame is like unto HiJn. He has not ceased to be the
First, the Foremost, who preceded created things,
and existed before creation. He has not ceased to
be knowing, deciding, and living, and neither will
He cease so to be. Eyes cannot see HiJn, sight cannot perceive Him, and imagination cannot conceive
Him., neither can He be heard by the ear. He is a
thing, but He is not like other things. He knows,
decides, and lives, but not as the knowing, powerful, living things are known. Only He is eternal.
Beside Him. there is no eternal nor is there any God
like unto Him. He has no share in His Kingship and
no minister in His government, nor is there anyone
who helps Him. in producing what He produces and creating what He creates • • • • There is no sort of
connection between Him. and anything which would benefit Him, and no harm. can touch Him. Joy and sorrow
do not move Him, and He feels neither hurt nor pain.
No limit can be set to Him whereby He should become
finite, and the idea of ceasing to be is not applicable to Him. He is not subject to weakness or diminishment. He is exalted above all contact with
women, eboy, taking a mate, and above begetting
children.184
What, or who, then is God?

The answer of this school of

thought is summed up by a little ditty chanted even today by
beggars in the Near East:
/Whatever conception your mind com.es at
I tell you flat
God is not that.185
184sweetman, II, Part I, 43-44.
18Scharles Roger Natson, What is This ~oslem. World?
(New York: Friendship Press, 19j7), p. 80.

/

13
The Ahmadiyya, Mu.~mmad Ali, is in this same thought-

world when he quotes approvingly as a basic principle that
"God does not resemble His creatures 1n anything, nor does
any ot His creatures resemble Him."

llhen the other Ahmadiyyas

emphasize the uniqueness ot God ud say that His attributes
resemble those ot .man only superficially or when they say that
nothing is like God, they are following in this same tradition.
"'But there were many people in Islam whose religious needs
were not met with such a remote idea of God.

By emphasizing

the nearness of God as described 1n some passages of the Q,ur'an,
a s well as man:, creation 1n the image ot God as mentioned 1n
one Tradition, these people moved away from the orthodox emphasis on God's transcendence and stressed His immanence.
were the mystics of Islam.

/

They

The early mystics emphasized the

nearness ot God and began to speak in terms of love ud union
with God.

But they nevertheless maintained a respectful dis-

tance between God and

maJl.

Later mystics, however, were in-

fluenced by non-Islamic types ot thought, such as Nao-Platonism,
and in trodu.ced "a.mane tion theolosr" 1nto Islam. ~hey tended to
speak of God univocally, as if the attributes ot God ud the
...
good qu.ali ties 1n men were of the ea.me na tu.re.

According to

this theology
the divine Essence, though transcendent, absolute and
ineffable, is nevertheless, through the process ot
emanation, the sou.roe ud fount ot all essences,

7J+
with a continuity of being that .makes the phe.rio.m.enal.
world si.m.ply the manifested aspects of God.l8b
/ When the Ahmadiyyas speak about man manifesting the attributes of God, they are following 1n this .mystic tradition.
1

Fortunately, they do not carry this emphasis so tar as to
identify all earthly phenomena with the essence of God and end
up in the pantheism typified by the following Muslim poem ot
Jalaludin-ar-Rumi:
I am the Gospel, the Psalter, the Koran;
I am Uzza and Lat--Bel and the Dragon.
Into three and seventy sects is the world divided,
Yet only One God; the faithful who believed 1n B1m. am.
Lies and truth, good, bad, hard and soft
KnaNledge, solitude, virtue, faith,
The deepest ground of hell, the highest torment
of the flam.es,
The highest paradise,
The earth and what is therein,
The angels and the devils, Spirit and man, am I.187

✓

x.

The Ahmadiyya emphasis on the .manifestation of God's attri-

butes through persons is actually a somewhat .moderate for.m. of
Islamic .mysticism, but it is sti11 inconsistent with the way
in which they describe the uniqueness of the attributes of God.

In the next chapter it will be seen that there was later
a certain blending of the orthodox and the .mystic tradition 1n
Islam, but this blending did not result 1n the resolution of
this problem of the nature and knowability of God.

.

v

There has

never been~ real resolution of this problem. in Islam., and the
Ahmadiyyas with their apparent contradictory stance in this
186calverley, XXJX, p. 383.
l.87Q,uoted 1n ZWemer, Mosl.e.m. Doctrine of God, p. 61.
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instance are a reflection of the e1istence of the problem 1n
all of Islam. 188 What is God like, and how can men come to
know Him?

./

In their writing the Ahmadiyyas do not seem. to

sense the inconsistency of holding to the absolute uniqueness
of God's attributes and the .manifestation of those attributes
in persons.

Nor do they .make any attempts to explain it.

The problem of shirk

I

A second contradiction relates to the principle of shirk,

or idolatry.

.I

They define one form of shirk as the ascription

of the unique attributes of God to any other thing or being.
They say that Christians are guilty of shirk for ascribing
.
/
Divine attributes to Christ and the Holy Spirit. But at the
same time they ascribe the .manifestation of exclusive Divin~
attributes such as omnipotence and omniscience to Mirza Ghul.a.m.
Ahmad.189

In all fairness, it must be said that the Lahore

Ahmadiyyas would probably not eialt the Mirza to such a high
degree, for they regard him only as a reformer.
Other inconsistencies

J

Thirdly, it has already beell noticed t.bat they include

the attribute of God's justice ill one of their lists of the
188ct. a recent book on the subject: ~adlou Shehadi,
Ghazali's Unique Unknowable God (Leiden: E. ir. Brill, 1964).
189supra, p. 22, with pp. 62-63.
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names o:r God( yet deny or downgrade the attribu.te of 311stioe
in other p,l.aoes.
/ Finally, we note that they minimize or explain away the
miracles o:r Jesu.s, bu.t do not hesitate to make miraculous
claims :ror Ghu.lam Ahmad.l90
Harold Spencer, in his book Islam and the Gospel o:r God,
olai.ms that the Ahmadiyyas do not have a systematic or coher✓

ent theology, "because they are not interested in theology
but wish to bring about a political and social strengthening
o:r Islam."191

It may be agreed that their theology is not

coherent, bu.t can one say that they are not interested in
theology?

.J

The space devoted to theology 1n their writings is

not 1ns1gni1"1oant.

.I

Their efforts to e:zp lain. the sou.roes ot

their faith, to prove the existence ot God, to describe His
unity, His name, and His attribu.tes--all these indicate an
interest in theology.

Mo~eover their attempt to link up
J
faith with action is la11dable. It is not laok ot illtereat,
but perhaps excess o:r zeal to promulgate their own views which
has landed them in the contradictions noted above.
190su.pra, p. 23, with pp. 62-63.
191Harold Spencer, Islfllll and the Gospel ot God (Delhi:
Society tor the Promotion. ot Ohrlstlan Knowledge, 1956), P• 47.

CHAPTER ll
ABMADIYYA DOCTRINE AND ISLAMIC OR'lEODOXY
Before beginning to compare the Ahmadiyya doctrine of
God with Islamic orthodoxy, it will be necessary to define
Islamic orthodoxy.

The AbJO&diyya group in St. Louis, Missouri

refers to itself as the True Islam, and yet it is adjudged as
heretical by other Muslims.

Who are the "other Muslims"

according to whose standards the Ahmadiyyas are regarded as
heretical?
1
The main body of Muslims are usually referred to as Sunni
Muslims.

✓

The word su.nni comes fran the word sunna which means

"custo.m" or "usage," specifically the custom or usage of Muhammad.

The Sunnis are therefore those who follow the faith and

practice ot Muhammad.

Muslims have not always been agreed as

to who the true followers of Kubsrnrnad are, but in the course

ot time the term Sunni has come to be applied to those Muslims
who follow in the doctrinal tradition of the Four Irnams m8Jltioned previously and the two important theologians, al-Ash'ari

(873-935) and al-Ghazali (1059-1111) •
./

Al-Ash'ari started his life as a M~•tazila, those who

applied reason to the interpretation of' the Q,ur•an and the
formulation of the9logy.

J

In the interest of' God's justice and

human responsibility the Mu•tazila tended to limit God's power.
One day al-Ash'ari asked his Mu'tazila teacher, al-Juba' t , a
question which he was not able to answer.

He posed the case
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of three brothers who died.

The one brother entered Paradise,

the second brother went to the Fire, and the third, who died
as an infant, went to the limbus 1.nfantum.

Jlhen the latter

brother asked God why he had not been permitted to live longer
and thus have a chance to enter Paradise, God replied that He
knew tha t he would have fallen into sin and ended up 1n the
Fire if he had lived longer.

Upon hearing this ans1,ver, the

brother who was in the :B'ire complained to God and asked,
why did You not allow me to die young?"

11

Th8Jl

Al-Juba'i, who be-

lieved in the Wu•tazila principle that God does what is best,
was s peechless.

Fo·J:lov,ing this experience al-Ash' ari left the

hu•tazila group and thereafter devoted his efforts to support
orthodoxy.

He put his

u•tazila opponents to silence with

their own rationalistic methods and applied reason and canons
of logic to formulate the t;uslim faith. ~ is theology is expr essed in t wo creeds called the maqalat and the J:bana.

A

portion of the Maoalat which indicates deterministic t8Jlde.ncies has already been quo· ted. 1 Some further samples of alAsh'ari's theology as found in the J:bana are given herewith;
·,ve confess that God is one God, and that there is no

God at all save Him, and that He is the unique and
eternal, and that He has not taken to Himself consort
or child. 2
l
2

Supra, pp. 51-52.

Ali ibn J:sma'il Al-Ashari, The Theology ot Al-Ashari,
translated and edited by Richard J. ~oCarthy (Beyrouth: :tmprimerie Catholique, 1953), P• 2J6.
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After accepting the anthropo.morphis.ms of the Q.ur'an without
trying to explain them, and affirming the know1edge, hearing,
sight, power, and speech of God, the creed continues:
We hold that there is nothing good or evil on earth,
save what God wills; and that all things are by the
will of God.)
/ Al-Ghazali, the second important theologian ot orthodox
Islam, started his life as an Ash•arite.

However, by that

time Muslim theology had degenerated into a form of dry scholasticism.

Al-Ghazali could not find spiritual peace in that

atmosphere and turned to the Sufis, the mystics ot Islam who
.

were seeking to satisfy their religious longings in asceticism
and various types ot mystical experience.

../

Whereas the Ash'-

arites had emphasized the tr8.Zlscendence of God, the Sufis emphasized His immanence, basing their doctrine partly on a ~ur•anic verse which says that God is nearer to a man than his
jugular vein.

.)

Al-Ghazal! found the answer to at least so.me of

his problems in Sufism.

✓-

Evehtually he worked out a synthesis

between Sufism and Ash'arite orthodoxy, and in the process
succeeded in making Sufism respectable in Islam.

Until that

time it had been regarded as heretical, and one of the Sufi
saints called al-Hallaj, was executed by crucitixion because
he said of hi.mself, "I am. the Ti-uth"--a statement which in
orthodox ears was tantamount to identifying himself with God.4
)Ibid., pp. 238-2)9.
4Fazlur Rahman, Islam (London: Weidenfall and Nicolson,

c. 1966), p. 137.
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Al-Ghazali's great theological work was called Ih.ya'
al-Din (The Revival ot Religious Sciences).

1

Ulum.

The religious

significance ot al-Ghazal! is swnmed up by Fazl11r Rebman 1n
his book I slam·z
The influence ot al-Ghazal! 1n Islam is incalculable.
He not only reconstituted orthodox Islam, .making Sufism an integral part ot it, but also was a great· reformer ot Sufism, purifying it ot un-Islamic elements
and putting it at the service ot orthodox religion.
As such he represents a final step in a long developing history. ~Sufism received, through his influence,
the approval ot Ij.ma•, or consensus of the community.
Islam received a new vigour ot life and a popular
appeal which won large ereas in Africa, Central Asia
and India to the Faith.,

The significance of al-Ash'ari and al-Ghazal! is described by
Gibb in his book Mohammedanism, which incidentally is described as an admirable book by Fazlur Rabman: 6
The lite-work ot al-Ghazali bears a striking BJlalogy
to that ot al-Ash'ari. Both ot them, at a time when
orthodoxy v1as in conflict ,vith another current of
thought which strongly attracted the minds and wills
of religious thinkers, forged a synthesis that
allowed the essential principles ot the other .m.ovament to find aooomodation in the orthodox system.¥
,//

It should also be mentioned that al-Ghazali stressed obedience and devotion to God 1n dally life.

v

In the Ahmadiyya Movement the three strBJlds of early

Muslim theology, .mysticism, and the application of reason to
5Ibid • , p. 140 •
6Ibid., p. 1.
7H. A. R. Gibb, Mohammedanism: A Historical S11rvey
(2nd revised edition; New York: OXford university Press,
1962), pp. 140-14,l..
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religion ere identifiable.

Sometimes the results are within

the pale of aooepted orthodoxy; sometimes not.

J Early Muslim Theology
It is not within the scope of this study to describe
early Muslim theology, but suffice it to say that the Ahmadiyyas ere well within the spirit of that theology when they:
(1) Look to the Qur'an as the authority for their faith;
(2) Appeal to the Traditions for explanations and amplifications of the Q.ur 'an; ( .3) Regard Muhammad as an example of
faith and life; (4) Emphasize the unity of God and the sin ot
shirk; (5) Define God acoording to His essenoe and attributes;
(6) Stress the uniqueness of God's attributes; (7) Emphasize
the transcendence and majesty of God, and when they (8) Criticize Christian teaohings about the death ot Jesus on the cross,
His Sonship, and the Trinity.

/

Mysticism
✓

The mystics of Islam emphasize the immanence of God,
though not neoessarily His knowability.

The Ahmadiyyas are

following more 1n the mystical tradition when they .magnify
the attributes of God's mercy and kindness to me.n.

Some ot

the terminology of Muslim mystioism is similar to Christian
terminology.

Vlhen a Christian first hears suoh phrases as

the "love of God" or the "grace of God," he .may think that
the Ahmadiyyas are borrowing Christian vocabulary; such phrases
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are usually not fo11nd 1n early Islam.

It is true that Mirza

Ghulam Ahmad held .many conversations with missionaries of the
Church of Scotland 1n his youth, but such contacts are not
necessarily the source of such phrases as "love of God" and
"grace of God."

These phrases can be d11plicated 1n Muslim.

mystic literature.

Ma'r11f al-Kharkhi (died 8lb) 1 for instance,

is reported to have said, "Love is not to be learnt from men,
...,

it is a gift of God and comes of His grace. 118

Inasmuch as

Ghulam Ahmad addressed God as one near to him., and used mystical language in devotion, he was within the pale of Islam
as modified by al-Ghazal!.
But it is when Mirza Ghulam Ahmad himself, together with
his followers of the Q,adian/Rabwah group, ascribe prophethood
to him that the bo11ndaries of Muslim orthodoxy are crossed.
According to orthodox Islam the Qur'an is the perfect revelation and Muhammad the perfect prophet.
"seal" of the prophets.

He is the last a.a.d

I.n qpeaking with Christians the ortho-

dox Muslims usually say that Muharoroa4 1n the Q.ur'an included
everything that was of value from previous revelations such as
the Bible, and that no fur~her revelation is required.
believe that the Qur•an is the eternal Word of God.

✓

They

By claim-

ing that the Mirza was a prophet and also the recipient of
revelation 1n the form of wahi the Ahmadiyyas threaten the
all-sufficiency of the Q,ur'an and of Muhammad.

8Fazlur Rahman, P• 130.
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By designating himself as the expected Mahdi ot Isl8Jll
and the Promised Messiah ot the Muslims and the Christians,
the Mirza also runs counter to orthodox beliefs that the uhdi
will be a bloody eschatalogioal world figure and that ~esus
will return again, fight tor Islam., get married, and tinally
die with burial next to Muhammed in Medina; Muslims are even
reserving an empty tomb to receive his body!
Furthermore, the syncretistic claim that a Hindu god like
Krishna was also a prophet ot the unity of God is the opposite
of the orthodox Muslim classitication ot Hinduism as a religion
of shirk.

In early Islam the world was divided by the ortho-

dox into the realm of Islam (Dar ul-Islam) and the realm ot
warfare (Dar ul-Harb).

It was one of the obligations of the

orthodox to convert the Dar ul-Harb into the Dar ,ul-Islam, by
force if necessary.
the Dar ul-Harb.

Hindus were classified as palytheists ot

While one may be appreciative ot the Mirza•s

reinterpretation of the practice ot Holy War (jihad), it must
nevertheless be admitted that the inclusion ot Krishna into
the rank of authentic prophets seems strange, even to a Christian.

This would be one of the excesses ot Sufism which

al-Ghazali opposed.
Enough has already been said about the novel idea (tor
a Muslim) that God can be known better through persons than
through the Qur•an.

/

When one considers the high pedestal on

which the Muslims place the Qur'an, the statement that the
Qur•an is an insufficient revelation ot God sollD.dS radical
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indeed.

It is as heretical to Muslims as the belief ot the

crucified .mystic al-Halla3 who thought that Jesus was a more
glorious pattern for lite than Muherome~.9
✓

The Ahmadiyya tendency to regard repentance as a work ot

man falls short of the definition of repenuance set forth by
one of the famous .mystic saints of Islam, a woman named Rabi'a
(died 801).

"Repentance," she said, "is purely an act of

Divine Grace coming from God to man, not from man to . God.
I

Only God has power so to to11ch the sinner's heart that he will
turn away from his wickedness and repent.nlO
Application of Reason
The Ahmadiyyas apply reason both to buttress Islam as a
whole, and to tear down traditional concepts which they consider inadequate or false, both Muslim or otherwise.

In buttressing Islam the Ahmadiyyas go to great pains to
establish a foolproof case for the textual purity and authenticity of the Q,ur•an. / In another direction they accept the
findings of radical biblical criticism to undermine the
authority of the Bible •
./

They also try to express their doctrines 1n ways which

will appeal to Jll.Odern man.

:It has been seen how they even

~#m. Theodore de Bary, editor, Sources ot Indian '?radition (New York; Columbia University Press, o. 1968), f, 4-0S.
lOL. Bevan Jones, The People of the Mosque (3rd revised
edition; Calcutta: Baptist Mission Press, 1959), p. 154,.
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bring in the '-a of evolution to their dootrine of God and
His oreation.

Their .message of ~iversaliam--eventual sal-

vation for all--based on God's meroy, also finds many sympathe' c ears today.
The Ahmadiyyas regard the deter.ministic oharaoter ot
orthodox Islam as detrimental to the faith as a whole.

Hence

they apply their minds to a study of the original text of the
Qur•an in an effort to get behind the dootrinal formulations
of orthodoiy.

/

The conclusion of their study is that God's

power is not desoribed in a deter.ministio way 1n the ~ur•an.

I

In their rejection of the orthodox position they do not hesitate to conclude that the traditions which speak of a rigid
form of predestination are spurious.
✓

in particular that they rejeot.

./_

There is one Tradition

It speaks of God oreating

some people for salvation and some tor dam.nation, and not having a personal interest 1n either case.

Muhammad Ali writes

the t "this hadi th discloses such a distorted picture of Divine
dealing with .man that there should .not be the least hesitation
in its rejection."ll

/ In a similar effort to alter the usual impression of IslBJD.
as a deterministio religion the same author tries to show that
all passages in the Qur•an which speak of God "leading men.
astray" or "sealing their hearts" (hardening) rater to the
11:tauhammad Ali, The Religion ot Islam. (Lahore, India:
The Ahmadiyya An.ju.man. fsha•at fslam, i9j6), p. 336.
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punishment of men who are already sinners and unbelievers;
it is not a predestination to evil and damnation.12
Thus reason is put to the task ot defending man's respon✓

s1bil1ty.

Incidentally, a non-Ahmadiyya iliusli.m. who later be-

came a Christian, namely Daud Rahbar, in his book, Godot
Justice, also came to the conclusion that the Q,ur'an does not
teach an arbitrary predestination to good and evil:

.

We have found no statement among all the contexts
examined • • • which may he quoted to prove that
all
human action is by en arbitrary decree ot God.
1The very
basic sense ot gadar and ta!dir is arranging things by due measure, and exciu es the idea
of arbitrariness.lJ
./

In their application of reason to the interpretation of

the Qur'an the Ahm.adiyyas often exhibit the same tendency
which Luther found in Erasmus, namely, to 1rely on figurative
interpretations and to read their own pre-conceived ideas into
the text.

J

For example, in one passage which speaks of two

seas, B. uiahmud Ahmad interprets them as the law of freedom
and the law of responsibility, while Muhammad Ali says that
they represent the believers and the u.nbelievers. 1 4- B. Mahmud
Ahmad recognizes that some rules of interpretation are
12Ibid., pp. J29-JJS.
13Daud Rahbar, God of Justice (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1960),
p. 119.
14-0f. Surah 25:SJ in Mubernrned Ali, The Holf ~•an (2nd
edition; Lahore, Punjab, India: Ahmadiyya An3uman--fshaat-iIslam, 1920) p. 721; and Bashir-ud-Din Mabm11d Ahmad, What is
AhmadiYJat? 1\Rabwah 1 W. Pakistan: The Ahmadiyya Muslim Foreign
Missions Office, 1962), p. 29.
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required when th~ right ot private 1.nterpretation is olaim.ed.

In one place he gives the principle that unclear passages are
to be interpreted on the basis of clear passages, and that the
interpretation should not contradict the "analogy ot taith.nlS
It is to be feared, however, that these rules are not always
tollov,ed.

Canon Edward Sell, for instance, 1.n his J.ittl.e

book, Criticism. of a Qadiani Commentary shows how Mnheroroed
Ali's interpretations are often fanciful and contradict the
rules of logia, as well as the findings ot recognized Musl.im.
expositors ofJ the text.16
Finally, it is noted that the Ahmadiyyas apply their
reason to a destructive criticis.m. of the Christian faith,
particularly the Christian doctrine of God and His works as
revealed 1n the Bible and the Eou.m.enical Creeds.

The next

chapter will take up this negative aspect of the Ah.m.adiyya
doctrine of God.

HoH

15Bashir-ud-Din Mahmud Ahmad, editor, The
fflan
with English '!Tanslation and Co.mmentary , (Q,adian,da: Sadr
Anju.m.an Ahm.adlyya, 1947), !, j67.
·
l~ufattish ()dward sell\ , Criticism. of a ldiani Co.mm.en-

~ (Madras: Christian Literature Society fordla,

~-36.

1923),

CHAPTER III
THE AHMADIYYA ANTI-CBRIS'D:AN POLEMIC
It is known that Mirza Ghulam Ahmad had oonsiderabl:e
contact with missionaries of tbs ehuroh of Scotland 1n Sialkot, India, du.ring his youth./ It is ~lso known that he had a
great interest in raising Islam. from its state of degeneracy
and lethargy to catch up with and surpass the Western "Chris.,/

tain" nations in social and economic progress.

Whatever oon-

taot he had with both the Christian religion and Christian
culture seemed to .make him more decidedly an advocate of Islam.
'In his mind Christianity was representative of something which
h ad to be crushed and defeated.

../

.

Altho~gh he did not accept

the idea of physical Holy War, he did initiate a very militant
campaign of argument and thought against the Christian faith.
His followers in the Ahmadiyya Movement have continued 1n the
tradition of their founder.

/

The Christian doctrine of God

with its associated doo~rines ot the Trinity, Incarnation,
Deity of Christ, and the Atonement have come under particular
fire.

Indeed, when one reads Ahmadiyya literature he gets the

impression that the assertions of the Christian faith are the
almost constant toil to which the Ahmadiyya affirmations are
addressed. Vot course, the basis for much of this polemic lies
in the Qur•an itself, but the Ahmadiyyas expand upon the Q,ur'anic themes with a vehemence and aggressiveness which is
usually not so evident in other Muslim.a.
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In the following pages both the Q,llr'anic fowidation and
the Ahmadiyya superstructure of this anti-Christian polemic
will be presented.
The Doctrine of the Trinity
The Qur•anic basis
It has already been pointed out how important the idea
✓

of the unity of God is in Islamic thought.

It was 1n the in-

terest of the wiity of God that ~uharnrned opposed the Christians
for upholding a doctrine of Trinity.

The key verses are as

follows:
People of the Book, go not beyond the bowids
in your religion, and say not as to God
but the truth. The Messiah, Jes11s Son of ury,
was only the Messenger of God, and His #ord
that He committed to Mary, and a Spirit from
Him. So believe 1n God and His .messengers,
and say not, "Three." Retrain; better is it
for you. God is only One God. Glory be to Hi.gl-that He should have a sonl
To Him belongs all that is in the heavens
and 1n the earth; God suffices for a guardian.I
In his translation of these verses A. Yusuf Ali, a nonAhmadiyya Muslim, has the word "Trinity" instead of the word
"three."2

/

In another place the Q.ur•an says:

They are unbelievers who say, "God is the Third
of Three." No god is there but One God.

lsurah 4:169, in Arthur J. Arberry, The Koran Interpreted
(New York: The MacMillan Co., 1955), I, 125.
2surah 4:171, in Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The Holy ~-an,
Text, Translation and Commentary (3rd edition; New ork:
Hafner Publishing Co., 1946), I, 233-234.
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If they refrain not from what they say, there
shall affliot those of them that disbelieve
a painful ohastisement.
Will they not turn to God and pray His forgiveness?
God is All-forgiving, All-oompassionate.J
Instead of the expression "Third of Three" Yusuf Ali translates "one of three in a 'l'rinity."4- To complete the picture
another verse should also be oited.
And when God said, "O Jesus son of Mary,
didst thou say unto men, 'Take .m.e and my mother
as gods, apart from God'?" He said, "To Thee
be gloryt It is not mine to say what I have
no right to. If I indeed said it, ' Thou knowest
it, knowing what is within my soul,
and I know not what is within Th.Y soul;
Thou knowest the things unseen."'
/ Fro!u .the foregoing verses it is evident that !flubernrned 1n
the Qur•an oonoeived of the Christian dootrine of the Trinity
as a sort of triad in whioh God, Mary, and Jesus are each onethird God.

./__

Samuel Zwemer in his book The Moslem Doctrine of

J!2.g expresses the opinion that M~hamma~ had the opportunity to

know the real Christian dootrine of the Trinity as Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit, but that he deliberately rejeoted the Christian idea of the Godhead. 6 But when one considers that the
Soriptures were not translated into Arabia at the time of Muhammad and that .many Ohr is tians freely spoke of Mary as the
3surah 5:77, in Arberry, I, 140.
4surah S:76, in Yusuf Ali, I, 266.
Ssurah S:116, in Arberry, ~. 147.
6sa.m.uel M. zwemer, The Moslem Doctrine of God (New York:
The A.m.erioan 'l'raot Sooiety, i90S), P• 92.
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Mother or God, it is not dittioult to understand how he oou.J.d

have arrived at a false impression legitimately-.

J11dging trom

extravagances in Christian devotion to lliiary in other 0011ntries
such as India, one might even agree with the terse comment of
Yusuf Ali, "The worship ot Mary-, though repudiated b~ the
Protestants, was widely- spread 1n the earlier ohllrohes, both
in the East and the West."7
/ It Muhammad had a false impression, most Christian st11dents ot Islam. tend to blame the Chur oh rather than Mubarnrnatl..
The fact that the Syriac word for "spirit" was 1n the feminine
gender, and that Syriac-speaking Christians therefore referred
to the Holy Spirit as "she,,, wollld also tend to muddy the
waters. 8
/ The fact is that Islam opposes the idea of a T:rinity- in
the Godhead, and even Musliais who know that the Trinity is not
made up of the Father, the Mother, and the Son nevertheless
reject the concept of Trinity- on the basis of their conception
of God's unity.
Ahmadiyya amplifications
.,/

The doctrine of the Trinity is one of the favorite tar-

gets of the Ahmadiyy-a Muslims.

According to their belief the

Trinity is a corrupted departure from the faith of Jes11s who

7Yus11f Ali, I, 280.
8Lawrenoe E. Browne, The Eclipse of Christianit;,y; in Asia
(Cambridge: At the University Press, i9jj), p. 21.
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V

taught that "God is One, witho11t any partner.n9

They accuse

Paul of introducing the doctrine of the Trinity into the Christian faith, claiming that Paul originated the idea of three
persons 1n order to win the Greeks who believed in three gods.
"Ghulam Ahmad flatly states that Christians believe 1!n three
gods even though he is aware ot the Trinitarian formulation
of "One Essence and Three Persons."
So far as the Christians are concerned they are
clearly opposed to Tauhid (unit~), i.e., they believe
in three gods--the Father, the on, and the Holy
Ghost. Their explanation, however, that they believe the "three" to be "one" is absurd; no sane
man would accept this explanation. The three gods
having separate and permanent existences, and each
being by himself a complete god, what arithmetic
can make them "one"; what school or col.lege teaches
this principle? Can any logic or philosophy clear
the .mystery ot the "three" per.man.ant "Persons"
becoming "one"?lO
Sometimes the Mirza became almost vicious in his virul.ent
derision of the Christian idea
doctrine of the Trinity. 11

o+

God as e:x.press~d 1n the

Although the followers ot Ghulam Ahmad do not seem to be
so personally involved in their opposition to the Trinity,
they nevertheless carry forward his thoughts and briJlg them
up to date with all the resources which they can muster in the
way of logic or literature.
9Ghulam Ahmad, Fountain of Christianitf (Rabwah 1 Pakistan: Ahmadiyya Muslim Foreign Missions off ce, 1961,, p. 43.
lOibid., pp. 41-42.
llH. A. Walter, The Ahmadiya Movement (Calcutta: Association Press, 1918), PP• 94-95 ■
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In a Malayalam .monthly .magazine published in Kerala State,
India, one of the authors addresses Christian p11ndita as
follows:
Isn't it true tbat the Christian faith says that
there are three gods--the Hather, Son and Holy
Spirit? Is each Person a.mong these three the al.mighty Creator and complete God? Or is God only
complete when they are all three operating together? If such is the case, doesn't it mean that
each one individually is incomplete? Is it right
to imagine that God is incomplete?
If each Person is the complete and almighty Creator
Himself, why is it necessary to have three persons
to create and preserve the world? Is it really reasonable to believe tbat God is One and at the same
time to hold that the Father, Son, and Spirit are
three Gods in such a way that one is three and
three is one? 1 2
One of the more recent American publications by an Ahmadiyya indicates that the author, Abdul Ha.mid, has done more
study in Christian theology than is usually the ~ase.

He does

not make the mistake of describing the Trinity as a belief 1n
three gods, but defines the doctrine in tar.ms similar to the
Athanasian Creed:
There is one divine li'ature in which there are
three Persons, the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Ghost.
No one of these three Persona is either of the
others; they are distinct; the Father is not
the Son, the Son is not the Holy Ghost, the
Holy Ghost is not the Father.
l2Abdullah Sahib, "To Christian Pundits," in Satgadoothan, XXVIII (August 1961), 258-259. (~anslated by
author of this thesis)
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Each person is God; the Father is God, the Son
is God, the Holy Ghost is God.
There are not three Gods, but only one God.13

i In

spite of better information, Abdul Hamid then goes on to

oppose the doctrine as being repugnant to human reason.11+ In
developing his thought he calla a number of theologians,
historians, and philosophers to his aid.
He quotes Stephen Neill (The Christian's God) as admitting
that the doctrine of the Trinity is set forth in a difficult
form and was worked out by post-Apostolic Christian teachers
and thinkers.15
.JHe draws from C~il Richardson ( The Doctrine of the
Trinity) as witness that the doctrine is a creation of the
fourth century and puts a person 1n danger of losing his wits
if he tries to understand it.16
He quotes Luther (from Ewald Plass, What Luther Says) as
saying that the doctrine seems foolish, but that he believes
God more than his thoughts and reason. 1 7
13Abdul Hamid, Islam and Christianity (New York: Carlton
Press, Inc., 1967), p. 16.
ll+Ibid.
15cf. Stephen Neill• The Christian God (London: Lutterworth Press, 1951+), pp. 06-67.
16cf. Cyril Richardson, The Doctrine of the i'rinitf
(New York: Abin.gdon Press, o.1958), PP• 15, 17.
17cf. Ewald M. Plass, What Luther Says (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, c.1959), III, 1388-1389.
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He cites Walter E. Bu.ndy (J·esus and the First Three

1·

Gospels) as stating that Jesus Himself was a u.nitarian.18
He appeals to H. G. Vielle (The Outline of History) as a
witness to the bitter controversies which marked the formulation of the Trinitarian doctrine.19
. He rallies H. A. Wolfson (The Philosophy of the Church
Fathers) to his side as an authority against assigning the
tripartite baptismal formula of Matt. 28:19, to Jesus.20
The contemporaneousness ot Hamid's study is indicated by
references to magazine articles on the "death of Godtt theology
in Time and~' as well as to Bishop Robinson of' England,
James Pike of California, and Paul Tillich. ,/This all indicates that a Christian discussing the doctrine of the Trinity
with an Ahmadiyya Muslim will need to have his feet on solid
ground. 21 { e will not only have to defend the doctrine against
charges of tritheism and irrationality, but also know something about the position of various Western authors who have
commented on the subject.
18 cf. Walter Ernest Bu.ndy, Jesus and the First Three
Gossel.s (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1955).

p.

68.

1 9cf. H. G. Wells, The Outline ot Histoq (4th edition;
New York: P. F. Collier & Son, c.1922), :tt, o o-611.
20cf. Harry Austryn Wolfson, The PhilosophY ot the
Church Fathers (2nd revised edition; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, c.1964), ~. 143.
2lsee Abdul Hamid, PP• 16-31.
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The Doctrine ot the Divine Sonship

/,

In actual preaching and proclaiming the Gospel to ~ usliJDs

Christians may meet with opposition to the Divine Sonship of
Jesus before experiencing difficulty over the doctrine of the
Trinity.

Usually Christians do not use the term. Trinity in

their actual proclamation.

But they do often speak about the

Son of God, especially when they base their message upon such
texts as John J:16:

"For God so loved the world that He gave

His only-begotten Son • • • • " When the Christian uses such
texts, he is thinking about the love of God end the possibility
for eternal life which He has .made available to the whole world
through Christ.

~

But the Muslim. often experiences a mental

block when he hears something about God's Son; immediately he
thinks of blasphemy and absurd conceptions of God.

The reason

for this can be understood from ~ur•anic references regarding
the Divine Sonship.
The Qur•enic basis

/ It

has already been mentioned that the pre-Islamic Arabs

worshipped Manat, Allat, and Al-Uzza who were called the daughters of God. /2uharorned associated the Divine Sonshi:p of Jesus
with such idolatry, understanding the phrase "Son of God" as
though God had a wife and produced a child as in the .marriage
relationship, thus reducing the Christian concept of God 1!n
Muslim thought to that of the Greeks, Romans and Arabs who
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conceived of their gods in terms of male and female, .marriage
and offspring,

Some of the sharpest passages in the Q.ur•an

are given to this subject:
Surah 4,:169 God is only one God. Glory be to Him-that He should have a son! To Him belongs all that
is in the heavens and in the earth; God suffices
for a guardian.
Surah 19:35 It is not for God to take a son unto
Him. Glory be to Him.! When He decrees a thing,
He but says to it "Be," and it is, Surely God is
my Lord, and your Lord; so serve you Him. This is
a straight path.
Surah J:51 Truly, the likeness of Jesus, in God's
sight, is as Adam's likeness; He created him of
dust, then said He unto him, "Be" and he was.
J surah 9:JO The Jews say, "Ezra is the son of God";
the Christians say, "The Messiah is the Son of
God." That is the utterance of their mouths, conforming with the unbelievers before them. God
assail them? How they are perverted? They have
taken their rabbis and their monks as lords apart
from God, and the Messiah, Mary's Son--and they
were commanded to serve but one God; there is no
god but He; glory be to Him, above what they associate--desiring to extinguish with their mouths
God's light.

J Surahs

I

19:91-93 And they say, "The All-merciful
has taken unto Himself a son." You have indeed advanced something hideous! The heavens are well
nigh rent of it and the earth split asunder and
the mountains well-nigh fall down crashing for that
they have attributed to the All-merciful a son;
and it behooves not the All-merciful to take a son. 22

According to the above verses the whole idea of Divine Sonship
is beneath the transcendent majesty of God.

Although M11hernrned

believed in the supernatural origin of Jesus, specifically in
22i rbe~ry, I, 125,

JJJ,

210,

337-JJS.
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the Virgin Birth, he wanted to disassociate this birth trom
any pagan ideas ot offspring.

T.ba t is why he emphasized the

command of God "Be" over against any act ot God which might
suggest sexual relationship.

Ill. commenting upon one of the

verses of the Q,ur •an which speaks against the idea of God
begetting a Son, Yusui" Ali writes as follows:
1 It is a derogation from the glory of God--in fact
it is blasphemy--to say that God begets sons, like
a man or en animal. The Christian doctrine is here
emphatically repudiated. If words have any meaning,
it would mean an attribution of God to a material
nature, and of the lower animal functions of sex.
In a spiritual sense we are all children of God.23
Although Yusuf Ali grants that there may be a spiritual sense
in which the phrase "son of God" .may be used, he interprets
the Qur•anio materials in a physical sense just as Muhsrome~.
The Qur•anic meaning is even c1earer in the original Arabic.

In Arabic there are two words for son, !l!!!, and walad.

The

word~ can be used in both a physical sense and a metaphorical sense. 2 4 One of the kings of Arabia was Ibn Saud. But
the Q.ur•an also speaks of a wayfarer as a "son of the road,"
ibn us-sabil.
is envisioned.

In such an expression no .marriage relationship

LIn

speaking of the sonship ot Jesus, however,

the Qur•an does not use the word !l!!!,; it uses the word waled,
which refers to a child produced through procreation.

When

the Muslim reads the Q,ur'an, therefore, he is introduced to a

23yusuf Ali, I, 49.
24of. w. Montgomery Watt, "Isl8Jllic Theology and the Christian Theologian," Hibbert Journal, xr:rx: (1951), 245.
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concept of the Divine SOllship which is indeed pagan.

It is

actually not Christian at all, but the Muslims are led to
believe that it is the Christian oonoeption.
Ahmadiyya amplifications
/ The Ahmadiyya Muslims follow the lead ot the

Q,ur • an 1n

regarding the Christian idea of Divine Sonship as a form of
idolatry and a travesty upon the majesty of God.

"The pagan

Arabs ascribed daughters to God while the Christians hold that
God has a son. 11 25 J The Ahmadiyyas deny the Divine Sonship on
several grounds.
1. l They hold that it 1.m.plies an 1.m.perfection 1n the
holiness of God.

✓

According to their interpretation, sonship

implies sexuality and procreation as well as death.

Although

the Ahmadiyyas affirm the natural goodness of God's creation
and .man's physical instincts in other parts of their writings,
in this context they seem. to regard sexuality as something
"low" 1n i tse:;' and repudiate sonship on the part of God for
that reason.

"But Islam repudiates all such ideas; for aooord-

ing to it God is holy and free from all defects and weaknesses.n26
2.

/ They claim that sonship implies dependence. Follo-..

ing Eastern custom in regarding a son as a family asset and a
25Muha.mmad Ali, The Religion of Islam. (Lahore, Ind~a:
The Ahmadiyya Anju.man Isha•at Islam, 1936), P• 150.

fflanAnjwnan
with

2~ash1r-ud-Din Mahmud Ahmad, editor, The Holl
E~ish Translation and Commentary (Q.adian, India: Sa
A
4lyya, 1947), f, 172.
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means ot continuing the family heritage, they assert, "God is
proved to need no son, no helper or assistant to help Him in
the work ot controlling and managing the universe.n27
3. / They reject sonship on the basis ot God's sovereign
attribute ot forgiveness.

According to this thought the Di-

vine Sonship ot Jesus was promulgated as a necessary appendage
to the doctrine ot the atonement.

The doctrine ot the atone-

ment requires a sinless sacrifice; this sinlessness is manufactured by making God the rather of Jesus.

J The word Rahman signifies originally the Lord of

immeasurable mercy who reQuires no satisfaction or
compensation tor a display ot the quality of mercy
which is inherent in Him, and the attribute of
being Rahman negatives the doctrine of sonship.28

According fo this view, then, the Divine Sonship is an invention ot Christians to provide a sinless sacrifice tor the
atonement. 1 According to Islam such a sacritice is not needed;

J'

God can forgive by a tree act ot His will.

Dependence upon a

sacrifice would indicate a defect.
✓

Those Ahmadiyyas who have carried on their propagation 1n
the Western world tend to try to reinterpret the sonship of
Jes11s rather then to deny it altogether.

✓

They are acq11auted

with so.me of the biblical materials ~hich refer to Adam,
Israe~, and Solomon in terms of Divine sonship, 29 and use
these examples to show that the title or Son or God applied
27Ibid.
28Ibid.
29L11ke 3:38; Ex. 4:22; 1 Chron. 22:10.
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to lesus has no unique signifioanoe, but merely in.dioates that
"he was a son of God as the other prophets and the righteous
ones were the sons of God.n30

Their .main interest is that the

Divine Sonship of lesus should not be used to support the dootrine of His deity.
The Doctrine of the Incarnation
It has been seen that the A.bmadiyyas and other Muslims
have some grave misunderstandin.gs of the Christian teachings
on Divine Sonship and the Trinity.

IThe

meanin.g o'f the dootrin.e

of the Inoarnation is also not understood.

Whereas Christians

believe that the initiative started with God, and that He as/

awned hwnanity, the Muslims regard incarnation as .man .making
a .man into God. J it is this oonoeption whioh they reject, as
a form of idolatry.

The key to this understanding is found

in the Q,ur•anio passage previously quoted in which God said,
"0 lesus son of Mary, didst thou say unto men, 'Take me and
,/

my mother as gods, apart from God?'"

The implioation of this

verse is that Christians have e:xal ted a man to the level of
deity.
The Ahmadiyyas understand the Inoarnation 1n. the sa.ma
way as the Q,ur•an.

/ They find 'fault with Christians 'for

"deifying d8SUs.n31

301. D. Sha.ms,

wah,

w.

WM

Pakistan: Al-

Did Earli Christians Aooept Xslam (Rablrkat-ui sia.mla Ltd., n.4.), p. 18.

31B. Mahmud Ah.mad, P• 667.
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The Q,ur'an.ic basis
The Q.ur•an is vary explicit on. the poin.t ot the identity

ot Jesus:
People of the Boo~ go not beyond the bounds 1n. your
religion., and say not as to God but the truth. The
Messiah, Jesus son ot Mary, was only the Messenger
of God, and His Word that He committed to lliary, and
a Spirit from Him. So believe in. God and His messengers • .32

In the above verse Jesus is designated as the son of Mary.
It is the label which emphasizes the human. identity of Jesus
and stands in contrast to the title Son ot God.

Further.more,

it is clearly stated that He was "only" the Messenger of God.

1 In orthodox Islam Ha is classified as one ·of the prophets 1n.
the tradition of Adam, Abraham, Moses and David.
Some Christians have tried to establish the deity ot
Christ on the basis of His being called the Word and a Spirit
from God in the verse quoted above.

J But such attempts have

been unsuccessful because the Muslims do not accept the impltcations or the Logos theology found in. John's Gospel. nor do
they accept Christian interpretations of their Scriptures.
Furthermore(it is a perilous undertaking to base any argument
on the word "Spirit" because in. Islamic theol.ogy a spirit is
always something created by God.

Thus the reference to Spirit

could never be applied as a witness to the deity of Christ.
32surah 4:l.49, in Arberry, I, 125.

l.03
/

In the Qur•an tha human activities ot Jesus are al.so

brought forward to l.imit his identity to that of mere hwnanity.
The Messiah the son of Mary is only a prophet:
prophets before him passed away; and his mother-19as
a confessor; they both used to eat food • • • • »
In two places Muhwnmad accuses the Christians of completel.y
identifying God with Jesus.
They misbelieve who say, ''Verily, God is the Messiah
the son of Mary"; but the Messiah said, 11 0 children
of Israelt Worship God, my Lord and your Lord";
verily, he who associates aught with God, God hath
forbidden him Paradise, and his resort is the Fire,
and the wijust shall have none to help him.
They misbelieve who say, "Verily, God is the Messiah
the son of Mary"; say, "Who has any hold on God, if
he wished to destroy the Messiah the son of irlary, and
his mother, ~nd those who are on the earth
altogether. 34
/ In these two verses Muhammad puts a creed into the mouth of
Christians which goes beyond the Ecumenical Creeds.

Chris-

tians would say that the Messiah is God, but not that God is
the Messiah, just as they can say that all apples are fruit,
but do not say that all fruits are apples.

The terms God &Ad

fruit are more comprehensive than the terms Jesus and apples.
However, it 1s known that there were Christians 1n early days
who so identified God with Jesus that they spoke of the sufferings of the Father and were therefore called PatripassiOllists.

'J

Most Muslims do not mow about the Christian

.3.3surah 5:79, 1n Arberry, ~, 140 •
.34surah 5:76, and Surah 5:19, 1n Arberry, I, l..39-140,
1.30.
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distinctions between the internal and external relationships
of the Trinity or the doctrinal ditterentiation between the
two natures of Christ's person.

LThey

tend to tollow Muhammad

in making a complete identification between God and Jesus 1n
Christian faith.
The Ah.madiyya amplitications
/ The Ah.madiyyas stand with the rest of Islam 1n opposing
any doctrine which would recognize Christ as being identified
J
with God. B. Mahmud Ahmad refers to such a doctrine as a monstrosity and blasphemous belief.35

In combatti.ng the Christian

faith on this ~oint the Ahmadiyyas use both Q.ur'anic and biblical materials.
all-knowing.

For example, the ~ur•an describes God as

But Jesus confessed 1n Matt. 24:36 that He did

not know the time or the Judgment Day.

The argument is that

since He was not all-knowing, He cannot be God.

In a similar

way they point to the attribute of God's self-subsistence, but
note that Jesus was required to eat -food, sleep, drink, and
seek shelter.

..,/

They also point to Jesus• habit of prayer as a

proof for their view.

If He was God, why did He pray, ''My

God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?"

Why should God pray

to God?
~

Ghulam Ahmad looked upon the sufferings and death of Jesl18

as a lack of power and therefore as proof against His deity.
35B. Mahmud Ahmad, P• 613.
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The Christian priests too do not believe their God
to be the Godot power, for their God was beaten by
opponents, imprisoned, whipped and oruc1t1ed. Had
he been possessed ot power, he being god, would not
have had to bear such disgrace. Moreover, in order
to procure salvation tor his own servants, what need
had he (had he been powerful), to think out a plan
of suffering death himself in order that servants
might get their deliveranoe? It is shameful indeed
to speak of "pov1er" for suoh a god; and it is strange
that while god was three days dead, .mankind oontinued to live tor these three days without a god.36

I

In addition to arguments based on God's attributes, the
Ahmadiyyas challenge Christians to produce verses from the
Bible which definitely and olearly designate Jesus as God.
In a similar vein they try to demolish any arguments which

Christians may raise from the Qur•an on the basis of Jesus
being called the Word of God and a Spirit from H1m. 3 7.
The following questions were addressed to Christians in
India who sought to establish the deity of Christ on the
basis of His miracles:
Does it follow logically that Jesus was God because
the Gospels ascribe many miracles to him? It so,
what about the prophets of Israel who performed
more miracles than Jesus? Shouldn't they be recognized as God also?
The Gospels describe Jesus as saying that if a .man
has faith as a grain of .mustard seed he will be able
to perform miracles like Jesus. It any Christian
exhibits such faith, doesn't it follow that they
also b·ecome God?
The Gospels say that false prophets and false ohrists
will deceive believers by performing miraolea. If
36Ghulam Ahmad, pp. 40-41.

37
B. Mahmud Ahmad, PP• 394, 590;
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I

Jesus is God because he performed miracles,
doesn't it follow that such false prophets
and f1lse christs should be regarded as God
also?J8

J

It is clear then that the Ahmadiyyas are det~mined to

reduce the Christ of the Christian faith to the mere prophet
that He is in the Mu.slim. faith.

In order to accomplish their

aim they search diligently in the Christian Scriptures( but
ignore the evidence which does not fit their theory.

Not only

the Christian Scriptures, but also such authors as Ernst Renan
are brought forth to disprove the deity of Christ.

One writer

says that the Ahmadiyyas "scour the literature of the world
for any statements which seem to throw doubt on the truths of
Christianity. nJ9

Another Christian a11thor quotes Ghu.lam Ahmad

as believing that

/

/ the greatest evil 1n the world today is the pernicious doctrine that the s an of Mary is the Son of
God or God Himself' • • • • 'l'his setting 11p of the
son of a we.man as God is the most .malignant cancer
that is ea ting into the frame of the human. race,
and it was to root out this ooncer that the Promised
Messiah came into the world.40
These words indicate that the very raison d'etre of the Ahmadiyya Movement is closely linked with overthrowing the Christian
faith.

It is significant that .many of the articles in the

J8Abdu.llah Sahib, XXVIII, 260. (Translation by author of
this thesis)
J9'N. R. IJI. Gardner, "The Ahmadiya Move.man t, " The Moslem
,' lorld, X (January 1920), 62.
40Ja.mes Thayer Addison, "The Ahmadiya Movement and its
'!Jestern Propaganda," Harvard Theological Review, XXII (January 1929), 20.
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Sathyadoothan, an Abmadiyya monthly .magazille in the :iialayalaai
language of Kerala, India, are written against Christian dootrines, even though very few of the subscribers are Christians.
The Sinlessness of Jesus

I

Most Muslims regard Jesus as having b~en sinless.

Q,ur 'anic evidence for this is rather scanty.

'rhe

,'lhen the Angel.

Gabriel announced the coming birth of Jesus to lViary, he is
reported to have said, "I am but a messenger come from the
Lord, to give thee a boy most pure. 11 41 But the relative silence of the Qur•an has been followed by definite assertions
regarding the sinlessness of Jesus in the Traditions.

Accord-

ing to one such Tradition
The Prophet said, "There is no son of Adam. born, except Mary and her son, but Satan touches him when he
is born and he cries out from the touch of Satan. 1142
The background of this Tradition is that Musliais interpreted
the birth cry of a newborn infant as due to the touch of
Satan.

A variant of the same Tradition is as follows:

'Vt-he Apostle ot God said, "Every child of Adam is at
its bir~h stuck in the side by the deyil'a fingers,
except Jesus, son of Mary. The devil went to stick
his fingers into his aide, but stuck them 1n the
membranes enveloping the foetua.n43
41surah 19:19, in Arberry, I, 331-332.
42L. Bevan Jones, Christianity b.plained to Muslims
(Calcutta: Y.M.C.A. Publishing House, 1952), p. 144 ■
43Ib1d.
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According to another Tradition, Adam., Noah, Abraham., and Moses
will all be unable to help anyone else at the Day ot Judgment
because of their sins.

Although Jesu.s in this Tradition also

passes on the request for intercession
is made of any sin which he committed.

.

;J' Mnbernrne~,

no mention

Even Mu.ha.mm.ad is de-

/

scribed as one whose sins God has forgiven.

No such remark

is .made abo~t Jesu.s.44

/

The Ahrnadiyyas, however, do not accept the verdict of the

rest of Islam .

One of their writers bases his argument upon

his birth from a woman, one of the "weaker sex," which he interprets in the sense of .more inclination to sin also.
As the formation of the child takes place in the
womb of the mother, naturally it is affected by its
environment, 1.~., the physical and moral condition
of the mother.Jso Jesus, whose body, like that of
other hwnan beings, was f'or.llled 1n the womb of' a
woman, could not escape being affected by the limitations and failings inherent in woman. Now as
the Bible holds woman to be morally inferior to
man, tor it was through Eve that Satan deceived
.Adam (Genesis .3:12, 13) ,v Jesus could not but have
partaken in the failings and weaknesses of his
mother. Thus the fatherless birth of Jesus
proved, if anything, that Jesus was bx nature
more inclined to sin than other men.4}
Even though one Ahmadiyya concedes that Jesus was sinless
...

previous to his claim of prophethood, he does not apply this

/

exemption from sin to his public ministry, but seems to aooept
the verdict of Jesus• enemies that he was a winebibber and
44-samuel M. Zwemer 1 The Moslem Christ (New York: American Tract Society, 1912J,
pp. i2S-i26.
45B. Mahmud Ahmad, The Holy Quran, p. 365.
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transgressor of the Law.46 L. Bevan Jones has l.isted some ot
the charges brought against Jesus by Ghula.m Ahmad ·himself':
He "was addicted to drinking," and "ol>ened the way
to excess and wholesale drunkenness" {through the
use of wine at the Last Supper).
He "insulted his mother" (in addressing her as
"v10.man" ) 1 and used "vulgar abuse to the learned
priests of the Jews."
He "had free and intimate connections with v,o.m.en
of dubious character."
"Some of the ancestors of Jesus were harlots."
He "transgressed many of the precepts of the Law."
He "intentionally caused wrongful loss to an innocent person by destroying his property" ( the
Gadarene swine).
Jesus "practised deceit", and "was enraged with an
inani.01ate object" (a fig tree).
"Jesus Christ was evil-.minded and overbearing. He
was the enemy of the righteous. W'e cannot call him
even a gentl.e.man, much less a prophet."
"It should be re.membered that Jesus was a liar."
"He was profoundly disturbed through fear of death. 11 4-7
If pressed, the Ahmadiyyas will claim that tb.e Gospel. gives
such a ~icture of Jesus, but that the Qur'an protects His
reputation.

J. D. Shams, for instance, refers to the rudeness

of Jesus in addressing His mother as "wo.mall.11 in John 2:4,, and
almost disowning her in Matt. 12:48-49, but cl.aims that tb.e

·

4-6Bash1ruddin Mahmud Ah.mad, Ahmadiy!at or the '?r.lile l:sl.am
(3rd edition; Washington, D.c.: The Amer can Fazi Mosque,
1951), p. 93.
47Jones, p. 168.
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Qur'an clears Jesus of this false charge by describing Him as
one who was taught by God to cherish His !110ther and not to be
arrogant.48 At the same time the same author will use oth7
parts of the Gospels to prove that Jesus was a mere man.

It

is a common practice ot the Ahmadiyya :Muslims to use the
Scriptures to prove their points it it serves their purpose
and to reject the same Scriptures as spurious and corrupted
when the verses run oou.nter to their "Olin ideas.
The Doctrine ot the Atonement
/ Ill the study of God's attributes 1n Ahmadiyya theology
it was seen that the Ahmadiyyas explained the power, the mercy,
and the justice of God in such a way that they obviated the
need for an atonement.

/ Polemic

against the Christian. message

of an atonement through Christ's death on the cross is a prominent feature of Ahmadiyya thought and writing.

In various

places it is described as a doctrine which is untenable, op./

posed to reason, unintelligible, borrowed from paganism, and
unnecessary.49

The attack on the sinlessness of Jesus is

partly also an attack on the doctrine of the atonement.

.,.--::

The

opposition to the Christian teaching of the deity of Christ is
also closely connected with the opposition to the atonement.

48sha.m.s, p. 5.
49B. Mahmud Ahmad, The Holy Q.uran, pp. cclvi, cclvii,

642, 644, 354.

J.ll.
The bi~terness with which Ghul.a.m. Ahmad regarded the aton8Jllent
.may be understood tr om the fol.lowing exerpts :

lv1oe to the Christians who deceive the world by saying that they have been purified ot their sins by
the blood of Jesus, whereas they are soaked 1n sin
from head to toot. They do not know who God is.
How absurd is the doctrine ot salvation invented by
the Christians. They think that the suicide ot the
son ot Mary has brought them to the door ot salvation, whereas they know it as a .matter ot fact that
they are involved in a narrow and dark hell ot s1n.SO
In order to undermine the Christian doctrine ot the
atonement Ghulam Ah.mad first attacked the Muslim and the Christian teachings about the death of Christ.
-v

According to orthodox Muslim faith Jesus did not die on

the cross, but was taken up directly into heaven and is living
there pending His second ~etu.rn to earth toward the end ot
the world.

At t.bat time, according to orthodox Musl.im thought,

He will help bring about the final. victory ot IslaJD., get .married, have children, and finally die and be buried next to
Muhammad in Medina.

An 8Jllpty grave is awaiting Him e:ven now.

/ The main feature ot this bel.ief, as far as Ahmadiyya IslaJD. is
concerned, is that Jesus did not die a natural. death and is
alive today.
/ The Qur•an pl.ainly states that the Jews did not kil~
Jesus on the cross.
And tor their unbelief, and their uttering against
Mary a .mighty calumny, and for their saying, "Vie
slew the Messiah, Jesus son of mary, the Messenger
SOQ,uoted 1n Addison, XD:I, 20.

.. , ..
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of God"--yet they did not slay him, neither cr11cified him., only a likeness of tba t was shown to th8Jll.
Those who are at variance oonoerning him s11rely are
in do11bt regarding him.; they have no knowledge of
him, except the following of surmise; and they slew
him not of a certainty--no indeed; God r11ised him.
up to Him.; God is All-mighty, All-wise.S~
According to orthodox Islam it is not clear what act11ally happened to Jesus on the cross.

According to some Mu.slim inter-

pretations J11das or Sim.on ot Cyrene were act11ally cr11cified
instead ot Jesus.

But God contused the Jews in s11ch a way

that they thought they were act11ally crucifying Jes11s Himself.
Others deny the tact of the death, saying that he only seemed
to die, God raising Him alive to Himself.

::tn

oo.mmenting on

the above verse, Yusut Ali summarizes by saying,
The ~uranic teaching is that Christ was not or11citied
no1· killed by the Jews, notwithstanding certain. apparent circumstances which prod11ced that illusion 1.n
the .minds of some of his enemies; t.bat disp11tations,
doubts, and conjectures on such JDetters are vain;
and that he was taken up to God.,~
The Christian faith, of course, is that Jesus really died
on the cross, but rose from the dead on the third day and
lives as Lord.
Both orthodox ?Guslims and Christians, therefore, believe
that Jesus is living.

This immediately p11ts Jes11s into a dit-

; erent category tram the other prophets, incl11ding Mwiernrned.
Mirza Gh11lam Ahmad apparently felt the disparagement betweell
Christians who believe in an ascended end living Christ and
51s11rah 4:15S-1S6, in Arberry, ~, 123.
S2y11s11t Ali, I, 2)0.
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Muslims who look tor guiduce to a dead ud buried prophet.53
That is one reason

why'

he emphasized the fact that God speaks

in revelation even today.

J

.

B11t his main effort was directed

in another direction, namely to red11ce Jesus to the status or
all ~ther men by establishing his natural death.
/ Against both the orthodox M11al1Jlla a.nd the Christians he
reinterpreted the .Q.ur•anic ud biblical aocou.nts or the Passion and espoused the swoon theory with considerable embellishments.

J According to the Mirza, Jesus did not die on the

b11t merely became unconscious.

cross,

Later he was revived by a po-

tent ointment called the Marham-i-Xsa (The Ointment of Jesus),
and then travelled eastward to Kashmir, India, where he
preached and lived to a ripe old age and was finally buried
in a tomb on Khanyar Street, Srinagar, Kashmir, after a natnral death.54 ✓By thus rewriting the lite ot Jesus, GhulUL
Ahmad not only put Christ on the same level with all other
people who die a natural death, but also re.moved the death of
Jesus on the cross from any objective basis tor a doctrine or
atonement.

At the same time it also gave him an opportunity

to exalt himself over Jesus.
What use have we tor a religion which is dead;
what benefit can we derive tram. a book which is
dead, and what blessing and bounty oa.n we have
from a dead god? X swear by Him who is the l\/iaster of my life, X UL honoured with the certain
and the unmistakable Word of the Holy God; X UL
53Gardner, X, 60.
54Abdul Hamid, PP• 74,-80.
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so honored almost day 1n and day out. And as to the
God to whom Jesus says: ""flhy hast Thou forsaken me?"
--I find that that God has not forsaken · me • • • X
do not consider that Jesus Christ 1n any way surpasses me in this respect, i.e., X have been given
the Word of God just as he was given the Word of
God • • • • ..J But I say it truly that, by rendering
complete obedience to this Prophet IJ.{uhammagl , one
can even be greater than Jesus.SS
The key to this claim is the natural death of Jesus.

Ghulam

./

Ahmad is reported to have said, "The death of Jesus (i.e., his
natural death) is the door to
and

my

my

claim.

Xt is the foundation

claim is the superstructure." And agaill, "God has or-

dained that the tomb of Jesus (in Srinagar) should also prove
the grave of Christianity. 11 56
/ James Addison, writing 1n 1929, stated that the followers
of Ghulam Ahmad were tending to soft-pedal the Mirza•a story
of Jesus• journey to Kashmir and subsequent death th;re,57
but such a trend is not discernible today.

One of the latest

books of th~ Ahm.adiyyas, published 1n 1967, repeats the whole
theory 1n much detai1.ss .l V/hen the Pope visited Xndia a few
years ago, the Ahmadiyya Muslims presented him. with brochures
advocating their view and containing purported pictures of
Jesus taken from the Encyclopaedia Brittanica, which depicted
him as a very old .man.
55Ghulam Ah.mad, pp. 19-20.
S6Addison, UJ:I, 21.
57Xb1d., XXII, 20-21.
58Abdul Hamid, PP• 74-80.

Present day Ahmadiyyas devote considerable ettort to
prove that Jesus did not die on the cross on the basis ot the
Bible. /one of their favorite texts is the "sign ot Jonah."
Since Jonah went into the belly ot the whale alive and ca.me
out alive, they claim that Jesus went through the experience
after the crucifixion alive.

✓

They also adduce from the blood

and water which flowed from. Jesus• side that He was not really
dead.

The relative quickness of the whole incident together

with the fact of his unbroken legs are presented as additiona~
proofs.59

The passages which clearly speak ot Jesus• death

are not mentioned.
The polemic against the atonement continues today also.
✓

If' a person sins, the way to a tone for that sin is
to repent with a sincere heart and ask God for forgiveness. If that is the case, how can the sinless
Jesus be a sacrifice and atone for the sins o~ the
world? A sick person must take .medicine. A hungry
person must eat food. The sick person's illness
will not disappear if someone else takes his .medicine, and a hungry person's hunger will not be satisfied if another person eats food. If that is
the case, how can Jesus atone for the sins of
others by his death? The illustration of one person paying a financial debt for another does not
hold in the case of sin. Everyone can understand
that one man's sin cannot be transferred to another. It isn't just.
Isn't it contradictory to the justice end mercy ot
God that He would make an innocent person suffer tor
the guilty? It is neither justice nor mercy to
punish a .man who has not sinned. Anyone can understand that suoh action would be crass injustice and
cruelty. Are we to understand that God perpetrates

59Abdul Ata, Jesus Did Not Die on the Cross (Rabwl$,
West Pakistan: The :iiakteba-a1-furqan, n.d.), PP• 1-12.
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an injustice because he does not want to pu.uish
sinners? Th.en how is one to conceive of Jesus
atoning toi~the sins ot men by his sacritice on
the cross?60
/ In these and other ways the Ahmadiyyas press their views that
the atonement is unnecessary, and that God can forgive sins
to the repentant by a fiat of His will.
The Resurrection of Christ

J

The ~ur•an does not say anything about the resurrection

of Christ, and it is doubtful if Muharnme~ ever heard the message of the resurrection.

In the

Q,ur 1 anic

history ot Jesus,

God saves his prophet by taking him alive out ot the hands
of the Jews.
/ 'l'he Ahmadiyyas also do :not dwell .mu.oh directly on the
subject of the resurrection.

By denying the death of Jesus

on the cross they, of course, remove the whole basis tor a
resurrection.

/

A man who did not die cannot rise again.

What-

ever they say about the post-resurrection appearances in the
Gospels are either construed as the appearances of someone who
did not die in the first plaoe, or as the unreliable records
of a corrupted revelation.

The Ahmadiyyas, however, wider-

stand the significance of the death and the resurrection ot
Christ if they are facts:
Christ never died on the cross and he never rose
from the dead; the preaching of the Christian
60Abdullah Sahib, XXVIII, 261-262, 264.
by author of this thesis)

(Translation
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missionary is therefore vain, and vain is also his
faith. The Christian religion laid its foundation
on the death of Christ on the cross and his subsequent rising; both these statements have been proved
to be utterly wrong on the strength of the historical testimony offered by the gospels themselves,
and with the foundation the whole superstructure
falls to the ground.61
The Holy Spirit
There is no need to say mu.Jh about the Holy Spirit 1n
this part of the study because both the

Q.ur 'an

and the Ahmad-

iyya Muslims identify the Holy Spirit with the Angel Gabriel.
Muhammad Ali

says that the Q,u.r•an uses the words Holy Spirit

end Gabriel interchangeably.62

✓

I.n Islam the Angel Gabriel

(Jibril) is the angel of revelation who revealed the Q.ur'Bll
piece by piece to Muhammed. ~he same angel is regarded as
the agent of inspiration for other prophets.

./

The Ahmadiyyas

claim that this designation of the Holy Spirit as the agent of
inspiration is also the Jewish concept as well as the concept
of Jesus. 63 I n all events the Holy Spirit identified with Gabriel and the work of inspiration is a created being and not
at all to be identified with God Hi.m.seLf.

ll4•1ba mme ti Ali says

that the "orthodox Christian view of the Spirit as one of the
three persons 1n the Godhead co-eternal with God, is of later
61Q,uoted 1n Jones, p. 154.
62Muhammad Ali, p. 18.
63Ibid., p. 19.
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/
gr9Wth. tt64

Ghulam Ah.mad referred in a moo.king way to the Holy

Spirit of' the Trinity as "only a pigeon.n6.5
/
.
It .may also be mentioned that many Ahmadiyyas, at least
in India, interpret all the Paraclete passages of John's Gospel as prppheoies of' the coming of' Muhammed.

This is not a

peouliarly Ahmadiyya approaoh; other Muslims make the same
application.

In the Q.ur•an there is one passage where Jesus

predicts the coming of another prophet after him.

"Children.

of Israel, I am indeed the Messenger of God to you, confirming the Torah that is before me, and giving good tidings of a
Messenger who shall come after me, whose name shall be Ahmad. n66
The Arabic root for both Muhammad and Ahmad is the same,
namely H-M-D.

Ahmad means "Praisep. One."

Because of' this

prophecy in the Qur•an Muslims expect to find some references
to Muhammad in the Bible. / Some commentators have suggested
that there may have been some original confusion between
71o<p a. KAn res and 1f£pt. x>iu,o.s •67 The latter word could be
translated as "praised one."
64-Ibid., p. 20.
6 Swalter, p. 9.5.
66surah 61:6, in Arberry, II, 274.
67tJ/. A. Rice, Crusaders of the Twentieth Century
(London: w. A. Rice, !9ioJ, p. 465.
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Snmmery of Polemio
It has been seen that the Ahmadiyya Muslims are very
aggressive in attacking the Christian doctrines of the Trinity,
the deity of Christ, His sinlessness, and the atoneJD.8Jlt.
These are some of the same dootrines which nineteenth-century
liberalism found occasion to undermine. / The Ahmadiyyas find
some of the liberal literature suitable for their pu.rposes,
especially those works which WJ.dermine the authority of the
Scriptures.

But there is a particular bitterness, one might

almost say viciousness, in the Ahmadiyya polemic which goes
beyon~ the attitudes of most Nestern critics of the historic
Christian faith, particularly in the writings of llilirza Ghulam.
Ahmad himself. ~ nd yet, when one reads the following prayer
of Ghulam Ahmad, he gets the impression that his .main battle
is still with idolatry; he thinks the Christians are guilty
of shirk •
...-' our beloved Allah, save the Christians from worshipping a .man as God, and fulfil the pro.mises of Thy
prophets for this age. Lift the wounded ones from
the thorns. Purify them in Thy knowledge and Thy
love. There is no salvation in the blood of m&ll.
Merciful God, it has been long that Christians have
,vorshipped a .man, but now have mercy upon them, and
open their eyes.08
68sha.ms, back cover • .

CHAPTER Iv:
ASSESSMElfr AND RESPONSE

When a Christian reads or hears the anti-Christian polemic of the Ahmadiyya Muslims as described in the preceding
pages, he is tempted to become exasperated and dia.m.iss both
Ahmadiyya thought and the Ahmadiyyas them.selves from his
consideration and concern.

This attitude, however, is Wl1'e-

al1stic and unhelpful. J The problems and challenges posed by
the Ahmadiyya Movement will not vanish by merely eliminating
them from thought and contact.

Mere rejection of their ideas

will not prevent uninformed Christians from being misled by
Ahmadiyya propaganda.

/

Nor will Ahmadiyyas find Christ as

the fulfillment of their religious longings if Christians
treat them as non-entities or regard them with contempt.
There is a sense in which the Ahmadiyyas .may be regarded
as the Mormons of Islam.

/

Just as Joseph Smith claimed to have

revelations after New Testament times, so the Ah.m.adiyyas
claim. revelation after the initial revelation of Muharnroed in
the ~ur•an.

Just as later Mormons became more sophisticated

and advanced beyond some of the crudities of their origins,
fe o the Ahmadiyyas have become more sophisticated and have
organized both themselves and their doctrines beyond the
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confusing thoughts of Mirza Ghulam. Ahmad. l!

In recent years

there has also been a similarity 1n their community development.

lust as the Mormons moved into a desolate part of the

United States and built up a civilization 1n the midst of
great natural obstacles,lso the Ahmadiyyas have .moved into a
desert area of Pakistan and built for themselves the city of
Rabwah.

✓

There is a certain dynamic esprit S!!. corps among the

Ahmadiyya Muslims2 which belies the wistful hope of H. D.
Griswold, writing in 1912, that the movement would soon
disintigrate.3
Nor is it wise to judge the Ahmadiyya Muslims only on
the basis of their anti-Christian polemic.

No move.ment can

arise, survive, and grow merely on the basis of its negations.
j The Ahmadiyya Movement offers something positive or appealing

to the .many Muslims who accept Ahmadiyya Islam, as well as
to the fewer number of Christians who have been converted to
that faith.

In order to assess the Ahm.adiyya doctrine of

let. Wilfred Cantwell Smith, "AhmadiyJa," The Encyclo~edia of Islam (E. ~. Brill, Leiden, 1960), I, JO!: iiBis
eachings, over his last tv,enty years, are multifarious:
sometimes curious • • • or well informed, som.etimes inconsistent, often polemical and crude, sometimes re.mark.ably
spiritual. One discerns in them, in addition to peripheral
Hindu concepts and a reaction against Christian influences,
but more especially in the pattern of his life and the positive response evoked, a late Indian sufi version of Islam
activated by modern-Western infiltrations."
2Ibid., I, .302.

3H. D. Griswold, "The Ahmadiya Movement," The Moslem
World (October 1912), II, 379.
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God adequately, it is neoeeeary to oonsider these positive
or appealing aspects.
/ Positive Aspects of the Ahmadiyya Dootrine of God

I

Its balance of transoendenoe and immanenoe
In this study oo.nsiderable attention has been given to
the unique, unknowable God of Islamio orthodoxy, as well as
to the immanent God of the Sufi mystics.

In the Qur 1 an there

is evidence of both of these aooents, though weightage is
given to the .majesty and sovereignty of God.

Later Islam ac-

cented the .majesty and sovereignty of God to such an extent
that His kindly attitudes to men and His am.ple provisions for
the universe were sublimated.

/

By ignoring some of the older

doctrinal formulations of the orthodox and drawing their inspiration more directly from the Q,ur'an the Ahmadiyyas have
recovered a more balanoed oonoeption of God.

Some of the more

recent studies of the Qur•an based on modern methods of linguistic and semantic analysis bear out the correctness of this
Ahmadiyya adjustm.ent.4 It woul.d be interesting to know if
this adjustment in thought about God is actually the result of
going back to the original eouroe of Islam or due to Christian
influence, but that is beyond the scope of this study.

'Ele

fact remains that the Ahmadiyya Muslims have some constructive
4cr. Toshihiko Izutzu~ Ethico-Religious Concepts 1n the
Qur•an <•ontreal: McGill University Press, 1966); and Daud
Rahbar, God of Justice (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1960).
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things to say about the beneficence ot God in providing tor
the needs ot .man, a.nd a bou. t His kindl.y d1sposi tion toward .man
1n the midst of all trou.bles, ph:,s1cal and spiritu.al.

It is

an improvement over the often barren and ~terile descriptions
of God in the old dogrnaticians ot Islam.

./

Thou.gh the Ahmadiyyas

do not lose the sense of God's majesty, they yet value and
draw inspiration from His nearness and concern for .men.

I Its

emphasis on hu.man responsibility
This thought is connected with the previou.s.

In Sunni

Islam the emphasis on God's transcendence has often l.ed to a
rigid determinism and sense of fatalism.

Man becomes a mere

pawn and puppet.
According to this view the whole worl.d is very .much
like a marionette show. We laugh at the antics of
the actors as thou.gh the antics were theirs, but it
is all an illu.sion; every movement is produced by
invisible strings pulled from above. So on the
stage of the world, .man seems to act, but it, too,
is an illu.sioni God pu.lls the strings, for he is
/ the only Doer.":J
The Ahmadiyyas, however, have realized the evil.a which
are inherent in this type of worl.d-view, and have balanced
off the doctrine of God's sovereignty with an emphasis on
man's responsibility.
practical action.

They al.so transl.ate this insight into

For example, whereas the Su.nni Musl.1.m.s in

some parts of the .world have been uncooperative with the -.iorl.d

5G. ;r. Pennings, "God's Decrees and Man's Responsibility,"
The Moslem World, 'XXXI (Janu.ary 1941), 23.
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Health Organization in exterminating flies as spreaders of
disease because "they would not be there, if it were not the

/

will of Allah," the Ahmadiyya Musli.ms have been kn.own to lead
the community in such efforts as cleaning up the streets of a
dirty city.

JThis

tam.per 1.ug of God• s sovereignty to .make room

for man's responsibility is wholesome for civic xife.

I

Its moral motivation
The moral motivation of the Q.ur•an is based on thankful-

ness to God for His benefits, fear of God and the punishment
of hell, and the hope of reward.6

In Sunni Isl.am. the motiva-

tions of the fear of God and His punishment, the exam.pl.a of
the prophet, and the hope of reward are very prominent.

./.
Al.-

though the Ahmadiyyas also urge some of their ethical injunctions on the basis of these m.otivations!their .main ethical
and .moral thrust is that man exists to be God's vice-regent
on earth and to manifest the attributes of God.

✓

'Blis giv.es a

better purpose to life than the fear of hell. or the hope of
reward.
esprit

This sense of purpose .may explain some of the dynamic
~

corps of the Ahmadiyya Mu.sl.ims .mentioned above.

/ ludging from the Ahmadiyya group in Cal.lout, Sou.th India, the

Ahmadiyyas are indeed men with a purpose.
6Izutsu, passim.

l.2S
Appealing Aspeots ot the Ahmadiyya Dootrine ot God

In addition to the positive aspects or the doctrine or
God mentioned above, the Ahm.adiyya dootrine of God has s0.11Le
appealing aspeots.

The positive aJeots have been reoognized

as wholesome even by non-Muslims.
more dubious.

"-They a re

The appealing aspects are

aspeots which attract others to the

Ahmadiyya conception of God, although they are not val.id from
the Christian viewpoint.
Its simpl.ioity
I

/

The simplicity of the Ahm.adiyya Mu.slim doctrine of God

is probably that aspect which appeals most to oertain types

ot Christians who are contused, baffled, and offended by the
complexity of the history and formulation of Christian doctrine, e~pecial.ly the doctrine of the Trinity with its associated doctrines of the deity of Christ and the atonement •

./There

are many people in the West who regard all dogma as some

sort of evil; the Ahmadiyya Movement appeals to suoh persons.
/_

The bare unity of God, frcm which flow His attributes and His

works, appears, on the surfaoe at least, to .make religion
simple.

An English convert to Ahmadiyya Islam is reported as

saying, "I wanted a simple, practioal faith, free from dogmas
and tenets • • • •

This I: found in Isl.am. 11 7

7;rames 'lhayer Addison, "The Ahmadiyya liovement and Its
Western Propaganda," The Har;vard Theologioal. Review, XXII
(January 1929), 27.

/
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Its Appeal to ReasOll
Closely related to the appeal of simplioity is the appeal
to human reason.

The history ot al-Ash•ari and the :tiu'tazila

proves that hllmBn reaS) n oan become em.barrassi.ng to those who
espouse it most, but this truth has not yet become existential.
./

tor the Ahmadiyya Muslims. Many ot their doctrinal attir.mations about God are backed up with appeals to reason.

J:n. an

age still permeated by rationalism end the soientitic outlook
there are .many who are attracted by this emphasis.
J its syncretism
The Ahmadiyyas regard all religions as basically one.
Following the Qur•anio lead, they believe that a genuine p~ophet has been sent to every nation, and that the kernel ot
each prophet's message has been the same.

The divergencies

ot present-day religions are interpreted as departures from
the pristine purity ot their earlier forms.

~us Hinduism

with its idolatry is regarded as a oorruption from the original unity of God supposedly preached by Krishna.✓ Ohristianity
with its doctrine ot the Trinity is described as _an unwarranted
deolension from the simple unitarian taith of Jesus •

.Ahmadiyya

Islam claims to restore these and other religions to their
original perfection.

✓ The

Mirza with his claim to be the ful-

fillment of Hinduism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. em.bodies
this synoretistic spirit.

To people who are contused by the
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many competing religions in the world this red11otio.n ot all
faiths to a basic belief 1n the unity of God with attrib11tes
of power and mercy is appealing.

I

Its 11niversalism
The Ahmadiyya wri:ings describe the lite after death in
considerable detail.

B11ilding 11pon their oonception ot God's

mercy, they constr11ct a hereafter ot event11al salvation tor
all men.
Islam • • • teaches t.bat every hwnan being has been
created with the purpose that he or she will 11lti.mately attain perfect salvation. The most rabid
disbeliever and wrongdoer, after being s11bjeoted
to certain kinds ot reformatory treatment, one ot
which is the torment ot Hell, w111 u1t1matel.y attain
salvation and will enter Paradise. 8

J
Death is only a transfer from one realm. to another, a contin11-

ation of progress and improvement in the lite beyond.

"No

nation has ever condemned its warriors tor being killed before
victory ,vas achieved.

Every soldier who sincerely strives tor

viotory is hono11red."9 ✓This extension of God's meroy to include the event11al salvation of all mankind after death appeals to many.

SB. Mah.mud Ahmad in his Introduotion to Sher Ali's The
Holl Qur'a.n (Rabwall, West Pakistan: The Oriental & Religl011s
Pub lshlng Corporation, Ltd., 1968), p. 132.
9Ibid.
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The Detective Aspects ot the Ahmadiyya Doctrine
Although the Ahmadiyya doctrine ot God may be an improvement over other conceptions ot God currently held in the
Muslim. world, ./it is not an 1.m.prove.m.ent over the God reveal.ad
in either the Old Testament or the !lew Test8.IIL8.Dt and as described in the historic Christian creeda.

Thou.gh the creeds

.make the doctrine of God sound complicated, both Luther and
Chemnitz pointed 011t that it was not the Christians who produced that complication; it was the critics of the Christian
faith who forced the Christiana to define their belief 1n
exact terms.lo / Furthermore, mere simplicity is no argument
for superiority.

The three-word sentences of a a.mall child

are simple, but they are not considered superior to the poetry
of one of the .masters of verse.
superiority, but tr11th.

The essential thing is not

Which description of God conforms

most nearly ~o the reality?

/ Weakness

in the conception of God's holiness

In Christian theology the holines~ ot God denotes (1) Bia
supreme majesty and absolute transcendence, and (2) His absolute ethical purity.
opposes man's sin. 11

God is completely separate from sin and
The Sunni Muslims limit God's holiness

lOcf. Francis Pieper, Christian Doptios (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House,=c·.~1~9'50~)-,~f--,-iili-ii.1~7•-~4~21~.
llibid., J;, 4-56.
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to the first part ot this definition, .nam.ely to His separation
and difference from all creation./The Ahmadiyya :biuslims bring
in some ot the ethical quality ot hol~ess, desoribillg it with
such words as purity and righteousness.
ality behind these words?

But what is the re-

B. Uahmu.d Ahmad oites the life of

Mirza Ghulam Ahmad as a .manifestation of God's holiness.

But

what ot that life?

Was it a .manifestation ot God's holiness
./_
1n the biblical sense of complete separation from sin? The

Mirza•s first .marriage ended 1n divoroe.

Aooording to one of

the Ahmadiyyas:
He was young when he .married. His wife was quite a
contrast to him. She bore him two sons. He treated
her well, but she being a worldly type of lady, they
could not get along with each other for long, The
.marriage was, therefore, not succesf u1 and ultimately resulted in a legal divorce.

2

Furthermore, "'t he Mirza attracted muoh attention by predicting
the death ot some ot his enemies.

This seems to be a fa ory

from the holiness ot Jesus who prayed concerning His enemies,
"Father, forgive them, tor they know not what they do" (Luke
2.3: .31+) • ~ ven though the Ahmadiyyas la11d the a ttribut~s of
God• s holiness and even describe it as the essence of all the
attributes of God, the reality behind their concept of holiness suggests that .much ot the description is mere rhetoric.
12Abdul Hamid, Islam and Christianity (New York: Culton
Press, Inc., 1961), p. 150.
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This observation is bor.ne out by the Ahmadiyya u.nderstanding of the nature of ma.n. "'e Ahmadiyyas .make speoial.
efforts to counter the Ohristia.n teachi.ng ot original. sin and
emphasize ma.n's 1.nnate ability, purity, and innocenoe.
Islam says that man is born pure. This helps him.
to keep up his courage and to try to preserve his
nature u.nsullied. If he believes that he is born
sinful, he would not mind so much if he were to
become a little more sinful than he already is.13
/ The belief in the innate innocence of man is coupled with a
faith that knowledge is virtu~.
It is evident that everybody shu.ns what he knows to
be certainly harmful to him. No one thrusts his
hand 1.nto a hole which to his certain k.nowledge has
a snake 1.n it, nor does anyone devour what he knows
to be poison. To shu.n these harmful things he does
not stand 1.n need of any atonement, nor does he
ever consider it necessary that anyone should be
crucified to save him from. these evils. All that
he requires is certain knowledge t.bat there is harm
in the thing! and this is sufficient to .make him.
fly from it. 4
This optimism regarding the nature of man is belied by the
many suicides each day, as well as by dally exam.plea ot people
who go ahead and do evil in spite of better knowledge.

Paul

recognized the difficulty of equating knowledge with virtue
when he described the plight of sinful man 1.n Rom. 7:l.S:

"I

do not do what I want, but I do the very thi.ng I hate."

13Bashir-ud-Din Mahmnd Ahmad, AhmadiyDat or the True
Islam (Washington D.C.: The American Fazr osque, 1951),
p. 142.
l4Q,uoted in L. Bevan Jones, Christianitf Ex!lained to
Muslim.a (Revised edition; Calcutta; Y.i.d.A. Pub lsh!iig House,

1952),

p. 102.
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In Ahm.adiyya Islam, and in orthodox Islam as well, there

is a direot oonneotion between deficient conceptions of God's
holiness and weak definitions of sill coupled with optimistic
estimates of man•s innate moral powers.lS
In the quotation oited above tha connection with the

atonement is also apparent.

/

Aooordi.ng to Ahmadiyya Islam.

has power to save himself'; he does not need a redeem.er.

.m&Jl

s. w.

Koelle, writing on Islam. during the last century, pointed out
the oonn.eotion between a weak sense of sill and the olaims of
the Gospel when he wrote oonoerning M11bernrna4 himself', "But
having no adequate oonoeption of the nature of sin and man.•s
fallen state, he also laoked the f'aoulty ot truly appreciating
the remedy for it, whioh was offered in the Gospe1.nl6
/

Weakness in the oonoeption of' God's justice
The ambiguity regarding the attribute of' God's justice in
Ah.madiyya thought has already been m.entioned. 1 7 In this connection the remedial nature of pu.nis.bm.ent in the Ahmadiyya
philosophy, as well as the belief in the ultimate salvation of'
all people, is of importance.

According to this view sin 1a

lScf. 'II. R. W. Gardner, The ~ • anic Doctrine of' God
(?.[adras: Christian Literature Sooety, 1916), PP• S3-S5;
Samuel M. Zwemer, The Moslem. Doctrine of God (New York.: '!he
Am.erioan Tract Society, 1905), pp. 49-60
16s. w. Koelle, Mohammad and MPharnrnedaniam. (London:
Rivingtons, 1889), p. 411.
17supra, pp. l+l-42.
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a stwnbling along the way to eternal progress, a transgression
against the universal laws of moral and spiritual nature.
Punishment is remedial and oan. be removed or waived when it is
,vident that the offender is again on the road to improvement.

/ God's justice gives way to His mercy.
/

There are several serious deficiencies 1n this theory.
First of all, it oontradiots the truthfulness of God v1h1ch the
Ahmadiyyas also affirm.

In the Bible God is described as one

who does not lie in either His promises or His threats.

His

t~uthfulness is the basis of the promise of eternal life to
believers {Titus 1:2).

His truthfulness stands behind His

threats to pWlish sin.

When Sau1 diso~eyed God's command re-

_g arding the Amalekites, he expected to receive pardon and
.maintain fellowship with God as if nothing had happened at
all.

But Samuel announced Saul's rejection as king by God

with the words, "The Glory of Israel will not lie or repent."
{l Sam. 15:29).

/

.

When God threatens punishment for sin, His

truthfulness demands that He carry out His word.

...

The whole

Old Testament describes how even single s~s renderLmen
guilty before God and brought down Bis pWlishm.ent.

The Ahmad-

iyya concept of remedial justioe fails to take the threats of
God's Word against sin serio11aly.

Other Muslim students of

the Qur•an come up with a stronger statement on God's 311stioe
than the Ahmadiyyas.
Such a W1ity of thought, a central notion that runs
through and through, characterizes any great book.
In the Bible this central notion is God's Fatherhood
and His love for .mankind • • • • J:n the Q,u.r•an the
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corresponding central notion is God's strict justice.
And so on the fear of God's strict justice of the
judgement day depends the fulfilling of the law and
the ·w hole moral value of Q,ur'anic duty. :rt is not
fear of God' a tyr~. :rt is fear of God"l's ~stioe
•• :th.a idea otGo's liistI'ceI'i the centra theme
of the ~ur•an, and consistently dominates the boo1:.i8

/

Secondly, the Ahmadiyya concept of remedial justice does
not take sin seriously; the effects of sin are only temporary
and can be removed by repentance and the fiat of God.

Zaf-

rulla Khan speaks of a justice in which "no penalty shall be
severer than that which is appropriate to the default or
offense.rr1 9 Here there is a radical difference between the
biblical and the Ahmadiyya conception of the nature of sin
and 1 ts penal ties.

According to the Bible, sin is of such

horrendous evil that it merits death (Ezek. 18:4) and damnation ( Gal • 3 : 10) •

:E.'ven one sin .makEB a per son liable to

eternal consequences (Jam.es 2;11).

There is therefore no

meaning in speaking of m.ore severe or less severe penalties
"appropriate to the default or offense."
pital offense.

Every sin is a ca-

L.
The Ahmadiyya concept of a justice which

thinks of sin in term.a of lesser or greater penalties hinders
m.en from. facing reality, the need for a Savior from sin •

../

Thirdly, the Ahm.adiyya concept of remedial punis.qm.ent

sacrifices God• s justice for His .mercy. 4ther Muslims sublimate God's justice to His power; the Ahmadiyyas sublimate it

18naud Rahbar, PP• 223-224.
19supra, p. 36
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To the Christian this suspension ot one attri-

to His meroy.

bute for the sake of another means that God is .not true to
Himself.

His own being is identical with His holiness and

Hie justice.

To suspend these attributes by a mere nod ot

His will is tantamount to God denying Himself.

Even though

the harmonization of God's attributes provides problem.a for
Christians also, they prefer to give full worth and expression
to all the attr~butes and hold them in paradox rather than to
weaken the perfection of God by limiting or sublimating the
opera tion of one attribute to that of another,

The event on

t he Cross is regarded as the aot of God which satisfies both
mercy and jus tice; the de.a1ands of God for the punis.b.m.ent of
sin a r e upheld in the death of Christ, and the remission ot
sins connected with that death offers mercy to all.
R. 'l l . Da le, in his book on the atonement, lists several
other objections to the idea of remedial punishment.

Although

he wrote while the Ahmadiyya Movement was still in its infancy,
some of his thoughts meet the ideas propounded by the Ahmad~
iyyas. ~

n a p1.•evious chapter it was seen ho..,, the .Ahmadiyyas

prefer to describe God as a master rather than a judge because
a master can overlook the fault of a servant it He knows that
His leniency will not damage the character and productivity
of the servant.

.../

Dale admits that such an attitude may be

possible in individual relationships, but podints out that
leniency may be an impossible way or action when .many people
are involved or when .the "master" is in some official. administrative position.

l)S

He is the accidental representative of that social
authority, the assertion and maintenance of which
are essential to the strength and tranquillity of
the organization of society. As an individiisl, he
might be merciful. As a master, he oannot.Z
He continues in another place:
It must be 1·emembered that the Divine claims v,hich
sin resists, and the Divine rights which sin refuses to acknowledge, are essentially different
from the claims and rights which are in such a
sense p~rsonal that they can be remitted at pleasure. They are claims which it is morally necessary th~ t God should ma 1ntain. 21
This is more in the nature of a rational argument, but 1s
readily demonstrated in practical life.

~fa teacher 1n sohool

is lax with one child, how will it affect the rest of the
clas sroom?

The Ahmadiyyas would probably claim that God is

capable of handling this problem on a universal scale.

Dale's

second ar gument against the theory of remedial punishmeb.t is
more convincing.

He describes the utter confusion and chaos

in the moral order of the universe ,vhich ,,ould result from
the logical application of this theory.
Is punishment to be ~egarded as a reformatory process, a process intended to promote the moral benefit of the sufferer? If it were that and nothing
more, and if the justice of punishment consisted
in its fitness to produce a favorable moral impression on the sinner, God would be free to inflic•t or
to remit the penalties of the Law without regard to
any other consideration than the J110ral disposition
of the person by whom the precepts of the Law had
been violated. The severity of the punishment would
2 0a. W. Dale, The Atonement (London: Congregational Union
of England and ~ales, 1894), pp. )80-)81.
21Ibid., p. 382.
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have to be measured, not by the magnitude of the
sin for which it is int1icted, but by the difficulty of inducing the sinner to amend. If even
the greatest sin were immediately succeeded by
hearty re,entance, there would be no mercy 1n
withholding punishment; for since, on this theory,
the jus tice of punishment consists in its reformatory power, it could not be justly inflicted 11her e
reformation had been already produced by other and
gentler influences. It also follows that if there
are cases--and such oases are easily conceivable-in which repentance is less likely to be awakened
by inflicting pain and disgrace than by conferring
new joy and honour, 1n these cases the lightest
pena lty would be unjust, and justice would require
tha t t he life of the sinner should be made brighter
end happier on account of his sin. By a very slight
exercise of ingenuity it might be shown that the
t heor y which rests the justice of punishment on its
refol'.ma tory power, involves the most grotesque consequences, and consequences which are i~pugnant to
our most elementary moral convictions.
/ Thi s is a rather lengthy quotation, but it is produced in
ful l because the concept of remedial punishment 1n connection
with the justice of God plays a major role in Ahmadiyya
thought.

Da le rightly points out that such a concept vitiates

not only the moral order of the universe, but even the mercy
of God.

'llha t room. is there for mercy if punishment is only
V

temporary and can even be dispensed with altogether?

The

Ahmadiyya weakness in describing God's justice is crit1ca1.

In view of the Q,ur•a.nic emphasis on the punishment of
hell for unbelievers, is not the assessment of James Addison
perhaps correct when he ~sserts concerning the Ahmadiyyas in
England, that they are opportunists?
22:tbid.
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The olai.ms which are made in favor of' Islam. are
obviously determined less by a study of' that religion and its history than by a study of what
will appeal to the ··1esterner • • • • Its l.eaders
are eager to adapt the message to the oonviotions
or fashions of the present hour.23
The emphasis on a remedial justice fits that pattern.
Weakness in the concept of God's love and grace

✓It

has a lready been pointed out that the .Ahmadiyyas

speak quite often about man's love for God, but mu.oh l.ess
fre quently of God's love for man • ./The grace of God which is
described under His attributes of beneficence and mercy is
primarily a provision for man's physical life on earth or
dependent upon man's prior good action.

This is a reflection

of a general weakness in Islam which is evident in the ~•an
its elf.

,/__

The r.iur 'a.n o.nly speaks of God I s love in the sense of

approva l of those who obey Him • .....,The concept of God's lave
reaching out to sinners and operating while men are still. 1n
a state of enmity against God is missing in the ~ur•an.

The

mystics spoke more of God's l.ove, but they did not derive
their teaching from the Q.ur'an.

Daud Rahbar has tmmmerized

the Qur'anic thought on this subject.
✓~

the short chapter on Divine Love we have shown
that there is not a single verse in the Qur'an that
speaks of God's unconditional l.ove for mankind • • •
God loves those who do good, who turn repentant, who
keep themselves pure, who guard themsel.ves fearfully',

![n

23Addison, Dal, 24, )2.
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/The

who are patient, who rely on Him, and who fight in
His oause. Again, it ,vas pointed out 1n that ohapter that the ~ord yuhibbu 1n all these verses does
not neoessar,-ly .mean "loves," for the word can
equally well be rendered as "likes" or "approves."
All these verses represent the idea of God's conditional love or approval.24
Jili.madiyya concept of God's love falls far short of the

biblical picture of God's love 1n Christ searching out the lost
as in the Parable of the Good Shepherd.

It does not measure

up to the love of God revealed in the Parable of the Prodigal
Son.

The Ahmadiyya conoept of God' a love amounts to nothing

when viewed in the light of that love revealed on Good Friday
and Easter and pointed out by Paul 1n Rom. 5:8:

"But God

shov1s Hi s love for u.s in that ·while we were yet sinners Christ
died for us, 11

and in Eph. 2:4-5:

"But God, ·who is rich 1n

mercy, out of the great love with wh1oh He loved us, even when
we were dead through our trespasses, made us alive together
with Christ."
But in describing God's love for sinners to an Ahmadiyya
Muslim, or to any Muslim for that matter, a word ot caution is
in order.

✓

It is pointed out above that Ahmadiyyas and the

Q,ur'an also define love as "approval."

Because of this defi-

nition Ahmadiyyas get the impression that Christians are
preaching God's appro~al of sinners.

...;

This is a blasphemous

thought to Muslims and Christians alike.

Care must be taken

to avoid giving that impression of God's love.
24naud Rahbar, p. 225.
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~eakness in establishing solid basis for doctrine
/

It is difficult to determine the basic norm for the

Ahmadiyya doctrine of God.

✓

In Islam the two most important

sources for doctrine are the Qur•an and the Traditions.

I.n.

the discussion on the justice of God it was seen that they do
not even follow their own book in defining the justice of God.
There is a similar eclecticism over against the Traditions.
They reject those Traditions which teach determinism; at the
same time they base their extensive teachings on the mr:inifestation of God's attributes on other Traditions.

/

What is the

basis of selection?

/

Furthermore, they c~aim that God's mercy is the chief of

all attributes, the string which holds the beads together •
..,,_

But in rejecting the atonement through Jesus• death on the
cross ~ irza Ghulam Ahmad appeals to God's power.

The oross

is considered to be en exhibition of God's weakness and rejected on that account.
/

The Ahmadiyya bid for rationality is especially ambigu-

ous. / While lauding the basic rationality of Islam, the
Ahmadiyyas give evidence of irrational, unhistorical, and unscientific handling of sources.

For instance, they refuse to

take the biblical account of Christ's passion seriously,
though it is the nearest account in point of time to the actual events, and accept instead the account of Ghulam Ahmad
who lived eighteen centuries after the event.

Some of the

Mirza's ideas about Jesus' stay in Kashmir were taken from a

11+0

book called The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ by a Russian
traveler named Nicolas Notovitoh.

The aooo~t of this book

was later proven to be a fraud.25

Bven if the historicity of

the book was accepted, the Ahmadiyyas would have to explain
why Notovitch placed the sojourn of Jesus in the Orient before
His public ministry in Palestine while GhulaJn Ahmad places it
./
after His public ministry and crucifixion. Is the mere affirmation by the Mirza a sufficient basis for doctrine even when
it manifestly contradicts all known history?
For a Christian the A'15diyya handling of the Bible is
especially disconcerting.

They alternately appeal to the

Bible as an aut~ority and discount it as unreliable.

It is

used to try to prove that the God of the Bible is only a national God; it is rejected when it says that Jesus died on the
cross.

/

The Ahmadiyyas have laid down some principles of in-

terpretation regarding the Q,ur'an, but do not apply these principles to the interpretation of the Bible. One of the principles
is that Scripture interprets itself.

But both the conteit and

the rest of the New Testament are ignored when Jesus• statement to the Syrophoenician ,,o.c:ian, "I am not sent but unto the
lost sheep of the house of Israel," is interpreted as the
final goal of His mission.
For a Christian these methods suggest a word of caution.
First of all, it is a questionable undertaking to try to
2 SH. A. Walter, The Ahmadiya ruovement (Calcutta: Association Press, l918J, p. 92.
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establish a religious truth upon the book of another faith.
Without living and breathing the spirit of that book, it cannot be interpreted adequately.I secondly, in discussing religious truths with Ahmadiyyas it is necessary to lay some ground
rules for the conversation.

J

The basic dishonesty of appealing

to a book in one instance and rejecting it in another has to
be pointed out.
iiisunderstandings of the Christian Faith
Some of the strengths and weaknesses of the Ahmadiyya
Muslim doctrine of God have been pointed out.

I.n a previous

chapter the anti-Christian polemic of the Ahmadiyyas has been
described.

Though a J hristian•s first reaction to this polemic

may be one of anger, a little reflection on the issue produces
another emotion--that of sadness.

./'

What Christian is not sad

when he t h inks about the misunderstandings of the Christian
conception of God held by the Ahmadiyya Muslims?

For it is

these misunderstandings which are serving as barriers to the
Gospel which is meant for their silvatioo..

It is good to be

aware of these misunderstandings.
Regarding the Trinity
The ~ur•an and most Muslims conceive of the Trinity as a
✓

triad of three gods, Father, Mother Mary, and Son Jesus.

Al-

though the Ahmadiyyas realize that the Christian Trinity is
not Father, Mother, and Son, but the Father, Son, and Holy

✓-
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Spirit--they nevertheless regard the whole doctrine as either
a form of tritheism or a form of idolatry.

Because of this

misunderstanding the ~uslims think that Christianity is a
lower form of religion than Islam.
In spite of the extraordinary care taken by the theologians both of the Greek-speaking and Syriac-speaking
Church, to emphasize the fact that Christians are
monotheists and that the Unity of God is fundamental
to any understanding of what we mean by the)L1rinity,
the Q.ur• an teaches that we are tritheists. liOvi in
the Islamic theology the most heinous ot all sins is
shirk, i.e., the giving of a partner to God, and as
tritheists we Christians naturally come u.nder the condemnation of shirk. So in the Muslim's philosophy of
religion we do not stand 1n the upper .stage among
the monotheists such as Muslims, Jews and Buddhists.
We do not even stand as high as the Zoroastrians who
are duelists, for we are tritheists and not very much
better than the pagans with their groveling polytheism..
So in their eyes the conversion of a Muslim to Christianity, so far from being an advance in religion, is
a reversion to a lower stage from the bonds of which
their fathers with great travail were delivered.26
Such a misunderstanding cannot be cleared up by silence or
unconcern.
First of all, it is imperative that a Christian emphasize
that the Bible teaches the unity of God.

There are clear pas-

sages to this effect in both the Old and the wew Testaments.
Compare Is. 43:10; Is. 45:5; and 1 Cor. 8:4.
Secondly, the Christian should stress that the unity of
God is also the confession of the Christian creeds.
Creed begins, "I believe in one God • • • •"

'?he Nicene

The Athallas1Bll

.

Creed says, "And yet there are nat three Gods, but one
26orientalist, "The Muslim Point of View," The lli1osle.m.
World, XXVI (January 1936), 27.
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God • • • •

So we are forbidden by the catholic religion to

say, There be three Gods or three Lords."
If it has been Jde clear to the •uslim. that Christians
believe in one God, it is advisable to then proceed to describe the works of God for man's salvation rather than to
enter into the intricacies of the doctrine of the Three Persons in the One Essence.

It is through the \VOrks of God that

men co.me to know God as lie is.

The Trinity cannot be appre-

ciated by someone who is not already a believer 1n Christ.
Thirdly, if it becomes necessary to define the doctrine
✓

of the Trinity, the explanation should be simple.

~here is

some pr e cedent for simple explanations in i.iuslim theology.
In the controversies over anthropomorphisms, for instance, the
orthodox ,~uslims accepted the fact that the Q,u.r• an spoke of
God anthropomorphically, but desisted from trying to explain
the "how."

The Ahmadiyyas believe that the speech of God,

His eternal Nord, has been given in a book.

They hold to the

fact, but do not try to explain how the Infinite oan be expressed in the finite.
is somewhat similar.

The Christian position on the Trinity
On the basis of the Scriptural evidence

the Christian faith aooepts the tact of the three Persons in
one Essence, but does not attempt to explain how this can be
true.
faith.

The "howness" is left as a .mystery and a ooepted on
./

Christians need not feel defensive about leaving some

questions as .mysteries.

CJ

In discussing such matters with an Ahmadiyya .iiiusli.m the
Christian will have to check out his terminology.

Lw.oh ot the

confusion in the formulation of eerly Christian dootri.ne resulted from the difficulty of finding suitable words which conveyed the same t houghts to the various parties concerned.

As

far as Islam is concerned, Harold Spencer has pointed out that
t he word "substance," at least to some 1\1usl1m theologians, was
defined as something which has extension. 27 In such a situation •iuslims would eas ily misunderstand Christians if they
s poke of the essence of God in terms of

11

substanoe. 11

In the

Malaya l am l a nguage of South India it is no problem to find a
suitabl e word for "essence," but there is great difficulty 1.n
finding a v1ord t or "person" which does not orea te the impression of a separate being .
/ One of the favorite questions of an Ahmadiyya is, "If'
Jesus was God, who was sustaining the universe for the three
days that He v,a s in the grave?"

Though this question may be

asked from doubtful motives, the query itself indicates a
lack of understanding of the Trinity and God's spiritual nature.

According to the Christian creeds, the whole Godhead

resides in all three Persons of the Trinity.

Even it Jesus

died on the cross, the Godhead did not cease to eiist or operate during the time between His death and resurrection.

Fur-

thermore, the spiritual nature of God is such that it does not
27Harold Spencer, Islam and the Gospel of God (Delhi:

SPCK, 1956), p. 108.
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become less by assuming a human nature in Jesus.

In their

doctrine of unity, the Muslims tend to conceive ot unity as a
mathe.ma.tical unity.

According to such thinking one orange pl.u.s

one oranBe equals two oranges; three oranges l.ess one orange
equals t wo oranges, et cetera.
matical and material unity.
unity is different.

That is the order ot mathe-

However, the order ot spiritu.al.

God's love does not become less becau.se

it i s given to people.

His essence is not redu.ced or divided

when it abides in the Son and in the Holy Spirit along with
the Fa ther.

The question, therefore, of what happened to the

Godhead while Jesus was in the grave is based on a wrong concep tion of the '11rinity and the nature of God.
Finally, there is need tor caution in u.sing expressions
which mi ght easily lead to .misunderstanding.

For instance,

even though the "Formula of Concord" says that it is l.egitima te to speak of · ary as the - other of God, this expression
may only confirm a Muslim in the Q,u.r'anio understanding of' the
Trinity as Father, Mother, and Son.

A Christian writing from.

Egypt reports the reaction of a Muslim friend when he saw a
schoolbus passing by with the words, Pensionnat de l.a Mere de
Dieu, painted on the side.
It used to make my friend fighting .mad. "God's .mother, " he would say, 11 and who, pray, begot Him.? Do
you expect me in these days of modernity and enl.ightenmen t to believe that God Al.mighty chose soae bil.l.owybosomed Jewess for a mistress and begot H1msel.f? 11 28
28orientalist, XXVI, p. 28.
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The title "Son of God" can also be easily misWlderstood
in the same way.

It is better to use some other title for

Christ unless there is some opportunity to explain the \~ord
"son" in this context.

The early Christians adapted their vo-

cabulary to the people they were trying to reao.h with the Gospel.

In the Jewish environment titles such as "Messiah" and

"Son of .man" had particular ~elevance.

In the Gentile environ-

ment they spoke more of Christ as "Lord" and "Savior. 11 29

-

:In

speaking with 1 uslim.s the titles of Savior and · essiah will
not lead to such .misunderstanding as the title "Son of God."
Regarding the person of Christ
The Ahmadiyya M7-1ms
the deity of Christ.

knOYl

that Ohr is tians believe in

But they do not know anything about the

Christian doctrine of the t wo natures in one person nor of the
communication of attributes.

Because of this gap 1n their

knowledge and understanding of the Christian position they will
often ask such questions as, "If Jesus is God, why did He say
that ' My Father is greater than I?'"

"vlhy did He confess igno-

rance of the hour of the Judgement Day?"
for Him to eat, drink, and sleep?"

"Why was it necessary

"Can God suffer and die?"
~

Tho.ugh a Christian .may not be able to prove the deity of
Christ to the satisfaction of an Ahmadiyya ~ualim, he oan
29Reginald H. Fuller, The FoW1dations of New ~esta.LG.8llt
Christolo3,V (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1965),
pp. 23-98.
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nevertheless shov1 that his faith is built on careful thought
and "give a reason tor the hope that is within him.."

Artio1e

VIII of the "Formula of Concord" offers answers to some ot

these questions.

The essence of this Jartiole is that Christ

has both a human nature and a divine nature with each nature
having the s pecial attributes or characteristics of that nature.

The t wo na tures are combined in one person, the person

of Jesus, in such a wa y that the attributes ot each nature are
not the property of that na ture alone, but belong to the entire
person.

nhenever Jesus performed any action, it was not just

one of the na tures ,-vhich acted, but the whole person.

Thus it

can be sa id tha t the person of Jesus was hungry, became weary,
and slep t, while it can also be said that the person of Jesus
was omniscient and omnipotent.
Some of the other questions of the Ahmadiyyas can be met
by dis tinguishing between the state of hwniliation and the
state of exal tation.

In Hi s state of hwniliation Jesus did

not always .make use of all the divine attributes Vlhioh v1ere
availa ble in His person by virtue of the divine nature.

T.hat

is why He could be ignorant of the Day of Judgment, endure
suffering, and die, even though He was the Lord of Life, and
the Vord and Viisdom of the Godhead.
Again, these truths are not something which can be appreciated by someone who has not yet recognized Jesus as his Lord
and Savior, but they may help the Ahmadiyya to see that the
Christian faith is not a ridiculous hodgepodge of irrational
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doctrines.

The mystery is still there, but it is not a mys-

tery of faot; it is a mystery of "how•"
Next to the article of the Holy Trinity this is the
greatest mystery in heaven and on earth, as Paul
says, 11':fithout controversy, great is the mystery of
godliness, that God was .manifest in the flesh" • • • •
For sinoe the Apostle Peter in olear words testifies
that vve also, in mystery, are in Christ, "partakers
of the divine nature," what kind ot oom.m.u.nion ot
the divine nature, then, .must that be ot v,hioh the
apostle says that "in Christ d'11elt all ot the tul.ness of the Godhgad bodily, 11 so that God and man
are one person?;j'
Regarding the Incarnation
It has been pointed out that the Ahmadiyyas look upon
the Incarnation as the deification of a .man.

This shows that

they do not unde~stand the word itself •./ In their view Christians are guilty of' idolatry tor .making a man 1nto God.
is a reflection of the Q.ur•anio view.

./

'lhis

./_

It is neoessary tor

Christians to state plainly that inoarnation means the very
opposite of deification; it means "hwnanitication."
.

.

The

Christian doctrine is not that man became God, but that God
became man.
Sometimes Ahmadiyyas and other l'Ju.slims will ob3eot and
say that it is impossible for God to enter into hwnanity. :tt
is strange that Muslims use this argwnent of iJD.possibility for
God, because they usually say that God oan do anything He
wills.

In answer to this dictum. regarding the 1mposa1bil1ty

30nFormula of Concord," 1n Oo.noordia Tri,uotta (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1921), P• 1027.
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for God to assume human nature, a Christian 11JB.Y legitimately
ask, "If God can make Himself known through a book like the
Q,ur 'an,

·why should it be any different tor Him to make Him-

self known through a human life?"

✓~he

argwnent of impossi-

bility also seems to ccntradict the Abmadiyya doctrine regarding the manifestation of God's attributes in persons.
~ nether type of argument against the Incarnation is
based on the misunderstanding that the assWi1pt1on ot humanity
is soJ11ehov1 degrading to God.

L. Bevan Jones explains the

rationale for this attitude and offers a reply:
But his (it Musl1m'i jealousy for God is based upon
an imperfect conception of the Deity. He feels that
t he Ma jesty of the "Lord of the ~·/ orlds" .Dlllst be sateguarded a t all costs. Ne, on the contrary, maintain
t ha t, far from it being derogatory to the ~lory of
God to seek, by such means, to make Himself known to
men in a saving way, this is Love's prerogative-f o1· God is essentially Love. The glory of Power
mi ght be sullied by an act of condescension. Supreme
Intelligence might hesitate to appear in lov1ly guise.
Sheer Justice might demand some other way. But Love,
true Love, does stoop to save, and stooping, is
not degraded.Jl.
Actually, some of these objections were met by Christians already before the time of Muhammad and the existence of Islam.
But the early Muslims either were not aware ot these amplifications of the early Christians or were unwilling to consider
them as acceptable answers.3 2 Already in the early part of
31 L. Bevan Jones, The People of the Mosque (3rd revised
edition; Calcutta: Baptist Mission Press, 1959), P• 273.
32cf. Laurence E. Browne, The Eclirse of Christianity in
Asia (Cambridge: University. Press, !9jj, pp. 1-23; and Koeiie,
pp. 135-137.
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the fourth century Athanasius anticipated some ot the Mu.slim
arguments about the degradation of an incarnation.
Does not the mind of man pervade his entire being,
and yet find expression through one part only,
namely, the tongue? Does any say ou that account
t~..a t the Mind has degraded itse1t?JJ
And in a siJD.ilar vein he says:
Some then may ask, why did He not manifest Himself
by means of other and nobler parts ot creation, and
use some nobler instrument, such as sun, or moon or
stars or fire or air, instead of mere man? The answer is this. The Lord did not come to make a display. He came to heal and to teach suffering men.
For one who wanted to make a display the thing v,ould
have been just to appear and dazzle the beholders.
But for Him who came to heal and to teach the way
v,as not merely .to dwell here, but to put Himself at
the disposal of those who needed Him, and to be manifested according as they could bear it, not vitiating t he value of the Divine a~pearing by exceeding
t heir capacity to receive it.J4
Athanesius answered doubts concerning the propriety ot the
Incarna tion by directing the non-Christians ot his time to
the grea t wisdom of God and His saving purposes.
Regarding the death of Christ

J

When Mirza Ghulam Ahmad wrote about the Christian account

of the death of Christ, he said, "We do not like suoh a god at
all--a god who was overpowered by a debased people like the
Jews who had even lost their temporary sway.n3S

Ignoring the

33Athanasius, The Incarnation of the Word ot God (New
York: The ll!clviillanco., 1946), p. 78.
34Ibid.
3SGhulam Ahmad, The Fountain of Christianity (Rabwah, Pakistan: .Ahmadiyya Muslim Foreign Missions Ottlce, 1961), P• 18.
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anti-Semitism of' these words/ it is evident that the Mirza
looks upon the death of' Christ on the cross ,s a defeat ••U'ter
speaking of' iTesus• death on the cross in terms ot a suicide,
the Mirza goes on to say, "Had iTesus lived on to preach, he
v1ould have benefi tted hu.mani ty. ,,3 6 The followers of the I.uirza
continue to be misled by this shallow estimate of what many
people in the world regard as the central event of hwnan history.

The Scriptures interpret the death of Christ together

with His subsequent resurrection as a victory over all the
forces which would destroy man, not least of which is death
itself.

While the Nirza engaged 1n prayer duels calling down

the punishment of death upon some ot His detractors, the Scriptures picture Christ as "abolishing death and bringing life
and i mmortality to life through the Gospel" (2 Tim. 1:10).
The res urrection demonstrates the fact of that victory.
Regarding the Holy Spirit

l

It has been pointed out that the Ahma.diyyas, with other

ruuslim.s, regard the Holy Spirit as identical with the Angel
Gabriel.

By thus dismissing the Holy Spirit as a .meaningful

influence in life, the Ahmadiyyas are cutting themselves off
from. the power of God in ethical action. ~ 'rhough they have
some high ethical goals, the power to attain those goals 1s
primarily relegated to the striving of .m8Jl.
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In reply to a girl of twenty who had drWlk deeply of the
cup of sin and admitted that she could not repent because she
enjoyed her sin, but was still interested 1n escaping from
hell, an Ahmadiyya paper replied,
Turn a .new leaf. Lead a righteous life he.nee forward.
This alone can wash off past sins. This is the only
true atonement. Sins are washed off, the Q.11r I an assures us, by good deeds and these alone.37
.
The Qur• anic verse to which the paper directed the girl was
as follov,s:
And perform the prayer at the two ends of the day
and nigh of the night; surely the good deeds will
drive away the evil deeds. This is a remeJD.branoe
unto the faithfu1.J8
Eve.n though God the Holy Spirit reaches out through the
Gospel to offer sinners not only the forgiveness of sins, but
~

also t he power to overcome sin, the Ahmadiyyas still rely on
the eff orts or man himself. ~ This is an overestimation of man's
power and lack of appreciation of God's grace.

~t stands in

contra st to the Spirit of God described 1n Ro.mans 8, a Spirit
which can set a .man free from the law of sin and death and
give life to mortal bodiest
Christian Initiative
The Ahmadiyya Muslims, and other !ciuslims al.so, have so
.ma.ny .misunderstandings regarding the Christian faith that a

37Quoted 1n Jones, People or the Llosgue, P• 107 •
.38surah 11:116, i.n A. J • .Arberr1, The Koran Interpreted
(New York: The Ma cMillan Co., c.1955), f, 252-253.
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person lIJBY wonder 11' it is at all possible to break through
this crust with the message of the Gospel.

Though the Chris-

tian need not give way to a spirit of hopelessness, it is well
if these difficulties produce in him a spirit of hwl11lity, tor
Christians themselves are responsible for some of the .misunderstandings of Muslims.

In addition to the insensitive use of

terminology already mentioned and the poor reflection of God
and His rnethods in the Crusades, it may also be mentioned that
both Docetis.m. and Monophysitism have served as veils to the
understanding and appreciation of Christ.

The Acts of John,

one of the docetio books written about the middle of the seoond
century, records that Jesus appeared to John 1.n a cave during
the crucifixion and said, "John, unto the lllllltitude bel0\'1 1n.

Jerusalem. I am being crucified and pierced with lanoes and
reeds, and gall and vinegar is given me to drink.
thee I speak • • • • .,39

But unto

It is only a short step bet\"ieen such

thought and the denial of the death of Jesus on the cross.

A

member of the Armenian Apostolic Church has recently .made a
study of the .m.onophysite Christology of that ohuroh and come
to the conclusion that it pro~ed a great barrier to the evangelization of the Muslims.
Again, over-emphasis of the Monophysitio definition
of the divinity of Christ and the neglect of his
39oeoffrey Parrinder, Jesus 1n the Q.u.r•an (New York:
Barnes & Noble, Ina., 1965), PP• 109-iio.
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completely hWD8Jl personality widened the intellectual and theological ohas.m. between the Armenians
and the Muslim world.40
It should not be thought that these heresies are limited to
ancient church bodies whioh taught docetio theology and the
monophysite error.

The tendency to overlook the humanity ot

Christ and to think of the Godhead primarily in terms ot the
Second Person of the Trinity is present in the church ot today
also.

It is mrd for a Muslim to ~ppreoiate the Christian

idea of God if a Christian describing the activities ot lesus
speaks of God entering the house, God getting into the boat,

!!

cetera.

Though such language can be justified on the basis

of t heological deductions, it is significant that the Scriptures do not speak of the pre-resurrection Christ in that way.
Christians would do well to follow the patterns of Scripture.

J The above implications are worthy of a ~ eoial research,
but are beyond the scope of this study.

They are only men-

tioned to caution Christians against laying all the blame tor
the Muslim misunderstandings upon the Muslims themselves, and
to promote a spirit of sensitivity whioh will aid the proola.ma tion

of the Gospel.

For ill that Gospel and the loving, selt-

saorificillg, and powerful God which it describes there is the
answer to the deepest needs and longings ot Muslims, .c\hmadiyyas
and otherwise.

The question is:

Where to start?

40Hagop A. Chak.makjian, Armenian Christolo~ and the
Evapgelization of Islam (Leiden: E. 3. Brill, 195), p. 133.

-
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Dr. Kenneth Cragg, modern apostle to the Muslims, suggests
that the

t\'IO

main the.mes ot Islamic theology are that God is

Sovereign and that God reveals.41

It has been seen that the

Ahmadiyya Muslims also lay much emphasis upon the rel.evatory
nature of God and His sovereignty.

Although the Ahmadiyyas

frequently use their ideas of God's revelation and His sovereignty to shut out the Christian message, these very cl.osed
doors are al so places of entrance it the doors are opened.
It t a kes God to reveal God
It ha s been seen that the Ahmadiyya liJusl.1.m.s do not 11.mit
t he revel a tion of God to the Qur•an. ✓ They believe that Be can
make Hi mself known through perso~s and still s peaks today. J Unfortuna t ely they regard Mirza Ghulam Ahmad rather than Christ
as a manifesta tion of God's attributes, but the acceptance of'
the principle of God .making Himself known through a hwnan 1if'e
is an opportunity.

Discussion with Muslims so often degener-

ates into a "battle of books," the Q,ur'm versus the Bibl.e as
a reliable a uthority tor faith.

-

Such discussions most often

prove unfruitful and create a spirit of rancor and bitterness
rather than of appreciation.

But the presentation of' Jesus as

the manifestation of God otters more scope for positive
co.mm.unioation.
41Kenneth Cragg, The Call of the Minaret (Nevl York:
Oxford University Prass, 1956), p. 289.
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It is a lmost beside the point to try to compare the relative merits of Jesus and the Mirza as .manitestations ot God's
attributes, for the life or Jesus is its own authentication.
The Ahmadiyyas them.selves may compare the Mirza•s revelation
of God's omnipotence in predicting children for his friends
and ch ildlessness for his enemies with the majestic figure of
Jesus calming the troubled waters of the Sea of Galilee with
a .mere word of command.

The AhL!!.adiyyas themselves can decide

whether t he curses of the Mirza against his enemies and even
pra yers f or their death reflect the love of God more taithtlll.ly
than Jes us ' plea for the forgiveness of those who were torturing Hi m.

The Ahraadiyyas them.selves can decide it the ~ irza•s

"miracle of healing" in restoring health to a boy \'VhO ·was "al.

.most dea d" demonstrates the power of God better than Jesus•

rais i ng of Lazarus after he was in the grave for four days.
Chris t i ans, like Christ, are not particularly interested 1n
proving the truth of God by a dazzling display of outward
signs.

They are not so concerned to show God's powers of de-

struction as to demonstrate His love for lost sinners and His
ability to again set them on the right way.

Jesus reveals how

God deals with man's pi.oat pressing problem, the problem of sin.
The life of Jesus offers opportunities to reveal the fulness
of God, for in Him "the whole tulness of deity d,vells bodily"
(Col.2:9).

'

"He 1,vho sees me sees H1J!I. who sent me" (John 12:4,S).

The whole Scriptures, and especially the Gospels, demonstrate
this truth, and prov+de ample material for presenting a flll.l
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man if es ta tion of the attributes of God to the Ahmadiyya :Muslim.

This is a .much more fruitful theme than arguing about

or

the authenticity of the Scriptures, the variant readings

the Qur•an and the Bible, and real or supposed contradiotions
and his torical inaccuracies 1n either book.

The Scriptures

testify that the Gospel is the p0\1er of God unto salvation.
Jesus is the embodiment of that Gospel, and there is .more
power in tha t life than 1n arguments about books.

For

11

God

was in Christ, reconciling the world unto Himself" (2 Car. S:l.9).
God reveals God in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus.
The ma jesty of God demonstrated in the Cross
Ah.madiyya Muslims and other Muslims have a strong sense
of the majesty of God, especially in its creative and preservative a spects.
majesty.
God.

But that is only part of the story of God's

The Bible is not silent about the sovereignty of

In fact, the prayer of the disciples of Jesus in Acta 4

.mentions the very kind of sovereignty in which Muslims are
interested, and also refers to God as One who speaks; it
begins, "Sovereign Lord, who didst make the heaven and the
earth and the seas and everything in them, who by the .mouth of
our father David, thy servant, didst say by the Holy Spirit
• • • •

ti

thought.

No Muslim would quarrel with this terminology or
But then the prayer goes on to a deeper dimensio.n,

For truly in this city there were gathered together
against thy holy servant Jesus, whom thou didst
anoint, both Herod and Pontius Pilate, with the

1.58

Gelltiles and the people of Israel, to do whatever
thy hand and thy plan had predestined to take place.
All the evil forces of that world were gathered to put an
end to Jesus and the work of God.
plish?

But what did they accom-

They only accomplished what God had decided and

planned long ago--namely, the construction of a solid basis
for the exercise of the justice and mercy of God, the follD.dation for the remission of sins of the whole 'WOrld, the de.m.onstra tion of God's power over sin and death.

The disciples,

of course, were referring to the death of Jesus on the cross
and His subsequent resurrection.

The events of the Passion

are God's a cts of gracious sovereignty over evil; they show in
a vivid way that God is not only sovereign over His original
crea tion , but also over His fallen creation, and that even the
evil in the world cannot but ser ve His gracious purposes.

The

Cross is God's way of dealing with the greatest problem of the
universe on r ealistic terms.

It does nothing to minimize or

underestimate the nature of evil in man and the universe.

It

is not the product of wishful and baseless optimistic thinking
about the abilities of man.

It defines majesty and sovereignty

in terms which go beyond the ideas of brute force and irresistible power.

Speaking of the "invisible and noble effects

which the power of the cross has produced 1n every age and in
every land," R. ·11 . Dale continues:
Its power is still unspent. The cross is the very
symbol of the infinite righteousness and the infinite love of God. It confirms the severest condemnation which our consciences can ever pronounce on
our crimes; it reveals a mercy which transcends all
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our hopes. The awful yet glorious fact that the So.n
of God, the Creator of the heavens a.nd the earth,
the Ruler and Judge of our race, died a cruel death,
that we might have the remission of sins, will forever thrill the hearts of men with wo9der and sorrow,
with devout reverence and great joy.4
Though writing before the time of Islam, Irenaeus understood
some or the depth and grandeur of God's majestic dealings
through the Cross.

He describes it as a Divine "mea.ns of per-

s ua sion" v~hich upholds the justice of God a.nd yet saves His
"ancien t handi work" from destruction.I+)

In modern times Dr.

Kenneth Cr agg has described God's way of dealing with evil
through the cross.
How di d Jesus behave confronted with the v,orst that
men could do? In fidelity to the course he had freely
chos en he endured the Cross and suffered the contradic t ion of sinners against Himself vii th forgive.ness
on Hi s lips and in His heart. And from that forgiven ess for giveness flows. Had Jesus died in resentment
or in blasphemy, in imprecation or sullen silence,
there would have been no redemption. Only by bearing,
does the Redeemer bear away the sin of the world • • • •
The ·,ords from the Cross--\vords which never could have
been uttered had Jesus allowed himself to be mercifully stupified by the gall and the reed--illwninate
t he inner nature of His passion and proclaim the
Cross as a supreme deed of redemptive sacrifice.
Truly "with His stripes we are healed." Here \Ve find
a quality of love which .makes an end of evil because
it freely takes all its consequences upon itself. In
revenge and hatred evil is perpetuate~, In pardon
and long-suffering it finds its term.q.q.

42nale, pp. 438-439.
43rrenaeus, Afainst Heresies, V,1,1, in Ante-Nicene
Christian Library Edliiburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1869), IX, p. 56.
44cragg, p. 299.
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I

J mi..e
.&..u.
Ahmadiyya Muslims try to eliminate t.be death of Christ
and the atonement from consideration, but in the process they
detract from the ~jesty of God in His justice and truthfu1ness.

By

the same token they rob God ot His glory by re.moving

the salvation of .man from the act of God to the efforts of .ma.o..
In effect, .man, the crovm of God's handiwork, goes to destruction beca use he cannot save himself.

This is a poor exposition

of the sovereignty of God,
The Ahmadiyyas look upon.. the cross as a pathetic picture
of God's weakness, but actually it is the demonstration of the
streng th of His love, a love which seeks to save.
J

The non-involvement of God as depicted by ~uslims is a

much grea ter threat to the majesty of God then the intense
identifica tion with man pictured through~the history of the
crucifixion.

Writing with passionate devotion Athanasius

pla yed upon t his the.me:
The human race was in process of destruction • • • The
thing that was happening was in truth both .monstrous
and unfitting. It would, of course, have been unthinkable that God should go back upon His \'ford and that
man, having transgressed, should not die; but it was
equally monstrous that beings which once had shared
the nature of the Word should perish and turn back
again into non-existence, through corruption. Xt
was unworthy of the goodness of God that creatures
made by Him should be brought to nothing by the deceit of the devil; and it was supremely unfitting
th~t the work of God in .mankind should disappear.45
45Athanasius, pp. 31-32,
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Kenneth Cragg has pointed up the issue in the following way:
So the question moves into the realm ot vlhat is most
appropriately Divine, what is most truly consonant
with the Divine glory? Indeed, we may say, what makes
God God and glory glor-y? How is God characterized
as God? So deep do tbs -issues go which are raised
by the Muslim attitude to the Cross.40
Though reams could be written on the theme ot the Cross
as the supre.a1e expression ot God's gracious majesty, we olose
t hi s subj eot v1ith the simple ,vords of Paul, "But we preach
Christ crucified, a stumbling block to Jews and folly to Gentiles, but to those who are oalled, both Jews and Greeks,
Christ· the power of God and the wisdom of God" (1 Cor. 1:23-24);
and add t he words of R.

w.

Dale, "Let those of us who are

ca lled to t he ministry of the Gospel resolve that henoetorth,
with str onger faith and intenser earnestness, we will preaoh
•Chris t and Him. crucified. • 111+7

That .message illustrates the

-

Wlity of God in His saving actions and is the most complete
expression of God's sovereign majesty.

1+6cragg, p. 297.
l+7nale, p. 1+1+0.

CONCllJSION
The conclusion of this study comes as an anti-climax to
the consideration of the great themes of God's glory revealed
in the Incarnation and demonstrated in the history connected
·with the Cross and the Resurrection.

Nevertheless, a few ob-

serva tions may be in place.
1./ The Ahmadiyya Muslims have an individual theology of'
the doctrine of God which deserves study by those who are faced
with their message and by those who desire to co.mm.end the Gospel to t hem.
2. • The Ahmadiyya

uslim doctrine of God is different

from that of orthodox Islam.

Some of the old criticisms of

the other t ·uslim doctrines ot God as utterly transcendent
and deterministic do not apply to the Ahmadiyya doctrine.

J.

The Ahmadiyya doctrine offers special difficulties

to Christians.

./

It is more directly anti-Christian thaJl ortho-

dox Islam and is consciously directed to ~astern man.

4. It also offers special opportunities tor presenting
the Christian message. ✓The slight shift in emphasis from
revelation through a book to revelation through a person is a
door which is not so tightly closed to Christian af'firJDations
about the Incarnation of Christ as in orthodox Islam.

5.

The Ahmadiyya doctrine is still 1n a state of flux

and development.

It gives evidence of being influenced from

.many quarters: orthodox Islam, Sufism, Christianity, Hinduism,
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Western seoularism, and modern aoience.

The faot t.bat it has

broken away from the rigidity and barrenness of past Xslam
leaves it open to the tutu.re.
are still in progress.
developments.

liioditioations and amplifioatio11s

A Christian can take hope from these

Those who have already broken away from the

tight lines of old Islam, and even endured suffering tor that
act, may find it easier to devote themselves to a full.er and
truer f a ith if they are made aoquainted with it.

6.

Even t hough some of the Ahmadiyyas are born 0011tro-

versialists, there are some with deeper appreciations for
spiritua l realities.

The author has been acquainted with an

Ahmadiyya group in Calicut, India, for the past twenty years.
He has of ten thought to himself when surveying the group as a
whole, "If only t hese people had become Christians instead of
Ahmadiyya iruslims\"
Fi nally, a f ew areas for further study IJJB.y be mentioned.
This study v1as limited to English and l.ialayalam sources.

iiliost

of the Ahmadiyya literature for Muslims is written 1n the Urdu
language.

A study of this literature would reveal. whether the

Ahmadiyyas have a different approach to Muslims in their other
literature.

It would also reveal more of Ghulam Ahmad's orig-

inal thoughts and message, and help to delineate more clearly
the Sufi mystic and Christian influences in his life &lld
thought.
Plany of the oriticisms raised against the Christian idea
of God have appeared previously in history.

The early Christian
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period faced questions regarding the justice and goodness ot
God, as well as problems relating to ,v.bat is worthy and what
is not ·worthy of the Godhead.

Although a tew referenoes were

made to this literature in this study, there is .mu.oh .more
material of this nature.

A study of this material woul.d be

rewarding for the Christian dialogue with MusliJD.s.
There are few Christians who have had suoh a sense of
t he transcendence and majesty of God as Martin Luther.

At the

same t ime there are fe\'l Christians ,vho had such a firm. conviction about the grace and .mercy of God as kiartin Luther.
Further study in his writings woul.d contribute .mu.oh to bolster
and s tr eng then the Christian presence in the m.idst of Ahmadiyya
Islam .
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